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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 General introduction

For the completion of my education at Eindhoven University of Technologie (EUT) I worked
on a graduation assignment at Thales Nederland. Thales Nederland is a world-wide partic
ipating and competitive company on the market of building complete radar systems, from
antenna to signal processing to visualization and control. Nowadays the main attention is
focussed on building large, integrated and multi-functional active antenna arrays, for the
purposes of radar and missile guidance. These antenna arrays can be made very large,
with respect to the wavelength, which results in a high antenna gain. Also with today's
technology it has become possible to steer the main beam almost in any given direction,
which makes it possible to scan in azimuth and elevation. It is even possible to set up
multiple beams at the same time with the same antenna array.

Antenna arrays, which are capable of performing as mentioned above, are categorized as
phased array antennas. These days, phased arrays are being applied more and more often
in different fields. For example in mobile communications, in astronomy and in the military.
In all applications it is desirable to have low side lobes, such that unwanted signals incident
from directions other than the observation direction are suppressed as much as possible.
In astronomy it is important to take extra design measures to minimize (thermal) noise.
In military applications, phased arrays antennas are used in radar applications. For radar
applications, high scan performance and accurate main beam positioning are required.

1.2 Phased array antennas

Phased array antennas are build in all of shapes and sizes. The difference between phased
array antennas is mainly formed by the type of elementary radiator out of which the
array has been built up. Usually, a phased array antenna consists of several hundreds
or thousands of small radiators. Together they form a large aperture with performance
levels that easily surpass those of large single aperture antennas, like conventional reflector
antennas.
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Fast scanning has become possible by the fact that every radiator has its own power supply
and phase shifter. However, the drawback is the increasing complexity of the electronics.

The last two decades, a lot of investigation and research is done on microstrip patch
arrays, single patches and stacked patches, e.g. [2], [3], [24], [20], [30] [31], mainly because of
their excellent performance, low implementation or manufacturing costs and the flexibility
in layout during the design proces. In the literature, we find that the bandwidth of arrays
consisting of single patches is relatively small: ±10%, [20], [30]. This figure can be increased
by applying a thicker substrate on which the patches lie [4], [30]. Another solution to
increase the bandwidth is to use a second patch stacked above the first, with dielectric
layers in between, which results in bandwidth from 20% up to 50 %, [5], [9], [20], [30]. A
drawback of the former and also somewhat of the last solution are surface waves in the
dielectric substrates. A consequence of this problem is the increase of dielectric losses,
deterioration of the radiation efficiency and even worse, introduction of blind spots in the
scan range [23] [10]. A possible solution to these unwanted surface waves is to lower the
relative permittivity, En of the substrate. A second possibility is the use of metallized
cavities backing the microstrip patches to prevent the surface waves from travelling and
thereby preventing their destructive effect [4], [7], [13], [14], [21], [32], [33].

Nowadays during the design and development of phased array antennas more and
more attention is focussed on other fields of requirements, for example on: compactness,
lightweight, low cost, multi-functional, broadband, etc. Some of these requirements point
into the direction of a phased array antenna built from single or stacked patches residing
in a cavity.

Large phased arrays are in general modelled by making the assumption that the trans
verse plane of the antenna face extends towards infinity. Owing to this assumption, one
can define a periodicity condition, with which an analysis of a whole array is reduced to a
unit cell. The unit cell is the smallest part of an array from which an array can be build.
Note that by assuming and modelling an infinite array, the edge effects which occur in
the real finite array are not present. But, before we can examine and analyse these kinds
of array phenomena, the whole configuration behind the periodic antenna face has to be
analysed. In the case of patches backed by a cavity, and depending on the type of power
supply, one can see this configuration as a waveguide structure. A suitable tool for the
analysis of waveguide problems is a modal analysis.

1.3 Objective

Besides designing a proper and good functioning antenna with the help of commercial EM
software tools like HFSS, Thales is also interested in gaining insight in what really happens,
at a physical level, i.e. currents that are flowing and electromagnetic fields that exist and
propagate from the supply-network structure, through the cavity into the outside world,
which is called the transmitting case. Once the transmitting case has been characterised
the receiving case is also known, owing to reciprocity.

From this we can draw up some rough objectives. First of all, investigation and analysis
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of large phased array antennas consisting of stacked patches residing in a cavity. The
subjects to which, in general, most of the interest goes out are, scan performance, side
lobe levels, bandwidth, low cross-polarization. These are quite a few things to investigate
all at once, so we will make a start with the analysis by modelling a waveguide simulator.
Our objective thereby will be mainly to find out how the modes 1 of the electromagnetic
field behave, and to seek for modes, propagating and/or evanescent, with a characteristic
behaviour for this specific configuration. Also, will be look at the frequency dependence of
separate parts of the antenna and their combinations.

1.4 Method of analysis

For the analysis of this problem we have decided to use integral equations for the magnetic
field, solved analytically. Starting form the Marcuvitz-Swinger equation with a properly
chosen basis to expand the electromagnetic field in. The choice for integral equations is
based on the fact that the problem to be solved is a regular problem for which closed form
integrals can be found. Also, it is the most accurate method. The global error which is
made, is controllable and can be made as small as possible within certain limits.

What also could have been used is, for example FDTD (Finite Differences Time Do
main). Methods based on finite differences are less accurate then integral equations, and
for this reason we do not use them.

1.5 Organization report

After the introduction in Chapter 1, we continue with the modelling approach in Chap
ter 2. It describes how we go from a complex antenna configuration to a configuration
divided into subproblems. These subproblems are eventually more simply to solve. Chap
ter 3 presents a derivation of the Marcuvitz-Swinger equations, suitable for the analysis of
waveguide problems. Also, a preview is given of how to arrive at equivalent transmission
line equations by applying a modal representation. In Chapter 4 one can find a description
of the waveguide mode functions and we show that they can be used as a suitable basis, for
the expansion of the transverse electric and magnetic field constituents. Then in Chapter 5
the equivalent transmission-line equations are deduced together with a source representa
tion. The solution of these transmission-line equations yield the expansion coefficients for
the modal field representation. Chapter 6 is completely devoted to the analysis of the iris.
First, the so-called modal Green's functions are deduced. Then, the equivalent currents are
solved with the method of moments (MoM). Finally, a scattering parameter description
is formed, followed by some results. Chapter 7 discusses a patch in a waveguide. The
approach is the same as for the iris in Chapter 6. We conclude the analysis in Chapter 8,
in which a waveguide simulator is modelled with the components of Chapters 6 and 7. The
report ends with some conclusions and recommendations.

llater on it will become clear what is understood by "modes"
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Cllapter 2

Modelling approach

2.1 General

In the preceding chapter we talked about phased array antennas, and with particular
interest about phased arrays consisting of patches receding in a cavity. This chapter will
be devoted to a more detailed description of such an array geometry and how we intend to
form a model which can be analyzed with appropriate tools. In spite of the fact that one
of our final objectives is to form a waveguide modulator, which is an approach to model an
entire infinite periodic array, we will give a model approach for the entire array, including
periodic coupling with free space. In this way the basis for a possible continuation of the
analysis is made.

Fig.2.1 shows a cross-section, in the x - z-plane, of the phased array of interest. The

- -- patch

double waveguide
transition (thick
iris)

patch

/p~riodic
continuation

cavity

metallized unit cell

\\

stripline
supply

z

L>x

Figure 2.1: Cross-section of cavity backed stacked patch phased array in x - z -plane

infinite array approach reduces the analysis to a unit cell. Due to this modelling step every
elementary radiator, confined in such an unit cell, sees the same environment. Therefore,
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it does not matter which unit cell is taken, so, we choose the one in the origin of the
coordinate system.

The cavity can be modelled as a piece of waveguide. Further down into the cavity we
come to a double waveguide transition, which we will consider as a thick iris. The purpose
of the waveguide transition is to couple the cavity to the stripline power-supply. Depending
on the geometry of the transition and the position in the transverse plane (x-y-plane), it
acts as a filter for the polarization and determines which modes couple and are transmitted.
If we pass through the iris we observe the power-supply. The power-supply is a completely
closed cavity, except for the iris aperture, in which a stripline ends. The cavity which
contains the patches, the iris and the cavity in which the stripline ends are filled with
dielectricum with relative permittivity Cr = 3. In Fig.2.2 the top-view (x-y-plane) of the
array is displayed. Observable, is the periodicity. In this case the periodic grid extends

patch

cell

y

t
L. >x

Figure 2.2: Top view of array in x - y-plane

along the orthogonal x- and y-axis, but it could also be along some triangular grid spacing.
The shaded parts are metallized. Furthermore, the cavity, the patches, and the iris all have
rectangular shapes.

2.2 Modelling assumptions

For analysis and modelling of a problem it is important to know what assumptions have
been made, since these assumptions often give the analysis a certain position in the field of
reliability. Also, certain discrepancies compared to practical results can be explained. The
first assumption we made is, that all metal is modelled as a Perfect Electric Conductor
(PEC).

The patches are made of a very thin layer of coper, printed on a very thin layer of
capton, which has a relative permittivity Cr = 3.4. The thickness of each layer is in the
order of a tenth of a millimeter. The capton layers are being neglected for simplicity and
because they are very thin and lie transverse to the propagation direction. In practice the
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worst that can happen is a small reflection and phase shift. Regarding to the phase shift
which the capton can introduce. Each cavity contains layers of capton on which the patchs
are printed, so the same phase shift will occur in every cavity along the whole array which
makes it no problem. What might form a problem, is if the thickness of the capton layers
varies or if the capton is inhomogeneous. This could result in a varying attenuation and
phase shift in each cavity. The inhomogeneity and/or anisotropic characteristics of the
dielectric filling can also raise problems. Taking into account the fact that a material is
inhomogeneous and/or anisotropic would make the analysis much more difficult therefore
we assume that all dielectric materials are homogeneous.

Some other imposed assumptions for this system are that it is lineair, time invariant
and instantaneously reacting.

In our model we assume that the walls inside the iris are completely metallized and
that this metal is a PEe.

2.3 Subdivision of the problem

In some papers, which discus comparable configurations, the hole configuration is usually
analysed at once. It is then also a complex approach, in the sense that one can easily
make mistakes and get lost in the problem. Therefore, we take a different approach. We
divide the problem in parts to simplify the problem. In this way we can tackle the problem
step by step and afterwards, the sub-solutions can be used to study the total structure be
putting them together.

Looking at Fig.2.1, the configuration can be split into 4 parts viz.,

• Part 1: the iris, Fig.2.3.

Port 1

!
I
I

!port 2
I

!
i

...----~ Port 1

Iris

sl1 s21

s12 s22

S-matrix

Port 2

Figure 2.3: Iris.

• Part 2: patch in cavity, Fig.2.4.

• Part 3: patch in periodic arrangement, Fig.2.5.

• Part 4: the stripline power-supply, also called the feed. The power-supply is out of
the scoop of this analysis.
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port 1

patch

port 2 ...--..~ Port 1

Figure 2.4: Patch in cavity.

patch 1

811 821

812 822

S-matrix

Port 2

port 1 I port 2

x '---------,~
L ~ patch

y z

...-----+~ Port 1

patch 2

811 821

812 822

S-matrix

Port 2

Figure 2.5: Patch in periodic arrangement.

The coupling of the different parts afterwards, can be realized by forming scattering param
eter descriptions of each part, during the analysis. That's why we illustrated the scattering
matrices (S-matrices) in the figures. By coupling the output of one S-matrix to the input
of the other, the matrices are combined, to form a compleet system. The results S-matrix
description gives us insight into the behaviour of the modes. Before we can work with these
S-matrices we have to analyse each part and come to a description that will lend itself to
be transformed into scattering parameters.

If it was not yet completely clear, we emphasize it again that we have to deal with waveg
uide problems. To analyse the electromagnetic fields in waveguides we make use of the
Marcuvitz-Swinger equations. The Marcuvitz-Swinger equations describe the transverse
electromagnetic fields of an infinitely long of waveguide. A description of the transverse
electromagnetic fields is well suited, as it will turn out, for the discontinuities in the trans
verse plane which are present in our problems. From the Marcuvitz-Swinger equations we
can deduce equivalent transmission-line equations which describe the behaviour of each
mode in the propagation direction.

To deal with the discontinuities we could use the method of mode matching, which is
appropriate in the case of the iris, but not in the case of the patches. Instead, we will
apply the methode of moments (MoM). In this way we can use one solution methode for
different cases. The method of moments is used to solve integral equations and yields
current coefficients of an approximated current distribution. Until now we have not talked
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about, or defined any current, but by defining equivalent situations for the cases depicted
in Fig.(2.3)-(2.5) we can, with the help of the equivalence theory and uniqueness theorems,
introduce equivalent surface current densities. In Fig.(2.6)-(2.8) the equivalent situations
are depicted. The equivalent situation is created by closing the apertures with a flat PEC

Port 1

I
I
I
I
I

M1j jM1 M2 j j~
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I ~ AII
I

\ /
I
I

Aperture closed with PEC

Port 2

Figure 2.6: Equivalent configuration of iris.

MttM

Aperture closed
with PEC

port 1 port 2

Figure 2.7: Equivalent configuration of patch in cavity.

surface and defining at an infinitesimal distance, on both sides of the PEC, magnetic surface
current densities. Magnetic surface current densities on the left side of the PEC (i.e. z =
z;;) are defined by M and on the right (i.e. z = z:) by M. This was the first step in defining
a equivalent situation, the second follows. The situations with the equivalent surface
currents, Fig.(2.6)-(2.8), are completely equivalent to the original situations, Fig.(2.3)
(2.5), once Eqs.(2.1) and (2.2) are satisfied.

E x nl(z;;,-) = E x nl(zd)'

n x HI(z;;,-) = n x HI(zt).

(2.1)

(2.2)

These equations tell us that the tangential fields at the aperture (i.e. z = za) must be
continuous as in the original situation.
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MttM
port 2

MttM

Aperture closed with PEe

Figure 2.8: Equivalent configuration of patch in periodic grid.

The second equation, Eq.(2.2), will be used during the MoM. The first equation,
Eq.(2.1), can be satisfied by examining the magnetic surface current densities on the aper
ture according to the well known relation for the tangential component of the electric field,
VIZ.

Ex n = Ms. (2.3)

The subscript s is the indication for a surface quantity, which from now on is left out and
will be implied until defined otherwise.
For the left side of the aperture, Eq.(2.4) is applicable.

(2.4)

The minus-sign is due to the fact that we defined the normal vector on the aperture in the
positive z-direction, thereby becoming equal to the z-directed unit vector and the normal
vector needed to determine the tangential electric field on the left of the aperture is directed
opposite to the z-directed unit vector.
For the right side of the aperture Eq. (2.5) is applicable.

(2.5)

Then, by combining Eq.(2.4) and (2.5) according Eq.(2.1) we find the relation between the
magnetic surface current densities on both sides of the aperture,

(2.6)

By closing the aperture with PEG's and defining equivalent magnetic surface currents we
have created a situation of uniform waveguide sections which are analyzed in an simpler
way.

Note: to make significante conclusions or recommendations in relation to the specific
configuration in Fig.2.1 it is important to have an accurate and description and model of
the stripline power-supply.
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Chapter 3

Waveguide problem;
General insight applied analysis

In the introduction we discussed the configuration that will be analyzed. We showed how
the problem is split up, in order to simplify it, and how that led to four subproblems
of which one, the power-supply, is out of the scoop. All cases are waveguide type prob
lems for which the Marcuvitz-Swinger equations are well suited to describe and solve the
electromagnetic fields.

This chapter we want to use more as an general introductory to explain and give an
idea, a bigger picture, behind the analysis by means of the Marcuvitz-Swinger equations.
It gives us an opportunity to derive these equations. An opportunity to show how the
transverse field can be expressed in an modal representation. Furthermore, we show how
we come to equivalent transmission-line equations, starting from the Marcuvitz-Swinger
equations and what the characteristic guided wave solution is for waveguides.

The gained insight will then be further employed and worked out in detail for the
particular cases.

3.1 Maxwell's equations

We will start form Maxwell's equations with ejwt time dependence:

\7 x E(r, w) = -jwB(r, w) - M(r, w),

\7 x H(r, w) = jwD(r, w) + J(r, w),

where,

(3.1)
(3.2)

E

H

D

electric field strength [V/ m], B

magnetic field strength [A/m]' J

electric flux density [As/m2
], M

magnetic flux density [Vs/m2
],

electric current density [A/m2
],

magnetic current density [V/m2
],

The field quantities are vector fields, indicated bold, and are position (r) and frequency (w)
dependent. The quantities J and M represent sources. They are referred to as being exter-
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nal, or impressed. Furthermore these sources must obey the laws of charge conservation,
defined by the continuity equations,

\7 . M(r, w) = -jwPm(r, w),

\7 . J(r, w) = -jwPe(r, w),

where,

Pe electric charge density [As/m3
],

Pm magnetic charge density [Vs/m3
].

Taking the divergence of Eq.(3.1) and Eq.(3.2) we arrive at,

\7 . \7 x E(r, w) = 0 = -jw\7· B(r, w) - \7 . M(r, w),

\7 . \7 x H(r, w) = 0 = jw\7 . D(r, w) + \7 . J(r, w),

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)
(3.6)

then by substitution of the charge conservation laws, Eq.(3.3) en Eq.(3.4), we get the
dependent equations

\7 . B (r , w) = Pm (r , w),

\7 . D(r, w) = Pe(r, w),

(3.7)
(3.8)

which are Gauss' laws for the electric and magnetic flux densities. Under the assumptions
made in Sec.2.2 the following constitutive relations hold

with

B(r, w) = f-lH(r, w),

D(r, w) = cE(r, w),

s (complex) permittivity [As/Vm]'

f-l (complex) permeability [Vs/Am].

(3.9)

(3.10)

Upon substituting Eqs.(3.9)-(3.10) in to Eqs.(3.1)-(3.2) we obtain the final form of Maxwell's
equations

\7 x E(r, w) = -jwf-lH(r, w) - M(r, w),

\7 x H(r, w) = jWEE(r, w) + J(r, w),

\7 . B(r, w) = Pm(r, w),

\7 . D(r, w) = Pe(r, w).

(3.11)
(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)

The position and frequency dependenties will be assumed through out the rest of this
report unless indicated otherwise.
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For the analysis of the problem, as described in Sec.1, we will use the Marcuvitz-Swinger
equations as basis. In this section a derivation of these equations is given. A reason for
using these equations is that they give a description of the transverse field quantities which
is convenient in our cases, when we arrive at the analysis of the transverse discontinuities.
Also the equations can be transformed into equivalent transmission-line equations which
can be handled without much difficulty.

For the derivation we will refer to the waveguide depicted in Fig.(3.1). The guide

Figure 3.1: A section of an infinite waveguide with arbitrary cross-section

extends form -CXJ to +CXJ along the spatial z-axis and has an arbitrary, but uniform along
the z-axis, cross-section. r indicates the waveguide wall, T is the unity vector tangential
to the contour of a cross-section and v is the unity vector normal the contour of a cross
section in the plane of that cross-section. Furthermore the assumptions made in Sec.2.2
are applied.

The following can also be obtained form [1l],[16]. To derive the Marcuvitz-Swinger
from Maxwell's equations we have to eliminate the longitudinal field components from
Maxwell's equations, Eq.(3.11)-(3.12). This can be realized by decomposing the vectors
and operators into their transverse and longitudinal parts, i.e.

E = E t + Ezaz,

J = J t + Jzaz,

H = H t + Hzaz,

M = Mt+Mzaz,
o

r = p + zaz, \7 = \7 t + a z oz'

Next, we apply this decomposition to Maxwell's equations in Eq.(3.11),

o .
(\7 t + az 0) x (Et + Ezaz) = -Jwf-l(Ht + Hzaz) - (Mt + Mzaz),

which leads to

(3.15)

(3.16)

\7t x E t + \7t x (Ezaz) + az :z x E t + az :z x (Ezaz) + jWf-lHt + jWf-lHzaz = -Mt - Mzaz

oEt oEz . .
\7t x E t + \7t x (Ezaz) + az x oz + az x oz az + JWf-lHt + JWf-lHzaz = - M t - Mzaz
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(3.17)

Equation (3.17) consists of several transverse en longitudinal terms. We will examine term
by term and determine of what kind it is. Before we do this we can apply two more
simplifications viz.

(3.18)

this is trivial, because the cross-product of two vectors lying parallel to each other is zero.
The second simplification, involves the term

which can be rewritten with the aid of the following vector identity,

v x (aA) = Va x A + a(V x A),

to

V t x (Ezaz) = VtEz x az + EzVt x a z ,
'--v-"

o

and eventually

(3.19)

(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)

The fact that the second term on the right-hand side in Eq.(3.21), is equal to zero needs no
proof, just write it out. Carry through Eq.(3.18) and Eq.(3.22), Eq.(3.17) can be rewritten
according to

(3.23)

Equation (3.23) still contains transverse as well as longitude terms, viz.,

• V t x E t is a longitudinal term; because it is the cross product of a transverse operator
and a transverse vector.

• VtEz x a z is a transverse term; because it is the cross product of, the gradient of the
z-component of the E-field which gives, a transverse vector and a longitudinal vector.

• a z x a~t is a transverse term; because it is a cross product of a longitudinal vector
with a transverse vector.

The remaining terms of Eq.(3.23) do not need further explanation.
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At this point we still don't have the kind of equations we can use for the rest of the
analysis. Separation of the transverse terms and the longitudinal terms is the following
step. First we will split off the transverse terms, as follows

3Et . .
az x (Vt x Et + VtEz x az +az x 3z + )Wf1Ht+ )wf1Hzaz) = az x (-Mt - J\:lzaz). (3.24)

What happend is, we applied the operator a z x to the left of Eq.(3.23). Now, with the aid
of the following vector identity,

A x (B x C) = B(A· C) - C(A . B),

applied to Eq.(3.24) and some simple mathematical rearrangements we get,

(3.25)

(3.26)
3Et .

- 3z = )wf1Ht x az - VtEz + M t x az ,

Now that we have an expression for the transverse electric field, by invoking the principle
of dualityl we get an expression for the transverse magnetic field at once viz.,

(3.27)

Subsequently we can split off the longitudinal terms by applying the operator, az " in a
same manner as in Eq.(3.24),

3Et . .
az · (Vt x Et + VtEz x az + az x 3z + )wf1Ht + )wf1Hzaz) = az · (-Mt - Mzaz). (3.28)

Again, as we did previously by splitting off the transverse part, we apply the vector identity,

A· (B x C) = B . (C x A) = C . (A x B),

and with some mathematical rearrangements we arrive at,

and application of the duality principle yields

(3.29)

(3.30)

(3.31)

(3.32)

(3.33)

Summarizing, we have obtained the transverse parts of Eq.(3.11) and Eq.(3.12) written in
Eq.(3.32) and Eq.(3.33), respectively

3Et .
- 3z = )wf1Ht x a z - VtEz + M t x az ,

3Ht .
- 3z = )WEcaz x Et - VtHz + az x J t ·

l{E,H,c, fl,J,M}~ {H,E, -fl, -c, -M, -J}
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The longitudinal parts of Eq.(3.11) and Eq.(3.12) written in Eq.(3.34) and Eq.(3.35), re
spectively

jWflHz = \7t . (az x E t ) - M z ,

jWccEz = \7t . (Ht x az ) - Jz.

(3.34)

(3.35)

(3.36)

(3.37)

Observe that equations (3.32)-(3.35) still contain transverse as well as longitudinal field
components. To get equations that only contain transverse field components, we apply the
transverse gradient to Eq.(3.34) and Eq.(3.35),

1 1
\7t H z = -.-\7t\7t · (az x E t ) - -.-\7t Alz ,

JWfl JWfl

1 1
\7t E z = -.-\7t\7t . (H t x az ) - -.-\7t Jz ,

JWcc JWcc

and substitute them into Eq.(3.32) and Eq.(3.33) respectively, which results in:

3Et . 1 1
----::::;- = Jw!tHt x a z - -.-\7t\7t · (Ht x az ) + -.-\7t Jz + M t x a z ,

uZ JWcc JWcc

3Ht . 1 1
-~ = JWEcaz x E t - -.-\7t\7t . (az x E t ) + -.-\7t M z + az x J t .

uZ JWfl JWfl

The identity \7t \7t · is a dyad of the form

(3.38)

(3.39)

(3.40)

(3.41)

Hence, if we want to further simplify, by taking the terms H t x a z and a z x Et out of the
first and second righthand side terms of Eq.(3.38) and Eq.(3.39), respectively, we have to
multiply the first term on the righthand side, in former equations, with the "transverse"
identity dyad

~ t = (ax ax + ay ay) = (~ ~).

We can now cast the Marcuvitz-Swinger equations in the following form,

where the operator, .c, is meant symbolically and represents

(3.43)

in which k = Wy!flcc is the complex propagation constant. This is due to the fact that the
applied dielectric filling of the waveguide is not necessarily lossless and that reveals itself
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(3.44)

(3.45)

in the complex epsilon, Ce' In Eq. (3.42) the equivalent transverse magnetic and electric
current distributions are given by

eq _ 1 ()M t - M t - -.-'\It x Jzaz
JWce

eq _ 1 ( )J t - J t + -.-'\It x Mzaz
JWJ.1

which are derived by applying the vector identities in equations (3.20) and (3.25) to the
third term in the right-hand side ofEq.(3.38) and Eq.(3.39). We will give a short derivation.
Let us start with the third term of Eq.(3.38). If we apply the operator, xaz , with it two
times and make use of (3.39) we obtain

('\ltJz x a z) x az = -['\ltJAaz . a z) - az(az . '\ltJz)],

= - '\ltJz.

Apart of a minus sign, it is the same as the third term. Next, apply the other vector
identity to the term on the left-hand side between brackets, of the previous equation,
transfer the minus-sign of the right-hand side term to the left-hand side term and discard
the cross-product with a z for a moment. As a result we get,

-('\ltJz x a z ) = - '\It x (Jzaz) + JA'\lt x a z ),

= -'\It x (Jzaz).

Once we have obtained this result, Eq.(3.44) can be readily identified. The same successive
manipulations can be used to arrive at Eq.(3.45), with one difference viz. we start form
(az x '\ltMz) x a z instead of ('\ltJz x a z) x a z.

As we can see in Eq. (3.42), the Macuvitz-Swinger equations only contain the trans
verse field quantities and still represent Maxwell's equations only rewritten in a somewhat
different form. Where Maxwell's equations form a vectorially coupled system of first-order
partial differential equations, we now have a vectorially coupled system of second-order
partial differential equations, due to the elimination of a field variable viz. the longitudinal
one. At first this may not seem an advantage but later on we will see that these can
be transformed in equivalent transmission line equations, as mentioned earlier, which are
hopefully easier to handle.

3.2.1 Boundary conditions

In general differential equations are not uniquely solvable without knowing something more
about the specific problem we are dealing with. Solutions of differential equations leave us
always with undetermined constants, or even with higher order terms. Since these constants
and/or terms can take on a variety of values, creating infinitely many possible solutions.
So, what we have to do is to find out what specific conditions apply to the problem,
the so-called boundary conditions. Through the introduction of boundary conditions the
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differential equations become completely solvable.
As mentioned before, we assume a waveguide along the z-axis from -00 to +00. The shape
of the cross-section is arbitrary but uniform and the walls are made of a Perfect Electrical
Conductor (PEC). With this assumption the following condition holds,

(3.46)

which implies, that the total tangential component of the electric field evaluated on the
waveguide wall (Pr) must vanish, with n the unity vector normal to the waveguide wall,
lying in the plane of the cross-section and pointing outward, E(p, z) tot the total electric
field on the inside of the waveguide and Pr is a position vector describing the contour of
the waveguide wall in the transverse plane. The boundary condition in Eq.(3.46) holds
for the Marcuvitz-Swinger equations in Eq. (3.42) but is not directly applicable because
the Marcuvitz-Swinger only contain transverse field quantities therefore we are going to
rewrite it

n x (Et + Ezaz)I P=Pr = n x Etl P=Pr + n x a z Ezi P=Pr = O.
'--v--"

-T

(3.47)

In the third term we see n x a z which is the unity vector, -7, tangential to the waveguide
wall lying in the plane of the cross-section.
The rewritten boundary condition, as can be seen in Eq.(3.47), now consists of two terms.
One term contains the transverse electric field and the other term contains the longitu
dinal electric field, which doesn't appear in the Marcuvitz-Swinger equations. To have
boundary conditions completely restated in transverse field quantities, we have to find an
other expression for the longitudinal electric field term. Now if we look at Eq.(3.35), for
convenience stated below again, we see the solution to the problem.

Upon assuming that Jz becomes zero in the proces of limplPr ' we get

Finally the transverse boundary conditions are,

n x Etl P=Pr = 0,

Vt . (Ht x az ) I P=Pr = O.

(3.48)

(3.49)

(3.50)

For a moment we will go back to the assumption that Jz = 0 on the waveguide wall. This
restriction, which requires the vanishing of the z component of the applied electric current
source on the boundary is consistent with the fact that an applied tangential electric
current source on a PEC surface is "short-circuit" and as a consequence cannot radiate
any electromagnetic energy. In Appendix A this is explained further.
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It has been mentioned earlier, e.g. Sec.3.2, that the Marcuvitz-Swinger equations can be
cast in equivalent transmission-line equations. In this section we would like to emphasize
why and how one can come to equivalent transmission-line equations, without directly
solving them. To come to these equations we need an expression for the transverse field
components. For this, we will start from [11]. In [11, Sec.8.1] it is discussed that for a
guided wave description of a homogeneous lineair field, thus EM-waves propagating along
the spatial z-axis described by Maxwell's equations, the total electromagnetic field can be
represented as a superposition of eigenmodes or also called characteristic guided waves of
the form wa(p, t)e-jkz;u z in which z is the symmetry axis along which guiding takes place,
kz;a is the eigenvalue of the a-th mode, wa(p, t) is a eigenvector function depending on
the transverse position vector P and time t. Explicitly, the representation of the total field
takes the form,

(3.51)

for source free points. Here, w(r, t) is called a wave function and is an abstract notation
for the electromagnetic field quantities,

'1'( t) { E(r, t) }
r, ------+ H(r, t)

The term aa(z) is defined as the amplitude factor of the a-th mode and takes on the z
dependence. For bounded cross-sections we assume wa (p, t) = wa(p )e jwt

. The exponential
term indicates the time dependence, as stated at the beginning of Sec.3.1 and will be left
out. This is described more rigorous in [11, Sec. 1.4]. At the end of this Sec. 1.4 it appears
that the field description '1', is restricted to the transverse field components E t and H t . It
turns out, that these are the independent components of the electromagnetic field, in cases
of guided waves along the spatial z-axis. It's notation becomes

(3.52)

In [11, Sec. 1.4] eigenvectors are found, and as a result the total wavevector, by making use
of Maxwell's equations explicitly. This results in solving a tedious eigenvalue problem. In
spite of the fact that this is not the way we are going to follow, it remains true that the
electromagnetic field can be represented as a sum of eigenvectors. In Chapter 4 another
approach will be discussed.

To be able to resume the derivation of the equivalent transmission line equations we
introduce, by analogy of Eq.(3.52), two complete sets of vector functions {fP} and {fiR},
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which form a basis, by which the transverse electromagnetic field can be expressed as
00

(3.53)
i=l

00

Ht(p, z) = L Ii (Z)fi
H(p).

i=l

(3.54)

As we can see, the vector functions represent the transverse dependency and the terms
in front, represent the z-dependency and also contain an amplitude coefficient that can
become complex. The index i is a multicomponent summation index distinguishing the
ith mode or eigenvalue. So what these equations are expressing is that the total transverse
field can be thought of as a transversely directed slice for every possible value of z and on
such a transversely directed slice the field is exact since it is built up of an infinite sum of
eigenvector functions, which form a basis. The solution can be found in the space formed
by the eigenvectors.
The expressions in Eq.(3.53) and Eq.(3.54) hold for the problem in our case because the
transverse region is bounded. For open guided wave problems the complete spectrum
need to be entirely discrete. In open guided wave problems, one or both of the transverse
directions is unbounded yielding a continuous spectrum of eigenvalues. In [11, Sec. 3.2]' it
is shown that only a part of the solutions contain summations supplemented by integrals,
meaning that a part of the spectrum has become continuous.

Next, we will insert Eq.(3.53) and Eq.(3.54) into the Marcuvitz-Swinger equations but
before that, we make a minor adjustment to Eq.(3.42). On the right-hand site, in the last
mentioned equation, we have terms with cross-product of field quantities with z-directed
unit vectors. To come to the modified equation, we define two operators V and T working
on vector functions U and W who add U x az and az x W to these vector functions,
respectively. Next, we define that U = Ht and W = Et giving rise to

£(Ht x az ) = £VHt = £HHt,

£(az x Et) = £ TEt = £E Et.

(3.55)

(3.56)

The left-hand sides of Eqs.(3.55) and (3.56) come from Eq.(3.42). The operators £H and
£E transform Eq.(3.42) into

f} (Et(P, z)) (jW/-L£H 0) (Ht(P, z)) (M~q(P' z) x az )
- f}z Ht(p, z) = 0- jWE£E Et(p, z) + az x J~q(p, z) .

With Eq.(3.53) and Eq.(3.54) substituted into Eq.(3.57) we get

(3.57)

00

jW/-L Lli(z) £H fiH(P) + (M~q(p,z) x az ),

i=l
00

jwc L V;(z) £E fiE(P) + (az x J~q(p, z)).
i=l

(3.58)

(3.59)
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Subsequently we take the inner product of Eq.(3.58) with fl(p) (j = 1,2, ... ) and the
inner product of Eq. (3.59) with ft (p) hereby introducing an inner product of two vector
function as

(f, g) = Is f . g* dB

which leads to

_~ dVi(z) (fE fE) ~ H H E eq ) E)D d ~ , J jWfJ D Ii(z) (£ fi ,fj ) + ((Mt x az ,fj ,

i=l z i=l

~ dIi(z) (fH fH) . ~ () (rE E fH) (( Jeq ) fH)- D ~ i' j = JWc D Vi z ~ f i 'j + az x t 'j .

i=l i=l

(3.60)

(3.61)

(3.62)

where only the significant spatial coordinate variables are shown. These equations can be
rewritten more clearly in a matrix-vector notation

E dV . H
- N . - = JWfJL . I + v

= dz = '

N H dI . E •
- . - = JwcL . V + 1.

= dz =

(3.63)

(3.64)

We assume that it is evident that V and I are column vectors of dimensions (n x 1) and
N E

, N H
, L E and L H are matrices of dimensions (n x n) with n = 00.

These last equations, Eq.(3.63) and Eq.(3.64), tell us that by choosing, or even better,
by constructing a suitable vectorial basis we can have influence on the type of matrices
we get, determined by the inner products of the vector functions. If we can construct a
orthonormal basis which obeys the boundary conditions we will get diagonal matrices im
plying, a separate system of equivalent transmission-line equations for every mode. From
this system of first order coupled differential equations the coefficients Vi and Ii can be
solved. Together with the constructed vectorial basis the total transverse fields are formed,
Eqs.(3.53)-(3.54). In this way we have an efficient analysis tool to tackle waveguide prob
lems and especially discontinuities in the transverse plane of which we have quite a few.

In theory, the infinite sum in Eqs.(3.53)-(3.54) can be handled and will lead to an
exact solution but in practice this sum has to be truncated because of the reason that
our computer is finite. A satisfactory answer, good approximation, can still be reached by
taking into account sufficient coefficients.
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Chapter 4

Waveguide mode functions;
Construction of basis

In the preceding chapter we have shown how we end up with an analysis tool for guided
waves along a spatial axis, for instance the z-axis, starting from Maxwell's equations.
A important point in here is the construction of a suitable vectorial basis in which the
solution of the transverse electromagnetic field can be constructed. In this chapter we are
going to construct a suitable basis. A brief preview of what is coming ahead. Point of
departure are the source free counterparts of the Marcuvitz-Swinger equations from which
we find equations for the p-depended parts of the transverse fields, the mode functions e
and h, expressed as a function of the p-depended longitudinal field constituents ez and hz .

Therefore we will make use, among other things, of the characteristic wave solution. This
line of approach results in a rather simple problem for the p-depended longitudinal field
constituents, ez and hz to solve, viz. scalar Helmholtz equations. As it will turn out, the
mentioned field constituents possess orthogonality properties and with the help of scalar
functions, normalisation can be achieved, which yields an suitable orthonormal basis.

4.1 Waveguide mode functions

On the basis of what has been written in Sec. 3.3 and on what is physically acceptable,
when looking to a waveguide lying along the z-axis, Fig. (3.1), the characteristic guided
waves will be sought in the following general form,

again assuming ejwt for the time dependency.
The variable 'It refers to the vectorial field quantities E(r) as well as H(r)

{
E(r) }

'It(r) ---+ H(r)

(4.1)

(4.2)
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Writing the field quantities explicitly in this general form

E(r) = E(p)e- jkzz ,

H(r) = H(p)e- jkzz ,

(4.3)

(4.4)

gives us a basic approach to find a solution for the waveguide mode functions.
Finding the waveguide mode functions comes down to solving an eigenvalue problem,

because waveguide mode functions are eigenfunction solutions to source-free differential
equations applied with appropriate boundary conditions. If Maxwell's equations are ap
plied to the characteristic solution form of Eqs.(4.3) and (4.4) we end up with a tedious
differential eigenvalue problem, see e.g. [11, Sec.1.4 and Sec.8.2]. There is a method to
circumvent this, which comes down to expressing the p-depended transverse field in the
p-depended longitudinal field, as done in e.g. [8], [16], [19]. As a consequence we will end
up with a scalar eigenvalue problem.

For this, we start by separating the fields in Eq.(4.3) and Eq.(4.4) in its transverse

Et(p, z) = A E e(p) e- jkzz , (4.5)

Ht(p, z) = AH h(p) e- jkzz , (4.6)

and longitudinal parts

(4.9)

(4.12)

(4.10)

(4.14)

(4.13)

(4.11)

Ez(p, z) = A E ez(p) e- jkzz , (4.7)

Hz(p,z) = A H hz(p) e- jkzz . (4.8)

Herein, AE and AH represent amplitude coefficients that might become complex, e(p) and
h(p) are the waveguide mode functions or eigenvector functions and kz is the longitudinal
wavenumber. For all clarity we will drop the p- and z-dependency but they stay valid until
noted otherwise.

To find a solution to the above postulated method we make use of the source-free
counter parts of Eqs.(3.32)-(3.33), stated below for clarity,

oEt .
- oz = JWfLHt x az - 'VtEz,

aHt .
- az = JWEcaz x Et - 'VtHz,

and substitute Eqs.(4.5)-(4.8), which lead to

_AE e :z (e- jkzz ) = jWfLAH[h x az]e-jkzz - AE 'Vte z e- jkzz ,

-AH h ~(e-jkzZ) = jWEcAE[az x e]e- jkzz - A H 'Vthz e- jkzz ,
oz

and eventually

WfL A H 1
e = k; AE [h x az ] - jkz'Vtez,

WEc A
E

[ ] 1
h = -k' 4· H a z x e - --:--k 'Vthz·

z " J z
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We see that the source-free counter parts of the Marcuvitz-Swinger equations are no longer
of the partial differential kind but are now transformed to two equations who are lineair
depended and if we look closely, we can eliminate the mutual dependency and completely
express the mode functions in the p-depended parts of the longitudinal fields, by taking the
cross-product of a z with Eq.(4.13), thus az x on the left side, and taking the cross-product
of Eq.(4.14) with az , thus xaz on the right side. After this we substitute the modified
equations in one another and this gives rise to

(4.15)

and in a analogue way we get

(4.16)

In this derivation we made use of

(4.17)

which is the transverse wavenumber.
As we can see in Eqs.(4.15)-(4.16) and as was mentioned before, the p-depended trans

verse field quantities are completely expressed in, and depended on the longitudinal field
quantities.

What we must do now, is constructing an expression for longitudinal field quantities
ez(p) and hz(p).

4.2 Longitudinal field

In this section we will try to find an appropriate expression for the longitudinal field terms
ez (p) and hz (p). In the preceding section we used the source free counterparts of the
Marcuvitz-Swinger equations stated, in Eqs.(3.32)-(3.33), to find equations for the waveg
uide mode functions. We can use the same approach to find a solution to the current
problem. Therefore, we use the source free counterparts of Eqs.(3.34)-(3.35), for conve
nience stated below again,

jWEcEz = V t . (Ht x a z ),

jWfJHz = V t . (az x E t ).

(4.18)

(4.19)

Subsequently, we substitute Eqs.(4.5)-(4.8) into Eq.(4.18) and Eq.(4.19) and end up with

jWEcAE ez = A H V t . (h x az ),

jWfJAH hz = A E V t . (az x e).

(4.20)

(4.21)
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(4.22)

(4.23)

In the above equations, the transverse field quantities e and h can be replaced by the in
Eq.(4.15) and (4.16) found expressions, respectively, yielding

. _ 4E . Wec A
E

A
H

(( )). kz ( )
JWc C " ez = -J~ AH V t · az x Vtez X az - J k2 V t · Vthz x az .

t t

Now, we apply Eq.(3.25) to the first term on the right-hand and the vector identity in
Eq. (4.24) to the second term on the right-hand side

v . (A x B) = B . (V x A) - A . (V x B), (4.24)

yielding

(V; + k;)ez(p) = 0, (4.25)

which is a Helmholtz equation. For Eq. (4.21) we get the same equation, of course now for
hz, by a similar derivation.

(4.26)

This scalar eigenvalue problem is easier to handle than the vectorial eigenvalue problem as
mentioned briefly in Sec.(3.3).

To make the solution to these differential equations unique, these equations must be
accompanied by appropriate boundary conditions. In section 3.2.1 we stated one, viz.
v x Eto

t I P=Pr = 0, as a result of the fact that we assumed a waveguide with PEC walls.
This condition eventually got into the form of Eq.(3.48) and Eq.(3.49), and with help of
Eq.(4.5) and Eq.(4.7) we get

v x el P=Pr = 0,

ezl P=Pr = O.

(4.27)

(4.28)

We note that Eq.(4.28) is directly applicable to Eq.(4.25). Because we are looking for
boundary conditions, which are valid for longitudinal field quantities, equation Eq. (4.27),
containing a transverse field quantity, has to be modified. This, can be resolved by invoking
Eq.(4.15),

(4.29)
.WMAH

.~
V x e = -J -k2 AE V x (Vthz x az ) - J 2" v x Vtez·

t kt

With the help of Eq.(3.25) and the fact that v = r x az , the cross-products on the right
hand side are converted into

v x (Vthz x az ) = Vthz (v· az ) - az(v· Vthz) = -az ~;, (4.30)

v x Vtez = (r x az ) x Vtez = -[r(Vtez · az ) - az(Vtez ' r)] = az ~~,
(4.31)
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which are the directional derivatives to, respectively, the normal and the tangent of the
waveguide wall. Next we evaluate Eq.(4.29) with the directional derivatives substituted,
on the waveguide wall P = Pr,

(4.32)

The term with ez vanishes in view of Eq.(4.28). Furthermore, the above equation tells
us that the longitudinal constituent of the magnetic field (tangential magnetic field) on
the waveguide wall must be constant and at the same time provides us with a boundary
condition for Eq.(4.26).

So, up till now we have found the following expressions for the longitudinal constituents
of the electromagnetic field,

('\!; + k;)ez = 0,

(\7; + knh z = 0,

ezl P=Pr = 0,

~: I P=Pr= 0.

(4.33)

(4.34)

On the previous page we show the same kind of equation for the longitudinal constituent
of the electric as well as for the longitudinal constituent of the magnetic field, but the
problem that they eventually describe is completely different, which is brought about by
the boundary conditions. Because of the boundary conditions, Eq.(4.33) is also called a
scalar Dirichlet boundary-value problem and Eq.(4.34) is also called a scalar Neumann
boundary-value problem.

Now that we have derived a description of the p-depended longitudinal field compo
nents ez and hz, as well as the p-depended transverse field components e and h, for a
waveguide depicted in Fig.(3.1) we can distinguish between 2 mode types out of which the
electromagnetic field in the waveguide can be build up. They are,

• TE-modes, transverse electric modes. In this case the longitudinal component ez (p)
vanishes.

• TM-modes, transverse magnetic modes. In this case the longitudinal component
hz (p) vanishes.

In [11, Sec.8.2.f], it's proven, under the assumptions of a waveguide with PEe walls and
of which the cross-section is filled with a homogeneous dielectric, as we assume, that it is
possible to separate the field in TE- and TM-modes.

4.3 Orthogonality and normalisation mode functions

With what is treated up to here, we could just calculate the p-depended longitudinal
field constituents ez , hz and with these the mode functions e, h. Subsequently, use these
mode functions e and h) as a basis, to construct a space, of which the solution of the
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transverse electromagnetic field may perhaps be an element. But, we still don't have an
answer to the question whether the vector mode functions form a suitable basis and a
complete set to express the transverse field quantities in. By suitable basis we mean an
orthonormal one, if possible, so that later on use can be made of orthogonaliy properties.
An orthonormal basis is the most compact description of a vector space. Adding an extra
basis vector, of which afterwards appears, that can be constructed out of two or more
already existing basis vectors and doesn't give any additional information. An answer to the
question could be, checking the vectors for mutual independence or maybe applying some
kind of orthogonalisation algorithm. The check for mutual independence is redundant (or
superfluous) if orthogonality can be proven first or at the same time, because independency
is enclosed by orthogonality. As it will turn out orthogonality holds for both (ez , hz ) and
(e, h).

By using the mentioned distinction between the mode types we shall look further into
the mode functions.

4.3.1 TE modes

In the case of TE modes, which have ez = 0, we have the following set of equations to our
disposal,

h"

e"

(4.35)

(4.36)

(4.37)

To be able to distinguish between TE modes and TM modes we will work with primes.
TE modes are indicated by a double prime.

If we look to the above set of equations there is still a undetermined quotient of two
factors, AH

/ AE
, prohibiting the outcome of an unique solution. It is not of particular

interest to find a value for each coefficient, but rather to find a value for the quotient. We
could have left out the amplitude factors AH , AE , or chosen them equal to one, at the
beginning, Eq.(4.5)-(4.8). As a consequence the mode functions (e", h"), which we want to
use as basis vector functions would have had dimension of voltage and ampere respectively,
which is uncommon. One can see this by using Eq.(4.13), with ez = 0 substituted, or by
substituting Eq. (4.36) into Eq. (4.37), both result in,

"= WM(h" X )e k" a z .
z

Writing down the variables of above equation in their unit yields,

(4.38)

rad~ A
[e"] = s Am

rad m
m

VA
Am

V
,

m
(4.39)
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(4.40)

from which we indeed obtain, that e" and h" contain units of voltage and ampere, respec
tively, otherwise the relation would not hold. This is all a bit trivial and not the focus of
our main attention but its relevancy will show in a moment. Hence, wjJ/k: has the unit of
V/ A=O which is a impedance 1. Now, if the quotient of the amplitude factors AH, AE is
chosen in such away that the factor wjJ/k: is being compensated, the units of voltage and
ampere are shifted to the coefficients V" and 1", which appear in the modal representation
of the electromagnetic fields, Eqs. (3.52)-(3.53) and the 2-norm of the mode functions can
be made equal. The 2-norm of a function is the inner-product of this function with itself.
We define

AH 1 k"y" z
AE = 00 = Z~ = wjJ'

which is called, according to the literature [11, Sec.2.2]' [16, Sec.4.4.1], [27, Sec.12.3], the
modal characteristic admittance. This leads to the following relation between e" and h"

(4.41)

e" and h" still have dimensions of m-1 , meaning that hz also has dimension m- 1
. In

Appendix(B.2) a derivation is given, which proves that the mode functions are orthogonal.
For this use is made of the fact that the Neumann boundary-value problem has orthogonal
eigenfunctions and that the eigenvalues k~'2 are real and positive. This is clarified in
Appendix(B.1) and (B.4) respectively. Having established the orthogonality and an equal
2-norm between the mode functions we can look at the normalization of the mode functions.
Normalisation of the mode functions can be obtained by enforcing the 2-norm to unity, as
follows, using Eq.(B.21) as a point of departure,

I k"· 121< h" h" >=11 h" 11
2 = 1 = Zi

2
I h . 12 d

2' 2 2 k"2 Z,2 rJ.
tii S

(4.42)

We refer to Eq. (B.17) for the definition of the inner-product. An obvious solution is
finding an substitute for the term hZ;i, we therefore introduce a scalar function and make
it proportional to hz;i according

k". t;i
hZii = -J k". 'l/Ji.

z;'t

Substitution of Eq.(4.43) into Eq.(4.42) leads to

II h~' 11
2

= I ~;,~
12 11 ~f;i. 'l/Ji 12 drJ = 11'l./Ji 1

2
drJ = < 1/Ji, 'l/Ji >= 1,

t;2 S Z;2 S

indicating that the scalar function has to be normalized according

(4.43)

(4.44)

(4.45)

Inot a resistance because k z is depending on k which again is depended of Cc which can be complex
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where 6ij is the Kronecker delta function defined as
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Z =],

i i:' j.
(4.46)

We have come to a L 2-norm for h~' equal to unity and simultaneously for e~/, by means of
Eq. (4.41). As a consequence of using the scalar function, the longitudinal field constituent
hZ;i (p), is no longer normalized.

Eventually we conclude, with field quantities expressed in terms of the scalar function
1/J,

(4.47)

(4.48)

(4.49)

(4.50)

The solution to the Neumann boundary-value problem for a rectangular waveguide can
be found in Appendix(C.1). From this appendix we obtain completeness of the function
1/Ji, assuring that h" and e" form complete sets, {e"}, {h"}, together with there orthonor
mality the mode functions form a suitable basis to construct a solution for the transverse
electromagnetic field.

4.3.2 TM modes

In case of TM modes, meaning that hz = 0, we have the following set of equation, at our
disposal, derived from Eq.(4.15) and Eq.(4.16),

(4.51)

(4.52)

(4.53)

TM modes are distinguished by a single prime.
There is a lot of analogy between the treatment presented for TE modes and the on

coming treatment for TM modes. So, in view of this, we will be somewhat briefer in our
description of the TM modes.

In Eq.(4.53) we also got a quotient of 2 amplitude factors, AE jAH , inverse to the one
in Eq. (4.37). In the TE case we defined it as an admittance, now it will be defined as a
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modal characteristic impedance, as

Z' = k:
00

Wee
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(4.54)

By the above definition, the following simple relation is formed between the mode functions

hi f= az x e. (4.55)

(4.58)

(4.56)

(4.57)

As a result the unity of voltage and ampere, of respectively e' and hi, are replaced to the
coefficients V' and l' of the modal representation and the 2-norm of the mode functions
become equal. The mode functions are also orthogonal, just like their counterparts in the
TE case.

< e~, ej >= 0 i =1= j,

< h~, hj >= 0 i =1= j.

See Appendix(B.2) for a derivation.
Next, we are arrived at the normalisation of the mode functions. This goes by analogy

with Eq.(4.42), viz.

I I II I 11 2 1 I k: ii 12 11 12 d< ei , ei >= ei = = k'2 ez;i a.
tii S

Again we introduce a scalar function, (Pi, proportional to eZii, according to

(4.59)

by which the 2-norm of e~ and h~ is set to unity, under the condition that the scalar function
obeys

< cPi' cPj >= 6ij. (4.60)

This last condition is satisfied during the solution of the Dirichlet boundary-value problem.
Summarizing we've got

hi
Z

cPl P=Pr = 0, (4.61)

(4.62)

(4.63)

(4.64)

The solution to the Dirichlet boundary-value problem for a rectangular waveguide is found
in Appendix(C.2). The Dirichlet boundary-value problem, also yields completeness of
the scalar function cPi' just like its counterpartlh with which we assume that it assures
completeness of the mode functions, {e'}, {hi}. Thus, the TM mode functions also form a
suitable basis.
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4.4 Modal field representation

In the preceding section we have seen that the mode functions can be used as a basis for
the construction of the transverse electric and magnetic fields. Since we know that the
mode functions form complete sets we can expand the electric and magnetic fields in it. In
fact they become exact if we take along a infinite number of modes into account.

Continuing in the notation we used for the transverse fields in Sec.3.3 and the knowl
edge that fields can be build up out of TE and TM modes, we can write the transverse
components of the electromagnetic field in a so-called modal representation, as follows

Et(p, z) = L ~'(z)e~(p) + L ~"(z)e~'(p)= L ~Q(z)ef(p),
i;cx

ijCX

(4.65)

(4.66)

with index i, i E [0,(0), indicating the mode number and index 0:, 0: E {", '}, indicating the
mode type. ~Q, Ii are the modal voltage and current coefficients, respectively, containing
an amplitude coefficient and a z-dependency.

Up till now our main attention was focused at gaining a representation or expression for
the transverse components of the electromagnetic fields. To get an expression for the total
electromagnetic fields we also need an expression for the longitudinal field components,
since E = Et + Ezaz and H = H t + Hzaz. From Eq.(4.18) and Eq.(4.19) we know that the
longitudinal field components can be derived from the transverse ones, as

jwccEz = \7t . (Ht x az ),

jWJlHz = \7t . (az x E t ).

(4.67)

(4.68)

First we concentrate on Eq. (4.67) for the calculation of the longitudinal electric field com
ponent. By substitution of Eq.(4.66) and subsequently applying Eq.(4.55) one obtains

(4.69)

(4.70)

Note that since Ez can only exist for mode type TM, the index 0: of the summation
is restricted to TM (= '), explicitly written in the above equation and we assume that
differentiation and summation can be interchange. Next, we have to take care of the
divergence of the TM electric mode function. The in Sec.4.3.2 derived equations can be
used, but there is an other lucid manner viz. by means of the divergency of the electric
flux density. In the source-free case, the divergence of the electric flux density is zero,
implicating that the divergence of the electric field is zero also. Splitting up the nabla
operator and the electric field in their transverse and longitudinal components, we get

oEt oEz\7 . E = \7t . Et + \7t . a E + - .a +- = 0
~ z oz z oz

o '----v----"
o
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In Eqs.(4.5) and (4.7) at the beginning of this section we postulated some characteristic
wave solution for the transverse en longitudinal field components which we can apply to
Eq. (4.70), resulting in

AEe-jkzzVt . e - jkzAEe-jkzzez = 0,

V t . e = jkzez.

Finally, the longitudinal electric field component takes the form

(4.71 )

(4.72)

(4.73)

As for the longitudinal magnetic field, we can make a similar derivation to end up with

(4.74)

Of course, now the summation is restricted to TE modes, otherwise Hz could not exist.
It is valid to expand the longitudinal fields in their p-depended longitudinal constituents

ez and hz because they form a suitable basis.
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Chapter 5

Equivalent transmission lines

This chapter will show how equivalent transmission line equations can be deduced from
the Marcuvitz-Swinger equations. In Sec.3.3, we already mentioned that the Marcuvitz
Swinger equations that they can be cast in equivalent transmission line equations. For this,
we expanded the transverse fields in a infinite sum of vector functions and substituted them
into the Marcuvitz-Swinger equations. At that point we did not yet know what kind of
function we should use, except that they should form a complete set. In the preceding
chapter we derived the mode functions and found that they form a orthonormal basis.
This, together with the fact that the mode functions are eigen functions of the system,
makes them suitable for the description of waveguide characteristics.

5.1 Transmission line equations

We will start by repeating the Marcuvitz-Swinger equations, Eq. (3.42),

By invoking the modal representation for the transverse fields we arrive at

~ d~a. a. _. ~ I Q f'(h Q ) M eq
- L.J~ e i - JWP, L.J i ~ i X a z + t X a z

i;a ii Q

~ dIi ha. _ ,. ~VQ f'( Q) Jeq
- L.J dz i - JWEc L.J i ~ az x ei + az x t

i;o i;a

where,

(5.1)

(5.2)

(5.3)

(5.4)

As before, the inner-product of Eq.(5.2) and (5.3) is taken with e~ and h~, respectively, in
which j is a mode number index and (3 is a mode type index, TM or TE. Then, with the
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(5.5)

use of e = h x a z and the othogonality property, < ei, e~ > = < hi, h~ >=6ij , we obtain

dVa

J _" "'r .e a /3 /3
-~ - JWM L..t i < =ei ,ej > +vj '

i;ll

dIa
J _" '" va I'ha h/3 "/3- dz - JWcc L..t i < ~ i' j > +Zj.

i;O!

(5.6)

with viJ, i~ being called the modal voltage source and current source, respectively, defined
as

/3 _ Meq /3vj - < t X a z , e j >,
"/3 - Jeq h/3Zj -< az x t, j > .

(5.7)

(5.S)

The inner-products involving the operator .e are not trivial.Therefore, in AppendixD a
short derivation is given. With these intermediate results, Eqs.(5.5) and (5.6) can be cast
directly in their final form, the so-called equivalent transmission line equations

d~a(z)

dz
dIf(z)

dz
= jk~"i ~a(z) Y~"i + i~(z)., "

(5.9)

(5.10)

Note that we have written all indices, j and (3, into their former notation.
As was already postulated in Sec.3.3 and now more solidly proven, every mode has its

own set of ordinary first-order system of differential equations by, which the voltage and
current coefficients can be determined. This finds its origin in the fact that the modes
are orthogonal. Under the assumption that the dielectric filling stays homogeneous, these
specific equivalent transmission-line equations can handel changes in material parameters
along the z-axis, by continuity of the voltage and current, which follows from the conti
nuity of the tangential electric and magnetic field over the dielectric junction. The above
mentioned, is only valid in the case of a waveguide with a uniform cross-section, since the
mode functions don't change, are orthogonal and are independent of material parameters.
In case of discontinuities in the waveguide cross section other, extra steps during the anal
ysis are necessary, to solve the electromagnetic fields since the mode functions change at
the discontinuity, which leads to mode coupling.

We can represent the transmission-line equations schematically by rewriting the differ
ential equations as difference equation followed by their physical interpretation as

V(z + ~z) - V(z) . "
- ~z = Jkz I(z) Z= + v(z),

I(z + ~z) - I(z) . " "
- ~z = Jkz I(z) Y= + z(z).

(5.11)

(5.12)

For clarity we have left out the mode-number index i and the mode type index a. Fig.(5.1)
and (5.2) represent Eq.(5.11) and (5.12) schematically, respectively.
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Figure 5.1: Section equivalent transmission line with modal voltage source

I(z) I (z+Az)
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~

V~Z)~Yro

z z+Az

Figure 5.2: Section equivalent transmission line with modal current source

5.2 Source representation

There is one last thing about the equivalent transmission-line equations that should be dis
cussed, viz. the modal voltage source and the modal current source in Eqs.(5.7) and (5.8).
We will be brief about this. Substituting the equivalent transverse source distributions of
Eqs.(3.44) and (3.45) into Eq.(5.7) and Eq.(5.8) respectively, we obtain

Q M Q 1 () QVi =< t X az,e i > --.- < V t x Jzaz x az,e i >,
JWcc

if =< az x J t , hf > +_._1_ < az x Vt x (Mzaz), hf > .
JWfJ

(5.13)

(5.14)

In our problem we don't have to deal with sources distributed along the z-axis so Jz and
M z vanish and thereby the second term on the right-hand side in above equations. Then,
by making use of the relation ei = hi x az , see Eqs.(4.41) and (4.55), the modal voltage
and current source for TM as well as for TE modes are

(5.15)

(5.16)

Suppose Mt(r) and Jt(r) would be a transversely directed magnetic and electric dipool,
respectively, at source point ro represented like

(5.17)
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with d indicating a dipool, 5 dirac delta-functie and M O an arbitrary transversely directed
constant unity vector, then we obtain

vf(z) =< M d
, hf > = r 5(r - ro)MO

• hf* dA = M O
• hf*5(z - zo)is

O'a ( )= Vi' 5 Z - zo ,
'a ( ) Jd a ·O·a £( )Zi Z =< ,ei > = Zi' u Z - Zo ,

(5.18)

(5.19)

for the model voltage and current source respectively.
Next, we will look at a magnetic surface current density. In general there is not just one

dipole as excitation. Usually there is some arbitrary volumetric current source distribution
as excitation. Such a source distribution can be thought of as being built-up out of an
infinite number of dipoles. With the help of the superposition theorem we can formulate
this as

M(r) = .1'./ M(r')5(r - r') dV', (5.20)

in which the source points in the source volume V' are being indicated by r'. Assuming a
surface current density transverse to the propagation direction (z) at some arbitrary but
fixed point z = Z00 We can take Eq.(5.20) as starting point and modify it to obtain an
expression for the magnetic surface current density, see Eq.(5.21).

(5.21)

The subscript t indicates that it is a transverse current, and the source points on surface
S' are indicated by p'. With this result we obtain the following modal voltage and current
source

v.;"(z) =< Mt(p, zo), hf > 5(z - zo) = vf(zo)5(z - zo),

if(z) =< Jt(p, zo), ef > 5(z - zo) = if(zo)5(z - zo).

(5.22)

(5.23)

Eq. (5.23) is derived by defining an transversely electric surface current density by analogy
to Eq.(5.21).

For a further treatment of arbitrary source distributions in guided wave problems see
[11], [16].
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Chapter 6

Iris; double waveguide junction

6.1 Introduction

The first subproblem we encounter is the iris, as defined in Sec.L An iris, and particularly
in our case a thick iris, can be seen as a double waveguide transition spaced closely after
one and other. With the theory derived up till now in Sec.4 and Sec.5, we should be
able to model and analyse a thick iris. Having to deal with abrupt discontinuities in the
cross-section of waveguides, which we have in the case of an iris, is something that is not
yet been reviewed. That particular problem is going to be discussed and solved in this
chapter. The most frequently applied methods to solve discontinuities in the cross-section
of waveguides are mode matching [12], and the moment method (MoM) [15]. We decided
to apply a Galerkin type of MoM.

In the end, it is not our aim to reconstruct the complete electric and magnetic field,
but we are more interested in the behaviour of the modes. By this we mean that we want
to get some knowledge of the modes that play an important role, modes with a relevant
contribution. Are they propagating or evanescent? The reason why we are particularly
interested in the modes is because of the fact that the structure is very compact compared
to the wave length. Because of this, there is a lot of interaction between the transverse
distortions, not only by propagating modes but also by evanescent modes. Thus it is
important to produce the proper kind of information, which contains the characteristics of
the problem. The modes which the biggest magnitude, transporting the most (complex)
power, are the most important. A description in scattering parameters, S-matrix, will be
the objective.

6.2 Configuration

For the analysis of the thick iris we use the configuration depicted in Fig. (6.1a). There,
we see an arbitrary double waveguide transition consisting of a waveguide, coming from
Z = -00, with some specific uniform cross-section. At point 2 = 21 we encounter an abrupt
junction in the cross-section of the waveguide. After this first junction the waveguide
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continues with a smaller cross-section until point z = Z2 where we have again an abrupt
junction which enlarges the waveguide cross-section to continue uniformly in the direction
of z = +00. Electromagnetic fields are incident on the junctions form the left and the
right. Fig.(6.1b) represents the equivalent situation. Through the fact that we closed of

M=02

M=02
(a)

I II

(b)

III

Figure 6.1: a) A double waveguide junction, forming a thick iris, in an infinitely long waveguide. b) The

equivalent representation with equivalent magnetic currents defined on the aperture closed with a PEG.

the apertures with a infinitely thin PEC, three regions (sections) are created, indicated
with I, II, III. Note that we now have uniform waveguide sections, which ideally fit the
description in terms of equivalent transmission-lines. Once again the waveguide walls are
PECs, the dielectric filling is homogeneous and can have a loss tangent, tanO.

6.3 Solving transmission line equations;
Modal Green's functions

In this section we are going to find expressions for the modal voltage and current coeffi
cients, V and I, by solving the equivalent transmission line equations for the three defined
sections.

First, before we start solving V and I for the different cases, we want to have some
clarity about the behaviour of a (equivalent) magnetic dipole located on an infinitesimal
small distance from a transversely directed PEC wall, closing of the waveguide cross-section
completely, which is equivalent to a shorted transmission line. This is still a bit unclear,
because a magnetic dipole on a infinitesimal small distance from a PEC is a limit proces
of lim l 1 0, with l a small distance between PEC and dipole. The case of section-I will
be used to make a compleet derivation. For the other cases just the derived final outcome
will be used.
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MODAL GREEN'S FUNCTIONS

6.3.1 Section I

CASE: distance l in lim II 0

Consider Fig.(6.2). The corresponding equivalent transmission line equations are

47

~!~

~t~
- co~ -'--------'- ---J

2' 2' +1=21

PEe

Figure 6.2: Waveguide section I from Fig. (6.1) with on a distance 1from the PEG wall a magnetic dipole.

Indicated are the waves generated by the dipole.

(6.1)

(6.2)

(6.4)

(6.3)

where p = IV. The mode-type and mode-number indices are left out. There is no modal
current source because we're dealing with a magnetic dipole. The way to solve these first
order coupled differential equations is to first find the homogeneous solution and then use
this homogeneous solution to find the particular solution.

For the homogeneous solution, we discard the modal voltage source v and substitute
Eqs.(6.1) and (6.2) it to one another to obtain

d2V
dz2 + k; V = 0,

d21
dz 2 + k; 1 = 0.

Now, if we only consider Eq.(6.4) we have as general solution

_ {Aejkz(z-Z') + Be-jkz(z-z')

1(z) - Ce-jkz(z-z') + Dejkz(z-z')

z < z',

z> z'.
(6.5)

To get a unique solution to Eq.(6.4) we have to obey certain boundary conditions. If we
look at Fig.(6.2) and consider z < z' under the assumption that there are no sources for
z < z', the waveguide has a uniform cross-section and the fact that the source has to obey
the radiation condition at infinity, we conclude that B=O, meaning that all waves are out
going propagating or evanescent. If we consider z > z' we have a boundary at z = z' + l
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consisting of a PEC, which causes the out-going wave with amplitude C to reflect and
there by creating a reflected wave with amplitude D. This can be transformed into the
boundary condition az x Elz=z'+l = Etlz=z'+l = 0 ::::} Vlz=z'+l = 0 and from Eq.(6.2) this
implies that ~; Iz=z'+l = O. The result is

(6.6)

vVe now turn over the attention to the source jump at z = z'. This can be taken into account
by demanding continuity of 1(z) on z', which comes from az x (HZ~ - HZ~ )IZ=ZI = 0, and
results in

A = C + D. (6.7)

Then by integrating over the source with the following inhomogeneous differential equation
for 1(z), obtained by taking the derivative of Eq.(6.2) and substituting it into Eq.(6.1)

(6.8)

(6.9)

If we work out Eq.(6.9) by taking the derivative of I from Eq.(6.5), substitute the appro
priate constraints for z and apply Eqs.(6.6)-(6.7), we end up with the following expressions
for the coefficients A,B, C and D

z 2:: z'.

z < z'- ,

A = -}~ cos(kzl) e- jkzl ,

B = 0,

1
C= --y2 =,

D = -~y= e-2jkzl2 .

These coefficients applied to Eq.(6.5) yield the final expression for 1(z)

. { _ ya:1 cos (k·a.;1 I) ejk~}(z-z'-l)
1a,1 (z) _ =,~ z,~

i - _}.-a;1 .-jk~iil (ka;1[ _ ' _ I])
=;t e cos z;~ z z

(6.10)

(6.11)

(6.12)

(6.13)

(6.14)

The superscript 'I' is of course the indication for section-I. The other indices are known
from former considerations. Note the standing wave between the dipole and the PEC wall
for z > z'. By rewriting Eq.(6.2) as

1 d1
V = ---:--k Z=-d 'J 'z z

(6.15)
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and substitution of Eq.(6.14) we directly obtain the model voltage coefficients
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{

I a'I ,

I
cos(ka ;,i) ejkz;'i (z-z -I)

Va' ( ) Z'~
i' Z = . _ 'k;;I l . a'I

J e J z;i sm(kz;i [z - z/ - I])

z < z/- ,
z 2: z/.

(6.16)

Worthwhile to evaluate is 1(z) and V(z) on z = z/ to check if they are oke. We find for 1(z)
that it is continuous, as required, because there is no electric surface current. For V(z) we
find that it is discontinuous. The discontinuity has a magnitude of one. The discontinuity
is as expected because of az x (EZ~ - EZ+) Iz=z' = M s in which the magnetic surface current
M s in our case is a delta-puIs po(z - z/) with a magnitude of, indeed, p = 1.

Going back to the beginning of 8ec.6.3 we can, now the expressions of the modal voltage
and current coefficients are known, examine what happens if the dipole moves towards the
PEC wall. With distances i going to zero, the condition z 2: z/ converts to z 1 z/. For 1(z)
we find

{

_}.ra;I jk~)(z-zl)

1· 1a 'I () exy,e1m " Z = ,"
/10 2 _ ya;I

CXi;~

z < z/- ,
z 1 z/.

(6.17)

In Eq. (6.17) we see that the lower case is just a special form of the upper case, which makes
the lower redundant. For V(z) we find

{

jka;'(z-z')
I e z;,

lim Via; (z) =
110 0

z ::; z/,

Z 1 z/.
(6.18)

The discrepancy in Eq.(6.18) between the upper and lower case for z = z/ is because of
the impressed source. And of course, approaching the dipole with a PEC from the right V
must become zero because of the fact that the tangential component of the electric field
must vanish upon reaching a PEC.

CASE: distance l is zero

In this section we will look for a correct description of a magnetic dipole spaced infinitely
close to a PEC wall without having to work out the limit proces each time. We take
Fig.(6.3) as reference. We depart from the fact that Eqs.(6.1)-(6.5) still hold. The difference
begins after the last equation. For the case, i i- 0 we see that there exists a standing wave
between the dipole at z/ and the PEC wall at z/ + i, in Eqs.(6.14)-(6.15) on the second
line given by the cosinus and sinus term, respectively. This standing wave is caused by the
interference between the incident wave on the PEC wall and the reflected wave form the
PEC. Then, with the distance i going towards zero we obtain, in Eqs.(6.17) and (6.18),
that the standing wave has disappeared. From this we conclude that a dipole placed on an
infinitesimal distance from a PEC only radiates away from the PEC. 80, we are left with
the homogeneous solution form Eq.(6.5)

1(z) = Aejkz(z-z') z < z/. (6.19)
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~ PEe

Figure 6.3: Waveguide section I from Fig, (6.1) with a magnetic dipole on an infinitesimal distance form

PEG, Indicated are the waves gene1'ated by the dipole,

The amplitude coefficient B=O for the same reasons as in the previous case. We have only
one unknown that can be solved by taking the source into account, which comes down
to integrating over the source with help of the one-dimensional inhomogeneous Helmholtz
equation for I(z) , as was done in Eq.(6.8) and Eq.(6.9). Eq.(6.9) can be further reduced to

(6.20)

because an expression for I(z) with z > z' doesn't exist. Solving Eq.(6.20) readily provides
us with the solution for A,

A = -Yoo '

The final expressions for I(z) and V(z) are

(6.21)

z ::; z',

z ::; z',

(6.22)

(6.23)

and are similar to Eq.(6.17) and (6.18). So for the calculation of a dipole, parallel and
very close to a PEe we only have to consider the out-going waves and integrate over the
source.

Note that what we have been calculating just now, according to the literature [Lt], are
the so called modal Green's functions. So

I (z) ------+ GI (z, z'),
V(z) ------+ Gv(z, z'),

(6.24)

(6.25)

(6.27)

(6.26)

with I and V as subscript indicating that the Green's function is related to modal current
and voltage coefficients. Then, replacing a transverse magnetic dipole by a transverse
magnetic surface current distribution, which gives a modal voltage source representation
as in Eq.(5.22), the modal voltage and current coefficients as a result of this surface current
density are found as

r:X;I(z) = lim f Ga;I(z ..,/) Va;I(Z') c5(z - z')dz' = - ya;I Va;I(Z ) ejk~iiI(z-zJl
'l I'l , N l OO'l l 1 ,

Z--+Z1 • ' ,

~~a;I(z) = lim f G~.;,Ii(Z, z') Vf;I(Z') c5(z - z')dz' = Vf;I(Zl) ejk~iiI(z-Zl).
Z--+Z1 • '
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6.3.2 Section II

Consider Fig.(6.4). For this problem Eqs.(6.1)-(6.4) hold. We now have to deal with

Zl_'Z1+' Z2_ ' Z2+
,

PEC ~ PEC

1 2

~
x

yLz
Zl Zl' Z2' Z2

Figure 6.4: Waveguide section II from Fig. (6.1) with magnetic dipoles on an infinitesimal distance form

the PEGs. Indicated are the waves generated by the dipole.

two sources. Because the problem is described by linear equations we can apply the su
perposition principle to find the total solution for the two sources. This means for the
homogeneous solution of 1(z)

11(z) = Aejkz(z-z;) + Be-jk2(Z-Z~)

h(z) = Aejkz(z-z~) + Be-jkz(z-z~)

I
Z1 < Z < Z2,

I
Z1 < Z < Z2'

(6.28)

(6.29)

where the subscripts 1 and 2 of the modal current coefficient 1(z) indicate source 1 and
source 2 at z~ and z~, respectively. Because the sources are confined to a completely closed
cavity, the existence of back and forth travelling waves is evident.

Only source 1

We begin by solving the problem for source 1 (source 2 is absent). To get a unique solution
to Eq.(6.28), two unknown amplitude coefficients must be recovered A and B. Therefore
we need two boundary conditions. The first is for z = Z2, the PEC wall, and the other is
taking into account the source at z~. According to the former we obtain

(6.30)

which gives us

(6.31)

Further, by integrating over the source in the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation, we take
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into account the source jump
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Working out the derivative of h (z) and filling in the constraint for z results in

-B + A = Yoo .

(6.32)

(6.33)

(6.34)

Two unknowns A, B, two equations, Eq.(6.31), (6.34), gives us the solution for the ampli
tude terms A and B

_ Y e- jk: (Z2-Z~)
A= 00

2j sin[kz (z2 - zD]'
_ Y ejkz (Z2- Z;)

B= 00 •

2j sin[kAz2 - zD]

The above results applied to Eq.(6.28) gives the complete expression for 11 (z)

1 (z) = -Yoo cos[kAz - Z2)]

1 j sin[kz (z2 - zD]

(6.35)

(6.36)

(6.37)

Note the standing wave in the numerator, which is the effect of the back and forth travelling
waves between the PEe walls.

Only source 2

The way of solving the problem for only source 2 is analogous to the previous treatment.

(6.38)

Total solution

The Eqs.(6.37) and (6.38) are again in fact modal Green's functions. We can find the
response to a transverse directed magnetic surface current density in the same way as done
in Eq.(6.24) and (6.26). The result is

yadI adI ( ') (kaoII [ ])
l a;II() -Jea;II( ') a;II( ')c5( _ ~')d '_ - oo';pvp ' Zl cos ZiP Z- Z2

l;p z - "h;p Z,Zl Vp Zl Z .vI Zl- o. (ka;II[ '])
J sm ziP Z2 - Zl

I a;II( ) - JCa;II( ') a;II( ') K( ') d '2;p Z - hp Z, Z2 Vp Z2 u Z - Z2 Z2

(6.40)
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with Va;II(Z') =< 1\1 (p Z') ha;II > and Va;II(Z') =< M (p z') ha;II > For section-II wep 1 1, l' P P 2 2, 2' P .

use p as mode number indicator. Adding up the partial solutions, ]~~I(Z) and ]~~I(Z),

yields the total solution

In the numerical consideration we put z~ = Z1 and z; = Z2, see the limit proces in Sec.6.3.1.
This gives rise to

ya;II
]a;II(z) = oo;p (Va;II(Z ) coS(ka.;II[Z _ z ]) + Va;II(Z ) coS(ka.;II[Z - z ])) .

p .. (ka;II[ ]) p 1 z,p 2 P 2 z,p 1
J sm z;p Z1 - Z2

(6.42)

and for the modal voltage coefficient we get according to Eq.(6.15)

Va;II(Z) = 1 (Va;II(Z ) sin(ka.;II[z _ z ]) - Va;II(Z ) sin(ka.;II[z - z ])) .
P . (ka;II [ ]) P 1 z,p 2 P 2 z,p 1sm z;p Z1 - Z2

(6.43)

valid for Z1 :s; Z :s; Z2.

6.3.3 Section III

Consider Fig.(6.5). The derivation of the modal current and voltage coefficients for section-

Z2_ ' Z2+ '
CD

PEe ~ x

*B yLz
CD

Z2 Z '2

Figure 6.5: Waveguide section III with magnetic a dipole on an infinitesimal distance form the PEG.

Indicated are the waves generated by the dipole.

III goes in exactly the same as for section-I. The only difference is that the dipole now
radiates in the positive z-direction instead of the negative. As a consequence, the homo
geneous solution that must be used is

(6.44)
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Next, by using the two boundary conditions, the one at infinity and the one at the source
location, the unknown amplitude term A can be recovered and is presented in Eq.(6.21).
The solution of this amplitude factor leads us, in fact again to a modal Green's function
expression, which then is used to find the modal current and voltage coefficients, as in
Eq.(6.26), yielding

(6.45)

(6.46)

for Z 2:: Z2 and with V~;III(Z2) =< M2 (p, Z2), h~;III >. Note that l is the mode number
indicator for section-III.

6.4 Method of Monlents formulation

We have arrived at the point from where we can determine the unknown equivalent mag
netic surface currents of Fig.(6.1). There is one boundary condition left that has not yet
been considered and that still needs to be satisfied. This is the continuity of the total
tangential magnetic field over the apertures at Z = ZI and Z = Z2' The conditions are
stated below

n x H1;tot(r)lz=Zl = n x HII;tot(r)lz=Zl

n x H II;tot(r)lz=z2 = n x H III;tot(r)lz=Z2

r E Sf,

r E S~,

(6.47)

(6.48)

with Sf and S~ defined as the surfaces of the apertures closed with thin PEe walls at
resp. ZI and Z2. First, we will work out Eq.(6.47) and by analogy a solution is found for
Eq.(6.48).

Junction I -+ II

Eq.(6.47) is rewritten to

(6.49)

Subscript t stand for tangential, which in this case is transverse. The total transverse
field in section-I is split up in an incident field denoted by "inc" and a field constituent
depending on the surface current density MI , see Fig.(6.1). The total transverse magne~ic

field in section-II at ZI, is reformulated as being dependent of surface current densities M I

and M2 . Eq.(6.49) will be solved numerically by the method of moments. Therefore we
introduce a so called residue R(r).

(6.50)
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The residue must be zero on sf. This is somewhat too restrictive so the demand is weakened
by weighting the residue to zero with the help of a set of test functions ws(r), according

(R(r), ws(r)) = r R(r)· w;(r)dA = 0,isa (6.51)

for s E {I, ... , N}. The test functions are defined unequal to zero on the aperture, r E Sf,
and zero elsewhere. Eq.(6.49) therefore becomes

(6.52)

and because HF is defined according Eq.(4.66) with Ii(z) in Eq.(6.42), linearity can be
applied, yielding

(6.53)

Subsequently the modal representation of the magnetic field is invoked, Sec.4.4, yielding

\H~;inc, W s)+\(L It;I(M1)hf;I-L I;;II(M1)h;;II), W s)-\ L I;;II(M2)h;;II, w s) IZ=Zl = 0,
~ p p

(6.54)

where

(6.55)

(6.56)

The second step in the MoM is expansion of the unknown magnetic currents. We introduce

r

M2 (p) = L mqfq(p)
q

P E Sr,

P E S~,

(6.57)

(6.58)

in which f r , fq form complete sets of vectorial basis functions and m r , m q are the unknown
expansion coefficients, which will be solved by the method of moments and r = q E

{I, ... , N}. Then, applying Eqs.(6.55)-(6.58) to Eq.(6.54) and invoking the relation found
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in Eq.(2.6) yields
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In short hand notation, with z = Z1 we write

[I;ex =~ m TI;Il +~ m TIl
s 6 l' s1' 6 q sq'

l' q

with the following definitions

TI;Il - T I + TIl
s1' - s1';i s1';p

Y a;Il (ka;Il [ ])

L 00'1 I I L OO'p cos Z'p Z1 - Z2 II II= - y' II II· + ' , II II
OO;l n 2S .• (ka;II[ ]) 1'p ps'

i p J sm z;p Z1 - Z2

ya;Il
TIl = _~ oo;p IIII IIII

sq 6 . . (ka;Il [ ]) qp ps'
p J sm z;p Z1 - Z2

II~i = \ f1" hf;I),

II~s = \ hfiI
, W s),

IIII = If ha;Il)1'p \ 1', P ,

IIII - Iha;Il )
ps - \ p ,Ws ,

II II = If ha;Il)qp \ q, p ,

[~;ex = _\H~;inc, w s ),

Junction II -----+ III

(6.60)

(6.61)

(6.62)

(6.63)

(6.64)

(6.65)

(6.66)

(6.67)

(6.68)

The following step is satisfying the boundary condition in Eq.(6.48). By analogy with
Eq.(6.49) and (6.50) we define a residue R(r), which must be zero on the aperture surface
S~, according

(6.69)
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Then, the demand of the residue is being weakened according Eq.(6.51), the modal repre
sentation of the transverse magnetic field is being substituted and we apply the expansion
of the magnetic currents yielding

In short hand notation, with Z = Z2, one obtain

IIII;ex = ""' m TIl + ""' m TIl;IIIs L..J r sr L..J q sq ,
r q

with the definitions

ya;Il
TIl = ""' CXJ;P rrIl rrI!

sr L..J .. (ka;Il[ ]) rp ps'
p J sm ZiP Zl - Z2

TIl;III = TIl + TIll
sq sq;p sq;l

Y a·n (ka·Il[ ])= _ ""' CXJ';p cos ZiP Z2 - Zl rrIl rrIl + ""' ya;III rrIII rrIII
L..J ... (ka;Il [ ]) qp ps L..J CXJ;1 ql Is'

p J sm ZiP Zl - Z2 I

rrIII = If ha;III)ql \ q, I ,

rrIII = I ha;III )
Is \ I ,ws ,

I IIl;ex = _ IHlI1;inc )
s \ t ,Ws ·

(6.71)

(6.72)

(6.73)

(6.74)

(6.75)

(6.76)

Consequently, we have to solve the following system of equations as a consequence of
the method of moments

II;ex = ""' m T1iIl + ""' m TIls L..J r sr L..J q sq'
r q

IIII;ex = ""' m TIl + ""' m TII;IIIs L..J r sr L..J q sq ,
r q

for s E {1, ... , (r + q)}.

Excitation

(6.77)
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The excitation fields, I;;ex and I;II;ex are transverse magnetic fields weighted with a test
function. They come from respectively z = -00 and z = 00, and are incident on the
junctions at z = Zl and z = 22, respectively, and then reflected in the direction where they
came from, see Fig. (6.6). By applying the modal representation to the incident magnetic

I III
co

~ PEe ~ x

~ ~
yLz

co

Zl Z2

- co ~----------,

- co ~----------1

Figure 6.6: Incident and reflected waves of the magnetic excitation fields in waveguide section-I and -III.

Amplit1tde coefficient A and C r'epresents V- and Band D represents V+.

fields one finds for Eq.(6.68) and (6.76)

II;ex = _ '""'" r:X;I I ha;I )
s 6 1 \ 1 , W s ,

i

(6.78)

I III;ex = _ '""'" Ia;III Iha;III )
s 6 I \ I ,Ws .

I

(6.79)

assuming that interchanging the summation and the integration is allowed. The homoge
neous modal voltage and current wave equations, Eq.(6.3)-(6.4), yield per mode

VI(z) = V-ejkz(z-zt) + V+e-jkz(z-zd z ::; Zl,

II(z) = I-ejkz(z-zI) + I+e-jkz(z-zI)

= Y2:,(_V-e jkz (z-zI) + V+e-jkz(z-zI))

= Y~( - Aejkz(z-Zl) + Be-jk,(z-Zl)) z::; Zl,

VIII(z) = \.r_ e jkZ (Z-Z2) + V+e- jkz (Z-Z2) z ~ Z2,

IIII(z) = Y2;(_Ce jkz (Z-Z2) + De-jkz (z-Z2)) z ~ Z2,

(6.80)

(6.81)

(6.82)

(6.83)

By evaluating Eq.(6.80) and (6.82) on resp. Zl and Z2 we find

(6.84)

r is the so-called the reflection coefficient. For II and IIII on resp. Zl and Z2, this means

II(zd = 2BYoCJl

IIII(z2) = -2CYoo ,

(6.85)

(6.86)
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leading to the final form of the excitation fields

IIII;ex = _~ _2Co:yo:;III IIIII
s L....i [00;[ Is .

[
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(6.87)

(6.88)

6.4.1 Matrix representation

The system of equations in Eq.(6.77) can be cast into a matrix-vector form Ax = b, from
which the unknown vector x, representing the unknown current coefficients, must be solved.
Before we can do this we have to look at the definitions we made, Eqs.(6.61)-(6.68) and
Eqs.(6.72)-(6.76), to determine what they become in matrix notation, but we begin with
some a priori information. By applying the MoM we used 2r 1 expansion functions and
weighted with 28 testing functions we know for a fact that matrix A will have dimensions
(28 x 2r), the coefficient vector x, (2r xl) and the source vector b, (28 xl).

Observing Eqs.(6.61), (6.62), (6.72) and (6.73), we notice that they have the following
general structure, Txy = I:j lj Myj Njx . It is evident that lv/yj and Njx correspond to
the "II" constituents. With this knowledge, we're left with lj. Since T, M and N are all
matrices, lj must also be a matrix otherwise we have contradiction with T being a matrix.
Therefore we define

Z =), (6.89)

indicating that L is a diagonal matrix with dimensions (j x j). You see that we use the
subscript indices as an indication for the dimensions of the matrices. Having deduced all
sizes and looking back to the general expression for T we find that [T]xy i- [M]yj[L]jj[N]jx.
In order to solve this the transpose, indicated with superscript 'T', has to be taken of the
right-hand side

(6.90)

Note that the subscript indices change of order after the matrix is transposed. Now we are
prepared to represent the problem in matrix form. Eq.(6.77) becomes

(6.91)

In Appendix G a survey of the intermediate matrices is presented. Appendix E discusses
the integrals of Eqs.(6.63)-(6.67) and (6.74)-(6.75) and gives a detailed derivation.

We choose the set of expansion functions equal to the set of test functions. This
particular choice is known as Garlerkin's methode [15]. Equal sets of expansion and test
functions implies, r = q = s E {I, ... , N}, as for the mode numbers, used for the field

1 Note that it should be r + q, but earlier on we have defined r = q.
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expansion, we choose, i E {I, ... , M 1
}, p E {I, ... , N} and l E {I, ... , M III

}. All the
indices just mentioned will take on a finite value, are truncated, because the computer is
finite and also the memory capacity.

6.4.2 Basis functions

During the formulation of the method of moments in the preceding section we encountered
expansion functions, to approximate the unknown magnetic currents, and test functions,
which weakened the continuity equation of the magnetic field. \Ve used the same set of
functions to cover the both. These, so-called, basis functions should eventually form a
complete set in the solution space.

In general, two types of basis functions can be distinguished, entire domain basis func
tions and subdomain basis functions. The entire domain functions are non-zero over the
entire domain, Sf, S~, of the unknown function, M I , M 2 . The subdomain functions, on
the contrary, differ from zero on only a small subsection of the domain of the unknown
function. These subdomain basis functions offer great flexibility when it comes down to
the analysis of arbitrary shaped domains, however, often a lot of these subdomain basis
functions are needed which could cause excessive computation times and memory prob
lems. In case of entire domain basis functions the number of functions needed is usually
much lower.

For the iris problem we have used the mode functions of the magnetic field of section-II
as entire domain basis functions. They form good basis functions because we saw that
they form a complete set, the functions are zero on the edge, 8Sa

, of the domain of the
unknown function so no current can leak from the domain and there are no line charges.
Also, the divergence is limited because the domain is finite. Below they are summarised

(6.92)

Now that the choice of basis-functions is known, we can say something more about the
integrals in Eqs.(6.63)-(Eq.5.4.21) and (6.74)-(6.75). They have a more or less matching
character. Waveguide modes of two different sections are being weighted, which yields a
scalar coefficient, indicating the contribution of mode i in section-I to mode j in section-II.
Moreover, when there is no change in cross-section between the two sections there is no
mode coupling between the modes of section-I and -II, what results in diagonal matrices.
This seems all a bit trivial, because no distortion means no disruption of the waves, of
course. Should there be a disturbance in the cross-section, completely filled matrices will
be the result. The same applies for the junction between section-II and -III.
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6.5 S-matrix notation
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In order to couple the separate modules together, a scattering parameter formulation of
each part has to be found. This can be realised by constructing S-matrices. By connecting
the ports of the S-matrices in the proper manner, we can evaluated the behavior of the
modes on the, new formed, port surfaces of the total coupled system.

In general, the S-matrix formulation is written as

(6.93)

indicating that the outgoing waves represented by JOut are due to the incoming waves
represented by Jin. For the iris, we can write

[
JI;out ] [811 8 12] [J1;in]

JIII;out - 821 822 JIII;in'
(6.94)

The vector on the left-hand side contains the amplitudes of the outgoing waves on the
surface of port 1, in waveguide section-I (upper) and on the surface of port 2, in waveguide
section-III (lower), s** are the different scattering parameters, and the vector on the right
hand side contains the amplitudes of the incident waves on the surface of port 1 in section-I
(upper) and on the surface of port 2 in section-III (lower). Usually S-matrices are given
for the electric field (V), but because we have made an analysis based on the magnetic
field (1) we will derive a scattering description based on magnetic field waves.

6.5.1 Incoming and outgoing waves port 1

With the derivation coming up port 1 of the S-matrix lies in section-I directly against the
junction between I and II. Port 2 lies in section-III also directly against the junction from
III to II. We will start with the description of the incoming and outgoing waves on the
surface of port 1, i.e. an amplitude description of the waves on the port surfaces. Fig.6.7
is put in to clarify. With the incident waves we mean the total of waves travelling in the

I

ViU;I+ (z) ; IiU;I+(z)~

ViU;I- (z) ; Iiu;I-(z)~

II

s

III

Figure 6.7: Incident and reflected waves of the magnetic excitation fields in waveguide section I and II.

Amplitude coefficient A represents V- and B represents V+.

positive z-direction, indicated with the superscript '+'. The scattered waves correspond
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to the total of waves travelling in the negative z-direction, indicated with the superscript
'-'. First, a derivation per mode will be given, followed by a matrix notation.

The incoming waves are just the incident waves, but the outgoing waves, because of
our modelling technique, consist of the incident waves who are reflected against the PEe
wall and waves generated by the equivalent magnetic surface current MI' A description
for the incoming and the reflection of the incoming waves can be found with the help of the
homogeneous Helmholtz equation. A description of the waves generated by the magnetic
current can be found with the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation, as we have already done
in Sec.6.3.1. Eqs.(6.3) and (6.4) yield the homogeneous solutions, per mode, indicated with
index 'h'

(6.95)

(6.96)

with V;aiI- = A and V;aiI+ = B derived on p.58. From this, we known that the reflection
coefficient is r = -1, leading us to

IaiI;h(Z) = BayaiI [ejk;iiI(Z-ZJ) + e-jk;)(Z-zJ)]
'l 't 00;2 ,

= I:ilih-(z) + I:ilih+(Z).

The particular solution, derived form Eq.(6.26), is

I ailiP(",) = _ll"a;I 1MA hail) jk;)(Z-ZI)
z N =iZ \ 1, Z e ,

__ya;I '" If hail) jk;';iI(z-zJ) _ IailiP-( )
- =iZ L...J mT \ T' ie, - i Z

T

(6.97)

(6.98)

(6.99)

(6.100)

(6.101)

The total description of all the waves going through the waveguide cross-section in section-I
at some arbitrary point z ::::; ZI, is

I:
iI (z) = It ilih (z) + I:iliP (z) = It ilih- (z) + It ilih+(z) + IiailiP- (z )

= It ilih+(z) + {I~;Iih- (z) + I:iI;p- (z )}

= Itili+(z) + Itili-(z).

with

rili+(Z) = Bayaile-jk;il(z-ZI) z ::::; ZI,
'l Z =iZ

I aili - (z) = Bayailejk;)(Z-Zl) _ ya;I '" m ITI , ejk;)(z-zJ) z::::; ZI'
1, 'l 00;2 00;2 L...J r rz

T

Eqs.(6.102) and (6.103) evaluated at z = ZI yields

I
aili+ (z ) = BayaiI = IIiin
Z 1 Z =iZ z'

I aili- ( ) = Bal,raiI _ yaiI '" ITI, = IIiout
Z ZI Z =iZ =iZ L...J m T 1'2 Z .

T

(6.102)

(6.103)

(6.104)

(6.105)
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6.5.2 Incoming and outgoing waves port 2
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At port2, the incoming waves are the total of waves travelling in the negative z-direction,
superscript indication is '-'. The outgoing waves are the total of waves travelling in the
positive z-direction. The incoming and outgoing waves and the way they are built up
is similar to the description of the preceding section, except now the outgoing waves are
partially caused by equivalent magnetic current 1\12. For the homogenous part we have

rl<;III;h( ) _ yo<;III [_ V;O<jIII- jk"',{II(z-Z2) + V;o<;III+ -jk"'.;ZIII(Z-Z2)]
1 Z - OOjl 1 e z, 1 e z,

III
[

'k""III() 'k""III()]- _Co<yO<j eJ.'1 Z-Z2 + -J .'1 Z-Z2- 1 00;1 z, e z, ,

= IO<jIII;h- ( ) + IO<jIIIjh+ ( ) >1 Z 1 Z , Z _ Z2,

For the particular solution, with 1\12= -1\12substituted into Eq.(6.45), we find

(6.106)

(6.107)

(6.108)

In a similar way, we can find a description for the waves going through the cross-section of
waveguide section-III at some arbitrary point z ~ Z2. We obtain

ItjIII(z) = It;IIIj+(z) + ItjIII;-(z),

IO<jIII;-( ) _ -Co< yo<;III jk"'.;ZIII(z-Z2)
1 Z - 1 OOjl e z, ,

IO<jIII;+( ) = -Co< yo<;III -jk~ilIII(z-Z2) + yo<;III ~ rrIII _jk~JII(z-Z2)
1 Z 1 OOjl e OOjl L...J m q ql e .

q

For z = Z2, Eqs.(6.110) and (6.111) yield

Io<;IIIj- ( ) _ -Co< yo<;III _ IIII;in
1 Z2 - 1 OOjl - 1 ,

Io<;IIIj+( ) = -Co< yo<;III + yO<jIII ~ rrIII = IIIIjout
1 Z2 1 00;1 00;1 L...J m q ql 1 .

q

(6.109)

(6.110)

(6.111 )

(6.112)

(6.113)

From a structural point of view, the iris is a two port, on one end we've got waveguide
section-I and on the other end of the double junction we've got waveguide section-III.
However on an electromagnetic level it is a N-port, and 'N' is determined by the number
of modes, i=p=l, we take into account in our model to describe the electromagnetic fields.
The result of an electromagnetic field encountering, for instance, a waveguide junction
along it's propagation path is interaction between the different modes of the two sections.
Thereby, creating as a matter offact a N-port. For a continuous homogeneous cross-section
we have a 2-port for every mode.
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6.5.3 S-parameters

In matrix-vector-notation the outgoing waves are represented as

[I I;out]i = [yILdBCt]i - [yILdilI ]~[m]r = [II;in]i - [YI]ii[III ]~[m]Tl

[I III ;out]1 = [yIIIJu[-CCt]1 + [yIIIJu[IIIII ]~[m]q = [IIII ;in]1 + [YIII]ll[IIIII ]~[m]q.

(6.114)

(6.115)

Then, from Eq.(6.91), expressions for the unknown current vectors can be obtained by
writing out the equation as

[m]r = _[TI;II];/[II;ex]s - [TI;II];/[TII]sq[m]q,

[m]q = -[TII ;III];s1[IIII ;ex]s - [TII;III];s1[TIIL~r[m]r'

Substituting Eqs.(6.116) and (6.117) into one another yields

[m]r = [M];/ [TI;II];s1 [II;ex]s - [M];/ [TI;II];s1 [TII ]sq[TII ;III];s1 [IIII;ex]s,

[m]q = [AI];q1[TII ;III];/[IIII;eX]s - [M];q1[TII ;III];s1[TII ]sr[TI;II];/[II;exJs.

with

[Af];/ = UL]rr - [TI;II];/[TII]Sq[TII;III];/[TII]srr1,

[M];q1 = [[L]qq - [TII;III];s1 [TII]sr[TI;II];/ [TII ]sqr1.

(6.116)

(6.117)

(6.118)

(6.119)

(6.120)

(6.121)

[I] is the identity matrix and matrices [II;ex]s, [IIII ;ex]s can be found in Eqs.(G.21) and
(G.22), respectively. Subsequently, applying Eqs.(6.118) and (6.119) to Eqs.(6.114) and
(6.115), respectively, we obtain the S-parameters

[ . ].. - [I] .. + 2[~\7I]··[III]T[M]-1[TI;II]-1[rII]T
Sn n - =n 1 n ri rr rs is'

[3 ]. = -2[yI] ··[III ]T[M]-1[TI;II]-1[TII] [TII;III]-1[IIIII]T1221 n n rr rs sq qs Is'
[3 ]. = 2[yIII] [IIIII ]T[M]-1[TII ;III]-1[TII ] [TII;III]-1[III]T12 II II ql qq qs sr rs 2S'
[3] =[1] -2[yIII] [IIIII]T[M]-1[TII;III]-1[IIIII]T22 II = II II ql qq qs sl'

6.5.4 Displacement of S-matrix ports

(6.122)

(6.123)

(6.124)

(6.125)

To gain some knowledge about the magnitude of the modes on a arbitrary point z, for
Z ::; Zj and z :::: Z2, the ports of the S-matrix, which up till now were laid on the junctions
Z1 and Z2, must be shifted to a desired place, for instance Z = Zo and Z = Z3 with Zo ::; Z1

and Z3 :::: Z2. This shifting of the ports will have an effect on the S-matrix. The distance
over which the ports are displaced must be taken in to account by the S-matrix. As a
result of the displacement of the ports, the waves encounter a phase shift. In Fig.(6.8) we
can see that the present situation is

(6.126)
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I
I;out:

~~

j'I;in ----+

j' I; out +---:
--0------0---1

s
~ ~j'III;in

: IIII;in :

!IIII;out i
~ ~ j'III;out

Figure 6.8: Present ports at Zl, Z2 and new ports, shifted to locations Zo, Z3.

where n just a general mode number indicator. The new situation will be

[jout] = [B:I [jin], (6.127)

Per mode we can determine the phase shift. First we examine the incident waves.

e
a 'I ka'I ( )n' = z·'n Zl - Zo ,,

ea;III = ka;III (Z - Z )
n z;n 3 2,

FJ<;I;in = e-jO~;1 ja;I;in
n n

III . 'Oa'"1 ~ III'I a ; ;m = e-J n' Ia; ;m
n n

(6.128)

(6.129)

where e represents the electrical length of the outward shift of the ports. In Eqs.(6.128)
and (6.129) we see a negative phase, together with the assumed time convention ejwt we
have a positive electrical length. This corresponds to what we see in Fig.(6.8). For the
new defined waves jI;in, jIII;in, at the new position, to get at the position of the present
defined waves IIjin, IIII;in, they have to travel an extra distance. In matrix notation

(6.130)

with

(6.131)

(6.132)

For the outgoing waves we find

I t 'Oa'l ~ IIaj ;ou = e J n' Ia; ;out
n n'

Ia;III;out = ejO~;IIII~a;III;out
n n'

(6.133)

(6.134)

Now there is a positive phase For the new defined waves ja;Ijout and ja;III;out to get to the. , n n'

Position of the present defined waves Ia;I;out and Ia;III;out means that they have travelled, n n'
to what can be translated to a positive phase. In matrix notation we get

(6.135)
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Substitution of Eqs.(6.130) and (6.135) in Eq.(6.126) yields

[
[ejer]. 0] [[ jI;out J .] [8 8] [[e-

jer
] 0] [[ jI;in J ]n11 11 _ 11 12 nn n

o [e jellI ]nn [jIII;outJ n - 821 822 0 [e-jellI ]nn [jIII;inJn '

(6.136)

which can be rewritten as

[
[ jI;out Jn] _ [811 812] [[ jI;in J ]
[jIII;outJn - 821 822 [jIII;inJ: '

with

6.6 Power

(6.137)

(6.138)

A formalism that can be used to check if the simulated results are correct is the powerbal
ance. Calculation of the complex power always begins with the complex Poynting vector
integrated over a closed surface

p = Is (E x H*) . n dA, (6.139)

in which the normal vector n is pointing outwards. In case of a waveguide, the waveguide
wall can be used as a part of the total closed surface and by defining two separate surfaces
SZa and SZb' equal to the cross-section, at Za and Zb, respectively, a total closed surface can
formed. In this way the integral of Eq.(6.139) can be split up into three parts

P = l, (E x H') . (-a,) dA + .L.,,, (E x H') . n dA + Is" (E x H') . a, dA. (6.140)

Since the surface of the waveguide wall, indicated with Swall is a PEC, the seconde integral
on the right-hand side in Eq.(6.140) doesn't contribute to the power, since

(E x H*) . n = (n x E) . H* = 0 . H* = O.

The argument of the two other integrals can be reduced to

(6.141)

(ExH*)·az = (EtxH;)·az+(E x H;az)· az + (Ezaz x H*)· az +EzH; (az x az )' (6.142)
\. V' ~ \. v " '----v---"'
000

This is convenient, since we have expressions for the transverse electromagnetic fields, viz.
the modal field representation in Eqs.(4.65) and (4.66). If the positions of the surfaces
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SZa and SZb correspond to the position of the S-matrix ports, we have a description of the
nett power flow. By substituting the modal fields into Eq.(6.140) we find the power flow
through a port, as follows

p =1 (Et x H;)· az dA =1 [L~aef x LJj*hj ] .az dA
Sportl Sportl i j

= LL~aJj*1 ref x hj]. az dA = LL~aJj* < ef,hj x az >.
i j Sportl i j

(6.143)

By invoking the result, ef = hj x a z which can be found in Sec.4.41, the orthogonality
condition and the fact that the mode functions are normalised, the innerproduct yields

a (3 :c< e i , e j , > = Uij

a (3 0< e i ,ej , > =

leading to

a = {3,

a -# {3,
(6.144)

p = ~vaJa* = ~(Va;+ + Va;-)(Ja;+ +Ja;-)* = ~ Za .(r;+ -J?';-)(Ja;+ +Ja;-)*L ~ ~ L ~ ~ ~ ~ L oo;~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,
i

(6.145)

"+" and "-" are referring to the global orientation. In matrix notation, for port 1 in
waveguide section-I and port 2 in waveguide section-III, respectively, this becomes

pi = [(II;in - JI;out)]T[yIJiil[(II;in + JI;out)*]i'

pill = [(IIII;out _ JIII;in)]T[yIII]ii1[(IIII;out + fIII;in)*]i'

(6.146)

(6.147)

in which we employed the same wave magnitude notation as for the S-matrix. But, in
order to check the powerbalance we need to know what goes in and what goes out. This
can be derived form Eqs.(6.146) and (6.147) as follows

pI = [JI;in]T[yI]:-:l[JI;in*].
~nl ~ zz ~,

pIlI = [JIII;in]T[yIII]:-:l[JIII;in*].
~n2 ~ zz ~,

pI = [fI;out]T[yI]:-:l[JI;out*].outl ~ ~~ ~,

pIlI = [JIII;out]T[yIII]:-:l [JIII;out*].out2 ~ zz ~.

The powerbalance now becomes

For shorthand notation we abbreviate the left-hand term in above equation to

Pia = (Pi~l + Pi~~) - (P;utl + P;~~2)'

(6.148)

(6.149)

(6.150)

(6.151)

(6.152)

(6.153)
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6. 7 Normalization

To be able to compare results per mode, in terms of wave amplitudes, we have to normalize
the S-matrix and the power calculations. Each mode has a different waveguide admittance
for which we have to compensate, by taking this specific admittance per mode into account.
Therefore we define per mode

v Iocja;b
I OCja;b= -----,:,n===

n r;:;;;blroc;bV l"CX]';n

a = {I, III} b={in,out}. (6.154)

where n is a general mode number indication. By analogy with Eq.(6.126) we have

(6.155)

Next, we cast Eq.(6.154) into the following matrix form

a = {I, III} b = {in, out} (6.156)

where

a = {I, III} b = {in, out}. (6.157)

Applying Eq.(6.156) to Eq.(6.155) yields

from which we can deduce the generalized scattering matrix

(6.158)

(6.159)[
V V] [ [VZI] 0] [ ] [[JYI] 0]311 312 _ nn 311 312 nn
821 822 - 0 [viZIII] nn 321 322 0 [JYTrI] nn .

Subsequently the power can be normalized. This is done by substitution of Eq.(6.154) or
(6.156) into Eqs.(6.145)-(6.151), which yields

pI = [(jI;in - jIjout)]J[yI]~~[ lyII ]nn[(1I jin + jI;out)*]n,

pi II = [(1III;out _ jIIIjin)]J[yIII]~~[ lyIIII ]nn[(jIIIjout + jIII;in)*Jn.

(6.160)

(6.161)
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and of course

Pi~l = [jIiin]~[yI]~~[ lyII ]nn[jIiin*]n,

Pi~~ = [jIlIiin]~[yIlI]~~[ lyIlII ]nn[jIlIiin*]n,

pI = [jIiout]T[yI]-l[ lyII] [jI;out*]outl n nn nn n,
pIlI = [jIlIiout]T[yIlI]-ll-lyIlI I] [jIIliout*]out2 n nn _ nn n'

Note that WI = VYY*.

6.8 Results
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(6.162)

(6.163)

(6.164)

(6.165)

Now that the analysis of the iris has finished, the model is implemented into the computer.
We choose to use the mathematical software programme MATLAB as simulation tool.
The choice for MATLAB is rather simple, it is user friendly and surely in the field of
electromagnetics a lot of people know how to use it. A drawback is the high internal
memory requirement and long computation times. This is the consequence of the fact that
it is a high level programming language.

There are a number of things we would like to show and discuss, starting with the
verification of the model. After this we will look into the question of convergence and
finally we'll show results of the iris.

6.8.1 Verification

In the preceding sections we have discussed and shown a possible way of analysing an iris.
Of course there are other approaches for analysing an iris, but they all have to yield the
same outcome eventually, or yet better said, show at least resemblance in the trend. So, a
good way to check the verification of our model and analysis is to find literature and results
which handle junctions between rectangular waveguides but with a different approach.
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Figure 6.9: Characteristics of a single junction. Figure 6.10: Upper: transmission coefficient, of

Upper: reflection coefficient, of incident mode TElO incident mode TE lO . Lower: phase of transml:ssion

from larger waveguide. Lower: phase of l"eflection coefficient. Dimensions al"e stated in Fig. 6. 9.

coefficient. Dimensions of waveguides in millimeters

are A = 22.85, B = 10.05, C = E = 14.28, D =

F = 6.5, a2 = 4.285 and b2 = 1.775. See Fig.E.l for

explanation of variables.

We will use the results from Safavi-Naini and Macphie [28] as a reference. They make use
of a mode expansion and the principle of conservation of complex power. The numerical
results presented in this paper will be used for the verification of our model and analysis,
and at the same time used to look into the behaviour of an iris by varying parameters.

We start with the results of Fig.6.9. What we see here is the reflection coefficient and
phase of the electric field. The corresponding configuration consists of a abrupt single
junction between two centered rectangular waveguides with different cross-sections. Port 1
of the S-matrix lies in the large waveguide directly against the aperture, port 2 lies directly
against the other side of the aperture in the smaller waveguide. We simulated this situation
by giving section-III the same cross-section as section-II (the iris), together forming the
waveguide with the smaller cross-section and by placing the surface on which we determine
the equivalent magnetic current M 2 as close as possible to the aperture formed by section-I
and section-II, on which equivalent current M 1 is determined. In this way we try to place
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the S-matrix ports as close together as possible, to reduce any phase shift in the iris. The
length and other dimensions are indicated in the figure. For the incident field we used
the TElO mode, coming from the waveguide with the large cross-section. Furthermore,
in [28] the waveguide is filled with air, Cr = 1, and has no losses, tan <5 = O. However
for us to obtain corresponding results we had to introduce a very small loss tangent of
tan <5 = 10-10

, giving the propagation constants kz of all the evanescent modes a very
small real part. Only in this way, a stable answer was achieved in all verification cases.
The number of modes used in the expansion of the magnetic field, the expansion of the
equivalent magnetic currents and the testing of the tangential fields on the aperture surfaces
is i = p = l = 8 = r = q = 312. The first three integers are mode number indicators,
introduced in Secs.6.3.1, 6.3.2 and 6.3.3, respectively, the last three integers can be found in
Eqs.6.51, 6.57 and 6.58 respectively. These 312 modes consist of TM as well as TE modes,
more specific 144 TM and 168 TE. There is good correspondence of the TE lO reflection
coefficient and its phase, certainly the tendency is in agreement. Below the 10.49 GHz
the reflection is equals one because the smaller waveguide operates in cutoff. Mapping the
amplitude and phase figures in the Smith chart, we start out, for low frequencies, with
a high impedance which has a inductive behaviour. For increasing frequency, until the
cutoff frequency is reached, the impedance's amplitude stays unchanged but its inductive
behaviour varies a little according the decrease of the phase. Then, the reflection descends
rapidly, the impedance and the inductive behaviour become small and real power starts to
flow into the smaller waveguide.

In Fig.6.10 the transmission coefficient and its phase are depicted. The trend of the
curves correspond reasonably, only in the amplitude graph there is some discrepancy. The
peak in the amplitude of the transmission coefficient comes form a nonsymmetric S-matrix,
for which we have not yet found an explanation. Apparently, strange things happen at the
frequency that the smaller guide is beyond cutoff. The peak in the transmission corresponds
with the decrease of the reflection. Below cutoff, the phase of 821, also shows some deviation.
If section-II is made longer, phase deviations appear above cutoff, too. This can be imputed
to the increasing distance between the S-matrix ports, which introduces an extra phase
shift.

The next case we examine is a thick iris. The configuration is as follows. Section-I
and III are the waveguides with equal cross-sections and are connected with each other
by means of section-II (forming the iris) which has a smaller cross-section. The various
dimensions are mentioned in the comment under Fig.6.11. The parameters of the dielectric
filling are again Cr = 1 and tan <5 = 10-10 , in order to get a stable answer. Fig.6.11 displays
the reflection coefficient and phase of the TE lO incident wave from section-I. The S-matrix
ports are placed directly on the junctions. There is a good correspondence between the
data of the paper and our results. At 10.05 GHz the reflection is nearly disappeared and the
phase makes a dump of about 1800 indicating that the iris is at resonance, The resistance
of the iris impedance is close to one and the reactance is zero. The number of modes taken
along to produce these results is 312 for each waveguide section.
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Fig.6.12 shows the frequency dependence of the TE lO transmission coefficient for the thick
iris. The frequency on which the transmission reaches its maximum equals the frequency
where reflection is at its lowest. In the phase graphs of the reflection and the transmission,
we notice that as the frequency rises the iris goes from inductive to a capacitive behaviour,
since the phase goes from positive to negative. Again we see corresponding results. Note
that our results for an iris (a double waveguide junction) are better than our results for a
single junction, since we have a model for a double junction.

We will continue with some more comparisons but we will focus on the consequences of
varying dimensional parameters of the iris. We will investigate a varying iris width along
the x-direction for two different lengths of the iris, while the height of the iris in y-direction
is kept constant. The configuration is as discussed in the previous case section-I and -III
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are the larger waveguides, section-II is the smaller. By equally changing the jump in cross
section, also called step, at both sides of the iris aperture, the three sections remain centered
during the width variation of the iris. The number of modes we used is 312, of which 144
TM and 168 TE, in each section. For a TE lO incident mode field, the steps along x and y
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Figure 6.13: Thin symmetric iris. Upper: reflection coefficient and phase, of incident mode TEl°,
as function of step size a2 in wavelengths. Lower: transmission coefficient and phase. Dimensions in

wavelengths are A=E=O.85>.., B=F=O.4>", D=O.225>" and iris length=O.Ol>".

exhibit inductive and capacitive effects, respectively. We can see this in the phase graph
of Fig.6.13. It start with a negative phase which means a negative reactance, implying a
capacitance and end up with a positive phase which means a positive reactance, implying a
inductance. This can also be seen from Fig.6.14, which depicts the components of the TElO

mode field. Squeezing the waveguide along the y-direction influences the electric field and
the capacitance. On the contrary, squeezing the waveguide along the x-direction influences
the magnetic field and the inductance.
In Fig.6.13 and Fig.6.15 the reflection and transmission coefficients and there phase curves
are depicted for a thin and a thick iris, respectively, as function of step size per wavelength.
This step size, as recently said, is the jump in cross-section which the waveguide makes
at the junction. The mentioned wavelength is of a wave, at 10 GHz, travelling through a
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space filled with the same dielectric material as the interior of the waveguide, Cr = 1 and
tan c5 = 0 representing free space thus, which yields a wavelength of A r-v 3 em.

Furthermore, in case of the thin iris we see at step-size/A = 0.12 that the reflection
vanishes, as a result of the fact that the inductive behaviour and the capacitive behaviour,
caused by the steps in the x- and y-direction, cancel one another. At that point it is also
visible that the phase graph goes from a negative phase to a positive phase, indicating
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a small reactive part. For the thick iris, the characteristics have become narrower and
resonance occurs at about step-size/A = 0.15. So, we can say that a thicker iris introduces
a higher selectivity and the cross-sectional dimensions must be changed to maintain in
resonance. The selectivity increase is probable the cause of the decrease in coupling between
the two sides. The length of the iris has its influence on the impedance.

Also an interesting quantity to visualise and to gain information from to check if the
analysis and calculations went correct, are the equivalent magnetic currents in the aperture
of the iris. Eventually, we applied the method of moments during the analysis to derive the
currents. For the case of a thick iris case, which is discussed in Figs.6.11 and 6.11, we have
plotted the equivalent magnetic current MI' The x- and y-directed current components of
M I , on the aperture between sections-I and II at z = zl are given in Figs.6.16 and 6.17,
respectively.
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Figure 6.16: x-directed equivalent magnetic cur- Figure 6.17: y-directed equivalent magnetic cur-

rent. Incident field mode is TElO . rent. Incident field mode is TElO .

Notice the singular behaviour of the current at the edges of the aperture. This is a correct
behaviour caused by the sharp edges of the waveguide wall. The irregularities in the
singularities of the x-component are not completely according expectations. Further on
in this report the current shape will be more thoroughly discussed and explain, in the
discussion of convergence.

To come to certain results we had to take along, as mentioned, 312 waveguide mode.
Up till now it is not yet explained how we came to this number. It has to do with the
convergence of the problems. The convergence is determined by means of the 811 scattering
parameter as a function of the number of waveguide modes. Fig.6.18 shows the results of
convergence, for the case of the thick iris. Visible is the absolute value of the 811 parameter
its phase and the condition number of the MoM matrix. As indicated in the figure, 312
modes is at the point where the 811 curve has just past a small jump and again seems to
have found a stable course. Together with the fact that the condition number of the MoM
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Figure 6.18: Convergence graphs, determined by means of scattering parameters.

matrix stays confined is indication enough for us to assume that the amount of applied
modes correct.

After the "Results", Sec.6.8, we discuss a method to determine the convergence of
problems, of which we though, at first, was a good, correct and reliable idea annex concept.
Unfortunately, it does not work because of to weak constraints.

6.8.2 Iris, dubbel waveguide junction

The verification of the results has shown that our analysis and modelling is correct. Based
on this, we will show and discus different results of an iris (slot) what qua geometry and
size correspond with the reality. We begin by mentioning that we have sorted the modes by
their propagation constants in the z-direction (k z ) as follows, from fast to slow propagating
modes, meaning from large to small real values and from slow to fast evanescent modes,
that is from small to large imaginary values. We start with a canonical case. Section-I,
-II and -III all have the same cross-section, the dimensions are A = C = E = 13.4 mm
and B = D = F = 13.5 mm in x and y direction, respectively. The length of the sections
is 1.5 mm, 25 mm and 15 mm, respectively. See Fig.E.1 and Fig.6.1 for explanation. The
dielectric filling has parameters Cl' = 3 and tan b = O. The incident field is mode TEOl

from waveguide section-I, with a frequency of 10 GHz. For the computations we used 4
waveguide modes. In Fig.6.19, amplitude and phase of modes, of above described situation
are depicted. In the upper graph, one can see the amplitude of the modes, according
to 20 loglO[']' At 0 dB, the incident wave in section-I is visible, propagating (increasing
z) towards the transition between section-land -II. According to our model approach,
the incident field should continue propagating in section-II without any disturbance in
amplitude. In our model we separated section-I from -II by closing of the cross-section
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E = 13.4 mm, B = D = F = 13.5 mm, Cr = 3, tan 6" = 0, number of modes taken along in computations

is 312.

with a thin PEe and demanding continuity of the electric and magnetic field. Upon
crossing the transition between section-II and -III, we expect the same behavior of the
TEOl mode. This behaviour is observed in the top graph of Fig.6.19. The straight green
line at -312 dB along the first 15 mm is the TEol reflected incident field which tell us
that we reached machine precision. In the lower graph, the phase of the incident field
is plotted, propagating through the three sections. Just like the amplitude, the fase is
continuous across the transitions between the sections, as expected.

In Fig.6.20, the reflected and transmitted modes on the transition between section
I and -II and between section-II and -III, respectively are given. We see five modes,
three reflected and two transmitted, lying around -312 dB, and one well below -600 dB.
Usually, displaying quantities at these levels is nonsense. However, we don't have a good
explanation why the modes concentrate around two levels. Probably the contribution of
weighting (inner-product) one mode with another is less than the contribution of weighting
another pair. In Table 6.1, the modes that are concentrated around the -312 dB are given
by number and type.

In Fig.6.21 the x-directed equivalent magnetic current is shown and in Fig.6.22 the y
directed current, note the scale of the vertical axis in both figures. The y-directed current
has the precise form of the TEol mode, which clarifies why the incident mode propagates
through the three sections without being obstructed by the closed cross-sections.
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Figure 6.20: Amplitude of reflected and transmitted modes on the surface of junction I-II and II-III at

Z = Zl and Z = Z2, respectively.

i 1 3 4
(n,m) (0,1) (1,1) (1,1)
type TE TM TE

Table 6.1: Mode numberi, mode indicators (n,m) and the mode type of the modes lying around -312 dB

in Fig. (6.20).
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Figure 6.22: y-directed equivalent magnetic sur

face current M1 at Zl, for canonical case.
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Looking at Tabe1.6.1 and at the x-directed current, we notice that the shape of the current
corresponds exactly to the two modes with mode indices (1,1). So, the two modes around
the -312 dB are caused by the fact, that the x-directed current is not exactly zero, which in
turn can be relate partially to the matching of the modes. The x- and y-directed equivalent
magnetic current at Z2 have exactly the same form. Table 6.2 shows some power figures,
on the position at the S-matrix ports. We continue our discussion by considering the same

Real(·) ImagO
Plnl = 1 0

P~Ut1 = 7.7184.10 32 3.6617.10 -4;1

P~1~t2 = 1 2.7472.10::53

Pia = 0 -2.7472.10 -::53

Table 6.2: Power figures for canonical case, at port 1 and 2 of the S-matrix, that is at Zo = 0 mm and

Z3 = 55 mm, respectively.

configuration as above, except that waveguide section-II is squeezed in de x-direction, such
that C = 2.1 mm. In this way, we have formed an iris, which is centered with respect
to the cross-sections of section-I and -III. For an incident TEQ1 mode, this means that we
squeeze in the E-plane, (see Fig.6.14), thereby influencing the capacitance. In Fig.6.23, the
magnitude and phase progress in the z-direction are plotted. The amplitude graph shows
significant changes, because of the change in cross-section. This causes mode coupling, as
we have seen in the discussion of the integrals in Appendix E. As a consequence, equivalent
magnetic currents, of considerable magnitude show up on the apertures, at Zl = 15 mm and
Z2 = 40 mm, generating a number of modes well above the -312 dB. These modes are then
radiated in the three different sections. Horizontal lines are propagating modes (kz=real),
the skew lines are evanescent modes (kz=imaginary) which drop fast over 15 mm. In
the amplitude graph, one can find a symmetry axis at z = 27.5 mm, for the evanescent
modes. This is according expectations, since we have a symmetric iris, over all three spatial
axes. In section-I, at 0 dB we have the TEol incident field and right under it we have, at
-0.38 dB, the reflected incident field. The horizontal line in section-III at -10.74 dB is
the transmitted mode TEQ1.

We have some figures to confirm the correctness. Table 6.3 contains some power fig
ures and shows the scattering parameters of the incident field mode. The real power is
completely carried by the only propagating mode, TEQ1, and the evanescent modes are re
sponsible for the imaginary part of the complex power. Because of the evanescent modes,
the imaginary power decreases over increasing distance. P~Utl and P~~tl are round off
figures. The powerbalance, Pio , is calculated with the fully accurate figures.

In section-II we see a standing wave, formed by the interference of the only back and
forth travelling wave viz., mode TEQ1. It has a SWR of s = ~ = 6.9908. In 6.28 one
can see how I is defined, as the linear combination of the back~~d forth travelling wave.
At the minima, of the standing wave pattern the impedance is at its minimum, this can
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Figure 6.23: Upper': amplitude of several modes, lower: phase of TEal mode propagating in +z direction.

Parameters are: A = E = 13.4 mm, B = D = F = 13.5 mm, C = 2.1 mm, a2 = 5.65 mm, Cr = 3,

tano = 0, number of modes taken along in computations is 312.

Power

Real(·) Imag(·)

P~nl = 1 0

P~utl = 9.1564.10- 1 -5.7943.10 1

p~1~t2 = 8.4362.10 2 -1.6594.10 6

Pia = -2.2264.10 Hi 2.2389.10°
Scattering parameters

Sll = -3.1378.10 1 -9.0398.10 -1

S21 = -2.7439.10 1 9.5243.10 -~

ISu I~ + IS21 I~= 1

Table 6.3: Power values and scattering parameters on port 1 and 2 of the S-matrix, at zo = 0 mm and

Z3 = 55 mm, respectively.

be seen in the phase plot of Fig.6.23. At this point the phase makes a jump. In the Smith
chart the curve would cross the real axis. Also derived from the standing wave is the so
called "waveguide wavelength" which is twice the distance between two successive minima.
Observed out of the plot we get Awaveguide = 2.2553 cm and calculated it is Awaveguide =
2.2552 cm. In the phase plot of Fig.6.23, we see mode TEol propagating in section-III.
In section-I a deviating phase curve is observed, caused by the interference between the
incident mode and its reflection. At z = 15 mm, that is the junction between section-I
and section-II, the phases not completely connect. This also happens at z = 40 mm, that
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is the junction between section-II and section-III. We will go into some more detail with
respect to these phase jumps. Therefore we have preformed 4 tests, with respect to the
iris width and length, divided into two cases.

Case 1: The iris is centered and has a width of C = 9.2 mm and a length varies from
(Z2 - zd = ~ to (Z2 - Zl) = ~. All other parameters remain the same. Note, Figs.6.24 and
6.25 are magnified details from one phase graph, just as Figs.6.26 and 6.27.
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From Figs.6.25 and 6.27, we observe that the iris produces a phase jump of 11.93° at
the junction between section-II and section-III, independent of the length of the iris. In
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contrast, (see Figs.6.24 and 6.26), depending on the length of the iris, the phase of incident
mode TEo1 in section-I has a good match with the phase of mode TEOl in section-II, or,
the reflected mode TEol in section-I has a good match with the mode TEOl in section-II.

For the iris length, we have deliberately chosen a good matching case, ~, and a bad
matching case, ~, and Table 6.4, a bit later on, gives some comparison between the ampli
tude values for the TEol mode.

Case 2: The width is reduced to C = 2.1 mm and still centered, and the length varies
again from (Z2 - Zl) = ~ to (Z2 - zd = ~. Other parameter remain the same.
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junction I-II. Iris width is 2.1 mm and length is ~. junction II-III. Iris width is 2.1 mm and length is ~.

Due to the decrease in width of the iris we notice an increase in the phase jump at the
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junction between section-II and section-III, for both the lengths of the iris. It has become
62.99°, see Figs.6.29 and 6.31. In Figs.6.28 and 6.30 we see that, depending on the length
of the iris, the phase of incident mode TEOl in section-I, has a good match with the phase
of mode TEOl in section-II, or, the reflected mode TEol in section-I has a good match with
the mode TEOl in section-II.

A comparison between amplitude values for this case is shown in Table 6.4. From these

Iris width 0.4079,\ = 9.2mm 0.0931,\ = 2.1mm
Iris length ~ ~ ~ ~

TEOl reflect -13.69dB -9.22dB -1.003dB -0.518dB
TEol transmit -0.189dB -O.555dB -6.856dB -9.49dB

Table 6.4: Reflection and transmission amplitude values of TEOl mode, in section-I and -III, respectively,

with varying iris dimensions

two cases we can draw the following conclusions. By decreasing the iris-width, we notice an
increase in the phase jump at z = Z2, that is the junctions between section-II and section
III. One and other can be explained by the change in impedances, what is caused by the
discontinuity in cross-section. In [22, p.404-406] we obtained a first order summary of a
thick iris, in which is explained that the change in width is represented by a capacitance,
as already mentioned by us, and the length of the iris can be represented by an induction,
equivalent with extra distance. The influence of iris-length on the impedance is small but,
the ratio of the iris-width with the adjacent larger waveguide, on the other hand, has a
large influence on the impedance. The decreasing iris-width also leads to an increase of the
standing wave in the iris. For an iris-width of 9.2 mm, we observed a SWR of 1.5124 and
for an iris-width of 2.1 mm we observed a SWR of 6.99, form which we can conclude that
the mismatch enlarges. Also we noticed that, the higher the SWR becomes, the sharper
the shape of the standing wave becomes at its minima (derivative is no longer continuous),
and the ripple on the phase of mode TEol in the iris becomes higher (see fig.6.23). The
length of the iris determines how well the incident field matches on the iris and apparently
has no influence on the phase jump that exists at Z2, the junction between section-II and
section-III.

We also noticed, by a decreasing iris width, an increase in amplitude, 10 to 20 dB, of
the evanescent modes, reflected and transmitted form the iris (solid and dashed skew lines
in sections-I and -III in Fig.6.23). This indicates that the field disturbances become worse
as the iris is getting smaller.

In Sec. (6.7) we discussed the normalization of the power and the scattering parameters,
to form a generalized scattering matrix. To get normalized scattering parameters, we had
to multiply the S-matrix at the front by a diagonal matrix containing the square roots
of the mode impedances and at the rear with a diagonal matrix containing the square
roots of the mode admittances (see Eq.(6.159)). In case sections-I and -III have the same
cross-section and dielectric filling, the impedances per mode, in I and III, are the same.
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So, in fact every mode is multiplied by the square root of its impedance and subsequently
multiplied with the square root of its admittance, which cancel each other. Therefore the
normalisation can be left out.

The next step is sizing down the length of the iris and putting the ports of the S-matrix
close to the junctions. The length of the iris is reduced to ~ mm and the S-matrix ports
are positioned at a distance of 1 mm from the waveguide junctions, thereby making the
effective lengths of sections-I and -III also 1 mm. In Fig.6.32, the magnitude of several
modes and the phase of mode TEOl are displayed.
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Figure 6.32: Upper: amplitude of several modes, lower: phase of TEOl mode pr'opagating in +z direction.

Parameters are: A = E = 13.4 mm, B = D = F = 13.5 mm, C = 2.1 mm, a2 = 5.65 mm, Cr = 3,

tan6 = 0, number of modes taken along in computations is 312.

Mode TEOl is reflected at a level of -0.7511 dB and transmitted at -7.991 dB. Com
pared to the long iris, (Fig.6.23), less signal is being reflected and more transmitted. The
evanescent modes in the iris now really playa role in the coupling between the two junc
tions. Still, a phase jump of 62.99° is observed, at the junction of section-II with section
III, exactly according statements concluded previously. On the junction of section-I with
section-II we now have a mismatch of 7.92°. The powerbalance, indicates a nett real power
of -8.8818.10-16 Wand a nett imaginary power of 1.9967.10-1 W. Also the scattering
parameters of the TEOl mode in Table 6.5 show convince results.

In Fig.6.33, the amplitude of the incident mode, the reflected modes in section-I and the
transmitted modes in section-IlIon the S-matrix ports 1 and 2, respectively, are displayed.
The S-matrix ports lie at Zo = 0 mm and Z3 = 2.5 mm. Compared to the preceding
cases, the canonical and the long iris, there are quite a few modes with a considerable
contribution at the position of the S-matrix ports. Table 6.6 contains detailed information
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Figure 6.33: Amplitude of reflected and transmitted modes at the position of S-matrix port 1 and 2, both

at 1 mm distance removed form the waveguide junctions.

of these modes. From Fig.6.33 and Table 6.6 one can notice a regularity in the mode indices

mode TEOl

8 11 = 9.0399.10 1 - j1.5486.10 1

8 21 = -6.7288.10 2 - j3.928.10 1

1 811 1

2 + 1 821 1

2 = 1

Table 6.5: Scattering parameters of mode TEOl on the port surfaces of the S-matrix, at Zo = 0 mm and

Z3 = 2.5 mm.

mode 1 9 10 27 28 59 60 105 106 161 162 229 230
number
(n, m) (0,1) (2,1 ) (2,1 ) (4,1) (4,1 ) (6,1) (6,1 ) (8,1 ) (8,1 ) (10,4) (10,1) (12,1) (12,1)
mode TE TM TE TM TE TM TE TM TE TM TE TM TE
type
Reflect -0.751 -8.217 -13.64 -21.18 -17.6 -32.19 -24.64 -45.25 -35.04 -74.1 -61.88 -57.27 -43.43
modes
[dB]
Transmit -7.99 -7.755 -13.18 -20.7 -17.12 -31.69 -24.13 -44.63 -34.42 -77.22 -65 -57.08 -43.24
modes
[dB]

Table 6.6: Modes depicted in Fig.6.33.

(n, m) of the higher order modes. More specific, the reflection and transmission coefficients
of the modes with n even and m equal to one, corresponding to x and y,respectively, are
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larger qua magnitude. This can be explained as follows. The explanation for m = 1 is
obvious, the v-dimension of the waveguide is uniform over the three sections, so there is
no cause for generating higher order modes. To explain that n even, we will take a look
at the TE and TM mode functions of the magnetic field Eq.(6.166), and realize that the
cross-sections of all three sections are centered, thus forming a symmetr'ic iris.

h" = { (6.166)

If we apply n even and m equal to one to h~, we find half a sine for the v-dependence, and
p times a whole cosine for the x-dependence, with p E {1, 2, 3, ... }, over the aperture of the
iris. As a consequence, we have a completely positive function over the iris aperture in the
v-direction, and in the x-direction a completely positive or negative function, depending of
p, over the iris aperture, which will give rise to a contribution during integration over the
aperture. This explains why n should be even. On the other hand, if we have a sine for
the x-dependence in the magnetic field mode functions (see h~) we can also create, with n
odd, completely positive or negative function values over the aperture of the iris, leading
to contributions during integration. However, because the v-dependence of h~ is a cosine,
which is an odd function on the aperture domain, the total contribution of h~ vanishes.
This explains the modes in Table 6.6, and at the same time it explains which component
of the magnetic field produces a contribution.

Not visible in Fig.6.33 that there is again a cluster of modes around -325 dB and around
-625 dB. There is not a real pattern in it, the only thing is that they come in pairs of mode
types, logically, h~, and h~, and, h~ and h~, are equal except for a constant amplitude factor.

In Fig.6.34 and Fig.6.35, the x- and v-directed currents are plotted. As a consequence
of the step in the cross-section in the x-dimension and closing of the aperture with a thin
PEe, there exists a v-directed current with a singular behaviour towards the edges. The
x-directed component, as in the canonical case, is very small because there is no change
in the v-dimension of the waveguide cross-section. All these results are derived by taking
along N = 12 and M = 12 resulting in 312 modes of which 144 TM and 168 TE modes.
This was determined by looking at the convergence of the Sll parameter of mode TEol ,
visible in Fig.6.36.
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At a number of 312 modes the 811 is well stabilized. Although the graph is still increasing
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phase, lower left: L 2 -norm condition number of MoM matrix.

very slowly no more modes are taken along. If one looks at het condition number of the
MoM matrix, it is klimming linearly with the number of modes.
We would like to discus two last results. We start with frequency dependence of the
811 parameter for different lengths of the iris. In Fig.6.37, amplitudes and phases are
displayed. Notice the varying distance between the minima of the 811 graphs, for the
various iris lengths. This is due to the reflected field at the first waveguide junction and
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Figure 6.37: Upper: amplitude of S11, lower: corresponding phase progress. Incident mode is TEol .

the reflected field at the second junction, which both interfere with the incident field. The
distance between the minima is getting shorter as the length of the iris increases.

The longer the iris gets, the longer the transmitted incident wave has to propagate
through the iris before it is reflected at the second junction and reaches the first junction
again, to be reflected again, and, transmitted into section-I to start interfering with the
incident wave and its first reflection. This propagation, back and forth, through the iris
causes a certain phase shift with the reflected incident wave at the first junction. Interpret
ing the frequency range of above graph in waveguide wavelengths, the range then starts
with large wavelengths and ends with small wavelengths. Depending on the wavelength
and the length of the iris, the interference of the reflected wave at the first junction and
the reflected wave at the second junction with the incident wave matches (are constructief
resulting in a low Bu) or doesn't matches (are destructive resulting in a high BU).

The last results are related to the current graphs obtain from the thick iris case during
the verification. As one can see, the current shapes are not convincing, since they are very
rough, and especially the singular part of the x-component, in Fig.6.16. But, we would like
to say and make clear that these currents are certainly in order. For the resulting current
shape a lot depends on the dimensions of the aperture.

So, to make our point we have simulated an iris with of arbitrary size. The dimensional
parameters are, A = E = 13.4 mm, B = F = 13.5 mm, C = 2.1 mm, D = 9.5 mm,
a2 = 5.65 mm, b2 = 2 mm, Cr = 3, tan c5 = 0 and the number of modes taken along is 312.
The incident field is the TEol mode, which causes the currents presented in Figs.6.38 and
6.39. The polarization is in the y-direction, so the magnitude of the y-component of the
current is the largest. The x-component has become much smoother and more convincing
than before.
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Figure 6.41: y-directed equivalent magnetic sur

face current Ml at Zl. Dimensions of iris in x- and

y-direction are C = 2.1 mm and D = 9.5 mm, re

spectively. Grid size is 20 by 20.

In Figs.6.40 and 6.41 the same currents are plotted as in Figs.6.38 and 6.39, only in the
first two mentioned figures, the x- and y-axis are divided in 20 equidistant points and in
the last two mentioned figures the x- and y-axis are divided in 45 equidistant points. As
one can see, in spit of the fact that entire domain basis functions are applied, the choice of
mesh size to determine the point on which the current is plotted has its influence on the
current shapes to a certain extent.
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6.9 Convergence

In the preceding sections of this chapter, an analysis was made of the iris, with which the
modes can be investigated on for instance, the propagation of modes, the power each mode
transports, the magnitude of the modes on the cross-section at a particular point along the
waveguide, etc. During Sec.6.8 these quantities have been reviewed, but the one thing that
is still not clarified, is the number of modes that we took along during the computations. So
now, we would like to focus on the convergence of our numerical method. What means that
we will take a look at the minimum number of modes we need to take into account during
the simulations to get a stable and reliable answer. By extending the approximations (the
truncated summations), by taking the limit to infinity, i.e. lim N ---+ 00, lim N! ---+ 00, the
computations should converge to an exact solution, but because of the finiteness of the
computer this will never be reached. It is not necessary to take along that many modes,
to still get a reliable and accurate solution.

Normally, convergence can best be proven on the basis of first hand information and not
through some derived parameter. So, what we are going to do is, trying to show convergence
by imposing a L 2-norm on the difference of two successive current image (representations).
If we are correct, the more modes we take along the more accurate the current mapping
becomes. Hence, the difference between the currents goes to towards zero and also the
L 2-norm. Later on more about that!

The currents are represented as

o P

M '" I hi '" "h"a = 6 rni;a i + 6 mi;a i'

i=1 i=1

Q R

M '" I hi '" "h"b = 6 mi;b i + 6 mi;b i'

i=1 i=1

with Q > 0 and R > P. Next, taking the difference of the currents yields

(6.167)

(6.168)

o Q P R

LlM(i) = M a - M b = L il~ih~ - L m~;bh~ + L il~ih~' - L m~~bh~', (6.169)
i=1 i=O+1 i=1 i=P+l

where

;\ I I I
L..:1 m = rni'a - mo'b'

~ l ",

il" " "I m' = mi'a - m i .b·, , ,

(6.170)

(6.171)

Note that i consists of mode number indicators (n, m) and that m~;a - m~;b = m(n,m);a 

m(n,m);b' indeed depends on the combination of (n, m) and not on the absolute value of
i. So, the second and fourth term on the right-hand side in Eq.(6.169) consist of modes
(n, m) that are not covered by the modes of current MI' Next, we introduce an L 2 inner
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product and the induced norm as

91

(6.172)

(6.173)

respectively, where sa is the aperture on which the current is defined. By substitution of
Eq.(6.169) in Eq.(6.172) we get

o 0 Q Q

(aM(i)' aM(j) = L L .6.~J.6.'m)*1h;· hj da + L L m;;b(mj;b)* la h; . hj da
i=1 j=1 Sa i=O+1 j=0+1 S

P P R R

+ L L .6.~i (.6.~)* la h;' . hj da + L .L m;~b(mj;b)* la h;' . hj da.
2=1 J=1 S i=P+1 J=P+1

(6.174)

Applying the orthogonality condition to Eq.(6.174), yields

o Q P R

(aM(i)' aM(i) = L II .6.'mi 11 2 + L II m;;b 11 2 + L II .6.~i 11 2 + L II m;~b 11 2=11 aM(i) 11 2

i=1 i=0+1 i=1 i=P+1

(6.175)

Excluded from Eq.(6.174) are the cross terms, because they don't contribute. This has
two reasons. Firstly, there are constituents that contain the following the term < h~, hj >
which is zero for all i, j. Secondly, some constituents have summations corresponding to
2:~1 2:;=0+1 which as a result yield < h~, hj >= O.

Eq.(6.175) depicts exactly what we explained previously. When the current mapping
doesn't change anymore the first and third term on the right hand-side, containing differ
ences of current coefficients, vanish. We will call the first and third term the difference
parts from now on. Taking along more modes, when appears that the current image doesn't
change anymore, has no effect on the outcome because their contribution will be zero, so,
the second and fourth term on the right hand-side vanish also. The second and fourth term
we will call rest parts. To get a better view on the convergence proces we will normalise
Eq.(6.175) by dividing it by the squared norm of M b which is stated in the expression
below

Q R

(Mb, M b) = L II m;;b 11 2 + L II m;~b 1/
2=11 M b 11 2

.

i=1 i=1

(6.176)

The case, for which we will investigate the convergence on basis of the current is as
follows. We consider a thick iris with the following dimensions (in millimeter) A = E =
22.85, B = F = 10.05, C = 11.9, D = 6.75, a2 = 5.475, b2 = 1.65 and iris length
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Figure 6.42: Convergence of the equivalent magnetic current as a function of the number of modes, in

the case of a thick iris.

(Z2 - zd=3.9. We have an incident TElO mode field and the frequency is 10 GHz. In
Fig.6.42 the L 2 -norm applied to the difference of two current mappings, determined by
successive numbers of modes, is depicted together with some intermediate results. From
the figure it is not completely clear if the idea or method by which we wanted to show
convergence is working successfully. The normalised L 2-norm (upper left) starts wiggling
around the 0.005 already after taking along 60 modes (fourth circle in graph). In the
upper right is displayed the L 2-norm of what we call the difference part of the current.
This corresponds to the first and the third term on the right-hand side of Eq.(6.175),
these contain differences between current coefficients of modes with corresponding mode
indicators, (n, m) = i. Each circle in the graph is a summation of differences between
current coefficients. Notice that this curve wiggles around 900 and does not really converge
in contrast to what we hoped. In the lower left corner of Fig.6.42, we see the L2-norm of the
what we call rest part. It corresponding to the second and fourth term on the right-hand
side of Eq.(6.175), which contain current coefficients of modes who are present in current
M b and not in current M a . As one sees, the oscillations seem to decay but whether we
can speak of a converging behaviour? We remark here that the points which seem to be
zero, are not zero. This is because of the scale, they are in the order of 10 to 150. In
the lower right graph of Fig.6.42 shows the squared norm of the current M b, used for the
normalization.

The question now is, does it of doesn't it converge, or are the finally obtain results not
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clear enough to say useful things about the convergence? To answer this question, we have
plotted the absolute value of the current coefficients ofthe four terms on the right-hand side
of Eq.6.175, difference and rest parts for TM as well as for TE modes. This is presented
in Fig.6.43 for currents determined with 264 modes (squares) and 312 modes (circles). In
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Figure 6.43: Magnitude of current coefficients of rest part and difference part as function of number of

modes, for the current determined with 264 modes (squares) and 312 modes. The amplitude of the first

mode in the lower right graph is 484.

the upper graphs the rest parts for TM (left) and TE (right) are displayed. In both graphs
there is a large peak which represents a relevant contribution in both cases of mode (1,12).
In the lower graphs, the difference parts for TM (left) and TE (right) are given. The mode
indices (n, m) of the modes that contribute the most (large peaks) when we take along 264
modes, compared to when we take along 312 modes, do not change. Only the magnitude
of a few of them changes, with one exceptional case. This is in fact not only true for the
modes with the largest contribution, but also for the modes with smaller contributions,
the effect is just better visible for the larger peaks. In the lower right graph of Fig.6.43,
only a part of the first mode can be seen, because its amplitude is so high, (484). The first
mode is namely the incident mode field TE (1,0).

The mode numbers (n, m) of the first five TM modes and the first five TE modes with
the largest contribution, of the lower two graphs in Fig.6.43, are stated in Table 6.7

In Fig.6.44 we have depicted the same quantities as in Fig.6.43 only now, we took
into account 544 modes (squares) and 612 modes (circles), in order to see what happens
if we make a jump in the number of modes we use in the MoM. As one can see in the
upper left graph, the magnitude of the modes in the TM rest part has strongly decreased,
compared to the preceding results. Concerning the TE rest part a whole other mode with
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Mode indices
TM difference part (1,2) I (1,4) I (1,6) I (1,8) I (1,10)
TE difference part (1,0) I (3,0) I (1,2) I (5,0) 1 (7,0)

Table 6.7: Mode indices (n, m) of first five largest current coefficients of TM and TE difference part.
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a somewhat larger magnitude has come up. This overal decreasing behaviour in the graphs
of the current rest parts corresponds to the curve in the lower left graph of Fig.6.42.

In the lower left graph of Fig.6.44, we see three more modes with a relevant contribution
and the differences in magnitude have become smaller compared to the lower left graph in
Fig.6.43. Also, the magnitude of the first five relevant contributing TM modes has changed
somewhat. In the lower right graph there are not much differences. In Table 6.8 we have
given the mode indices of the modes with largest magnitude, from left to right for al the
four graphs.

In general, we can conclude from Figs. (6.43) and (6.44) that, the effect of taking along
more and more modes, is the appearance of more current coefficients with a considerable
contribution. The mode indices (n, m) of these contributing coefficients, referring to the
TM and TE current difference parts, appear to stay unchanged when the number of modes
which are taken into account are increased. The differences in magnitudes, on the other
hand, seem to get smaller.

Then, if we go back to the x- and v-directed equivalent magnetic currents in Figs.6.16
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Mode indices
TM rest (17,2) (17,4) (17,6) (17,8) (17,10) (17,12) (17,14) (17,16)
TE rest (71,0)
TM difference (1,2) (1,4) (1,6) (1,8) (1,10) (1,12) (1,14) (1,16)
TE difference (1,0) (3,0) (1,2) (5,0) (7,0) (1,4) (9,0)

Table 6.8: Mode indices (n, m) of the largest current coefficients of all four graphs of Fig. 6.44.
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and 6.17, we remember the singular behaviour of the current components along the edges.
Back then, we already mentioned that this was caused by the sharp edges in the waveguide.
In theory the current would become infinitely large at the edge. With the MoM we try
to approximate this singular current by expanding it in a sum of weighting coefficients
and basis functions, and as one has been able to read, we applied the waveguide modes
(sinus and cosinus functions) as basis functions. The steep flanks of these singularities
can be made exact (in analogy with the Fourier series) if an infinite number of waveguide
modes are taken along. Sinusoidal functions behave very regularly and have continuous
derivatives. So, to approximate singularities, a lot of such functions are needed. We have
been able to see this in the figures where the magnitude of current coefficients are plotted.
Comparing the graphs where we took 312 modes into account, (Fig.6.43), and 612 modes,
(Fig.6.44), one can observe this effect of approximating a singular function with regular
functions viz. in the last figure there are more largely contributing current coefficients,
represented by the large peaks.

After having seen the preceding results, one could ask himself one other thing viz., is
it possible to use an L 2-norm in this case? We have reason enough it should, based on the
following. The corners that the waveguide makes at the edges of the aperture, the aperture
on which the equivalent magnetic current are going to be determined, have an angle of 900

•

According to [17, p.569] this introduces singularities, which we saw in Figs.6.16 and 6.17,
of order lx. This kind of functional behaviour can be captured with an L 2-norm, which
answers that question.

Returning to the question of, does the convergence work yes or no?, we say eventually
no, and we can also explain where the problem is at. We overlooked something during
the discussion of our idea to demonstrate convergence. There was written that if, the
differences between the current coefficients would go to zero, the L2-norm would also go to
zero. Unfortunately, the L 2-norm contains summations of differences which not necessarily
have to converge if the difference-terms go to zero. The fact that the differences between
the coefficients go the zero is at the most a necessary condition.

Therefore, we decided to check for convergence by means of an alternative parameter
viz. the scattering parameter. It was probably also been possible to use a different norm
e.g. the L1-norm.
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Chapter 7

Patch in waveguide

7.1 Introduction

An analysis of a patch in a waveguide is a second problem which we would like to discuss.
The theory for handling waveguide problems, which we discussed in Chapters 3-5 and
applied to the iris problem, is also applicable to the patch problem. Basically the patch
can have an arbitrary flat shape. In our problem, the patch has a rectangular shape, made
of an infinitely thin PEC and is placed perpendicular to the propagation direction, thereby
forming a disturbance in the longitudinal direction. The method of moments, as before,
is a suitable tool to deal with this problem. The foundation we developed for the iris can
also be applied here.

Agian it's our objective to analyse the behavior of the modes by means of an S-matrix.
Fig.7.1(a) depicts the situation. We start from an infinitely long waveguide along the
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Figure 7.1: (aj A microstrip patch, made of a thin PEG in an infinitely long waveguide. (bj The

equivalent system with equivalent magnetic currents defined on the aperture closed with a PEG.

spatial z-axis. At z = Zs there is a patch in the waveguide, with dimensions lx = K
and ly = L. As indicated in Fig.7.1 (a) there is accounted for an abrupt transition in the
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waveguide cross-section at the position of the patch. In Fig. 7.1 (b) the equivalent situation
is given. The aperture, i.e. the area between the patch and the waveguide wall is closed by
a thin PEC, thereby creating two regions named section-IV and section-V. Section-IV has
cross-sectional x- and y-dimensions G and H, respectively and section-V has cross-sectional
x- and y-dimensions Q and R.

7.2 Solving transmission line equations; Modal Green's
functions

The analysis starts with finding the solution to the equivalent transmission line equations
for section-IV and -V. There is a lot of analogy with the iris case. The method we used for
section-I and -III in Sec.6.3.1 and Sec.6.3.3 can be directly applied to section-IV and -V.

For section-IV we find

Ic<;IV( ) - JCc<;IV( /) c<;IV( / ) A( _ / )d~' - _yc<;IV c<;IV(7) jk~ilv(z-Z5) (7.1)
l Z - I;i Z, ZS- Vi Zs- u Z Zs- ""s- - oo;i Vi ~s e ,

for z :s; zs and with V~;IV(zs) = < M3 (p, zs), hf;IV >.
For section-V we find

I c<;V( ) - JCc<;v( /) C<;V( / ) A( ')d / - yc<;v C<;V( ) -jk~i;:(z-Z5) (7.2)
P Z - liP Z, ZS+ Vp zs+ u Z - zs+ ZS+ - - oo;p Vp Zs e ,

for Z 2:: Z,5 and with v;;V(zs) =< M3 (p,zs),h;;V >. On numerical basis we substituted
z~_ = Zs in the right-hand side of Eq.(7.1), and z~+ = Zs in the right-hand side of Eq.(7.2)

7.3 Method of moments formulation

The next step in the analysis of the patch is to set up the method of moments formula
tion. This formulation is based on the boundary conditions at the aperture which demand
continuity of the tangential electric and magnetic field over the aperture. In Chapter 2 we
showed that the continuity of the tangential electric field has been used to define equivalent
magnetic surface currents and, as in the case of the iris, the continuity of the tangential
magnetic field remains to be enforced. For this we can write

r E s.~, (7.3)

where sg is the aperture surface, confined between the patch and the waveguide wall at
Z = zs, and n is the aperture surface normal vector. Eq.(7.3) can be written as

(7.4)
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where t is an indication for tangential components, which correspond to the transverse
fields. The total transverse magnetic fields in sections-IV and -V can be split up in an
incident field denoted by "inc" and a field depending on the equivalent magnetic current
M 3 . We intent to solve the unknown current numerical, with the help of this equation. As
in the case of the iris we therefore define a so-called residue, R(r), according

(7.5)

This residue must be zero on s~. Because, this is somewhat too restrictive, we weaken
~5

the demand by testing the residue to zero with help of a set of testing functions ws(r),
according to the definition in Eq.(6.51). The test functions are defined as, unequal on the
aperture surface r E S~5' and zero elsewhere. The subscript of the test functions indicates
an ordering of the test functions, s E {1, ... ,N}. Eq.(7.4) becomes

( (H~v;inc - Hi;inc) ,ws) + ( (H~V (M3) - Hi (M3)) , ws) IZ=Z5 = 0, (7.6)

The magnetic fields depending on the magnetic surface current M 3 are written in their
modal field representation as follows

((H~v;inc_Hiiinc) ,ws)+((LltiIV(M3)h~;IV - LI:;V(M3)h~;V),ws)lz=z5 =0,
2 P

(7.7)

with

pJ<;IV (,,) = _ yo<;IV / M hO<iIV) jk;)V(Z-Z5)
2 ,~ 00;2 \ 3, 2 e ,

I:;V (z) = - y~;~ (M3, h~iV) e-jk~i:(z~Z5).

(7.8)

(7.9)

(7.10)P E sg.

The next step is the expansion of the unknown current M 3 in a complete set of vectorial
basis functions, f r , and their corresponding unknown expansion coefficients m r , where
r E {1, ... , N}:

M3 (p) = L mrfr(p)
r

- -
Substituting Eqs.(7.8)-(7.1O) into Eq.(7.7) and using the relation M 3 = -M3 , defined in
Eq.2.6, yields

( (HIv;inc _ HV;inc) ) I = { L LYO<;IV (f ho<;IV) (hO<iIV ) jk;)V(Z-Z5)
t t, W s m" 00'2 r, 2 2' W s e

Z==Z5 .'
r 2

+~m ~ yo<;V (f hO<;V) (hO<;V w ) e-jk~i:(Z-Z5)} ID r D OOiP n P P' s .
Z=Z5

" P
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(7.11)

In shot hand notation it becomes

r x = ~m TlViV
s L.J r sr , (7.12)

r

where

TlV;V _ ~ yQilV rrlV rrlV ~ YQiV rrV rrV
sr - L.J ooii ri is + L.J OOiP rp ps'

P

(7.13)

rrlV = If h
QilV

)n \ r, z ,

rrIV - Ih
QilV

)is - \ i ,ws ,

rr~ = (fn h;i
V
),

rr~s = (h~iV, w s ),

I:x = ( (H~Vi'inc - Hi iinc
) , w s ) .

(7.14)

(7.15)

(7.16)

(7.17)

(7.18)

Excitation

The excitation vector, I:x, can be given a more specific form by writing the incident
transverse magnetic fields in their modal field expression. From Eq.(7.18) we get

IIV;ex = / HlV;inc ) =~ r;IV I hQ;lV )
s \ t , W s L.J z \ z ,Ws ,

z

(7.19)

IViex = _ I HViinc W ) = _ ~ IQ;v (hQ;V \
s \ t 's L.J P P' W s ! .

P

(7.20)

IV V co+

~ ~ x

~ ~
yLz

~
co+

2 5 PEe

-co ~------+--'~-----~

Figure 7.2: Incident and 7'efiected waves of the excitation field in section-IV and - V.

Then, by means of Fig.(7.2) we find

IlV(Z ) = 2By IV
S 00'

IV (zs) = -2CY~.

(7.21)

(7.22)
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and subsequently

IV;ex = _~ _2cayaiVrrV
s L.J P ooiP pS'

P

101

(7.23)

(7.24)

Appendix G gives a survey of the MoM formulation in matrix notation. In Appendix F
the integrals of Eqs.(7.14)-(7.17) are worked out.

7.3.1 Basis functions & Test functions

In contrast to the iris case, the aperture is disturbed by a patch. Therefore, we need other
basis functions. Since the patch can have an arbitrary shape, which requires a higher degree
of flexibility of the basis functions. Subdomain basis functions fulfil this need. Therefore we
have chosen the RWG basis function named after its inventors Rao, Wilton and Glisson,
[25]. Since we apply Garlerkin's methode during the method of moments, the basis en test
functions will be the same in type and number. The RWG basis function is defined as

{
~ + +2A+Pn , Pn = r - rR,

fr = W s = gn(r) = 2~; P;;, P~ = ru - r,

o otherwise

. T+r In n

r in T;;, (7.25)

where rR and ru can be found in Fig.7.3. The RWG function is a proper basis function.
We will quickly mention some important properties. For a detailed discussion we refer to
[25].
The most important properties of the RWG-function are:

• The basis function has no component normal to the outer boundary of its support
formed by the triangle pair T;;- and ~;- (this excludes the common edge). Therefore,
no charge can flow of the triangle pair and there is no line charge.

• In contrast to the boundary formed by the outer contour of the triangle pair, there
exists a component of the current normal to the common edge that is constant and
continuous across this common edge.

• The factors 2~;t and 21;;; set the current density component normal to the common
edge to unity. From which we can conclude that the triangle pair is line charge free.
The boundary condition derived from the conservation of charge can be used to check
this.

• The divergence of gn which is proportional the charge density on the triangle pair
remains finite. The mentioned quantities are surface quantities owing to the type of
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problem.

{

-.in- \7. - 1rL
2At s r - At'

\7. = -.in- . _ - -In
S gn 2A~ \7 s ( r) - A~'

o otherwise.

7. PATCH IN WAVEGUIDE

(7.26)

with r = xa,r + yay

In Fig.7.3, a RWG basis function is depicted. Visible are two triangles T: and T;;, joined
together via one of there sides, forming the common edge. On every two adjacent triangles,
a RWG basis function can be defined. R is the free vertex of T: with position vector r R

and U is the free vertex of ~-; with position vector ru. The vector r is a position vector
of an arbitrary point.

In general, every triangle will have three neighbours, depending on the shape of the
specific domain. Assuming every triangle has three neighbours, three basis functions gn =
2~n Pn' with n E {I, 2, 3}, per triangle can be defined. By combining them, according
l2P1 - hp2 and l3P1 - llP3 a constant vector of arbitrary length and direction can be
constructed, in this way any linear varying vector field on the triangles can be created.
With

n U common edge
wi th length 1

0

~--"'-7;,

(a) (b)

Figure 7.3: (a) A RWG basis function, defined on two adjacent triangles, T;; with area A~ and T;: with

area A;;:. (b) Tr'iangle T;; and its adjacent triangles forming three basis functions.

7.4 S-matrix notation

From the MoM, it is possible to construct an S-matrix for the patch. There is a lot of
resemblance with the iris case. The S-matrix notation is defined as

[
IIViout] = [811 8 12] [IIV;in]
I V;out 8 8 IVim '

21 22
(7.27)

Port 1 lies in waveguide section-IV at z = Z5. Port 2 is placed in section-Vat z = Z5·

Incoming and outgoing waves port 1
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By analogy with Sec.6.5.1, we find the following expressions for the incoming and outgoing
waves, per mode, at port 1 at z = Z5

1O<jIV;+( ) = Bo<yo<;IV = 1IV;in
2 Z5 2 00;2 2 ,

1o<;IV;- ( ) = Bo<yo<;IV _ yo<;IV ~ I1IV = 1I;out
2 Z5 2 00;2 00;2 L..J m r rz 2 ,

r

(7.28)

(7.29)

where the outgoing waves are partially caused by M3 .

Incoming and outgoing waves port 2

Concerning the incoming and outgoing waves at port 2, together with the results of
Sec.6.5.2, we find the following expressions at Z = Z5, per mode,

1O<;V;- ( ) = -Co< },ro<;V = 1Vjinp Z5 p oo;p p'
1O<;v;+(z ) = -Co< yo<;v + YO<jV ~ rn I1v = 1v;outp 5 p OOjP oo;p L..J 'T rp p .

r

(7.30)

(7.31)

where we have used the fact that M3 = -1\1:3 , because the outgoing waves in section-V
are partially caused by 1\1:3 ,

7.4.1 S-parameters

To find the S-parameters, we will use the matrix-vector-notation. The outgoing waves in
section-IV and section-V are given by

[1IV;out]i = [yIV]ii[BO<L - [yIV]ii[I1IV ]~[m]r = [1IVjin]i - [yIV]idI1IV ]~[m]7'l (7.32)

[1V;out]p = [yV]pp[_CO<]p + [YV]pp[I1v ];p[m]T = [1V;in]p + [yV]pp[I1v ];p[m]r. (7.33)

Eq.(7.12) written in matrix-vector-notation yields

(7.34)

from which an expression for the unknown magnetic current coefficients can be derived, as

[m]r = [T1VjV];}[rX]s = 2[TIV;V];sl[I1IV]~[1IVjinL - 2[TIV;V];:/[I1V]~s[1V;in]p' (7.35)

Substitution of Eq.(7.35) in Eq.(7.32) and (7.33) yields the S-parameters

[ ] .. - [I] .. - 2[yIV] .. [I1IV]T[TIV;V]-1[I1IV]T
811 22 - = zz zz Ti rs is'

[8 ]. = 2[yIV] .. [I1IV]T[TIV;V]-1[I1V]T122p zz rz TS pS'
[ ] .-2[YV] [I1V]T[T1V;V]-1[I1IV]T812 p2 - pp Tp rs is'

[822]pp = ['£]pp - 2[yV]pp[I1V];p[TIV;V];sl[I1V]~s'

(7.36)

(7,37)

(7.38)

(7.39)
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7.4.2 Displacement of S-matrix ports

About the displacement of the S-matrix ports of the patch we will be brief. The idea
behind it is already explained in Sec.6.5.4, so we will give the final equations. If port 1
and 2 are shifted to z = Z4 and z = Z6, respectively, with Z4 ::; Z5 and 26 ~ Z5, we obtain

(7.40)

where

(7.41)

and

ga;lV _ ka;lV( _ )
n - z;n Z5 Z4,

ga;V _ ka;V( _ '7 )
n - z;n Z6 ~5·

7.5 Power

To determine the power that flows through the ports of the patch S-matrix we use

plv = [(jIV;in _ jIv;out)]J[ylV]~~[ lylVI ]nn[(JIV;in + jIv;out)*]n,

P2V = [(iv;out _ JV;in)]J[yv];;-~I: lyVI ]nn[(Jv;out + JV;in)*]n,

(7.42)

(7.43)

(7.44)

(7.45)

in analogy with Sec.6.6. As one can see, we directly incorporated the normalization ac
cording to Eq.(6.154). To check the nett power flow through the ports a powerbalance can
be set up, according to

where

Pi~i = [jIv;in]J[ylV]~~[ lylVI ]nn[jIV;'in*]n,

pV = [JV;in]T[yV]-l[ lyVI] [Jv;in*]
~n2 n nn nn n,

plV = [jIV;out]T[yIV]-l[ lyIVI] [JlV;out*]outl n nn nn n,
pV = [JV;out]T[yV]-l[ lyVI] [Jv;out*]out2 n nn nn n'

The left-hand side of Eq. (7.46) is shorten to

(7.46)

(7.47)

(7.48)

(7.49)

(7.50)

(7.51)
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7.6 Results
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We will start the verification of the software and the analysis we preformed previously. For
the verification we make use of results coming from, the same paper as used for the iris, i.e.
[28], and we will make use a canonical case. The canonical case also makes it possible to
draw comparisons between the two canonical cases, that of the iris and the patch. These
"comparisons" are in view of the difference in applied basis-functions. If all is correct, both
canonical cases must produce corresponding results, to some extent.

Furthermore, results of a patch in a waveguide will be presented, in the form of currents,
amplitude and phase progress of modes, scattering-parameters and some power figures.
Also the frequency dependency of the 311 in a range around 10 GHz is shown.

Of course, some results concerning the convergence of problems will be discussed as
well. And finally, we will see what happens if the mesh changed.

7.6.1 Verification

We consider an abrupt single waveguide transition between two rectangular centered waveg
uides, with different cross-sectional dimensions, as in Fig.7.4. The waveguide with the
larger cross-section, referred to as section-IV, has the dimensions G = 22.85 mm and
H = 10.05 mm, in x- and y-direction, respectively. The smaller waveguide, referred to as
section-V, has dimensions Q = 14.28 mm and R = 6.5 mm, in x- and y-direction, respec
tively. The dielectric parameters are: tan 6 = 0 and Cr = 1. From the larger waveguide the

G

Q

H

Figure 7.4: Single waveguide transition. Dimensions of waveguides are G = 22.85 mm, H = 10.05 mm,

Q = 14.28 mm, R = 6.5 mm, q = 4.285 mm and r = 1.775 mm.

mode TE lO is incident on the junction at Z5 = 1 mm, over a frequency range of 9 GHz up
to 11.5 GHz.

Figs.7.5 and 7.6 show the reflection and transmission coefficient with corresponding
phase progress of mode TEo1 , respectively. These figures also contain the results obtained
from [28], in which the same case is simulated. The upper graph of Fig.7.5 depicts the
magnitude of the reflection coefficient. Below a frequency of 10.49 GHz the smaller waveg
uide in in cutoff and the incident mode is completely reflected, 13111 = 1. A small increase
of the frequency causes real power to start flowing into the smaller guide and the 311 drops
rapidly. The magnitude of the transmission coefficient 321 and its corresponding phase,
in Fig.7.6, are not exactly matching as the amplitude and phase of the 311, but the trend
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is visible. During the verification tests of the iris we witnessed a similar deviation in the
results, see Fig.6.10. This is the result of an asymmetric S-matrix. Note that the quanti
ties in above figures are generalized scattering parameters of the E-field, on the junction
between the two waveguides.

In Table 7.1, power figures and the powerbalance are given, obtained at a distance of
1 mm on both sides of the junction.
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Figure 7.5: Characteristics of a single junction.

Upper: reflection coefficient, of incident mode TEl 0 .

Lower: phase of reflection coefficient. Dimensions of

waveguides in millimeters are G = 22.85, G = 10.05,

Q = 14.28 R = F = 6.5, q = 4.285 and r :=: 1.775.

Figure 7.6: Characteristics of a single junction.

Upper: transmission coefficient, of incident mode

TElO . Lower: phase of transmission coefficient. Di

mensions are stated in Fig. 6. 9.

The values are obtained at a frequency of 10.7 GHz, which means that the smaller wave
guide operates no longer in cutoff. The quantities plY and pi is the power that flows
through the waveguide cross-sections at Z4 = 0 mm and Z6 = 2 mm, respectively. These
values and those of P~;:tl and P~t2 are round off figures. The powerbalance, Pio, is calcu
lated with the fully accurate figures. For these results we used 277 RWG's and took along
1300 modes (N = 25, M = 25) of which 675 TE and 625 TM. The mesh we applied in the
aperture between the waveguides is plotted in Fig. 7. 7. The preceding results considered,
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Real(·) ImagO

Pt~l = 1 0

P~~tl = 1.9081.10 1 2.583.10 1

P~ut2 = 8.0919.10 1 5.6946.10 3

Pia = -2.2204.10 15 -2.64.10 1

P~V = 8.0919.10 1 6.0167.10 2

P~ = 8.0919.10 1 5.6946.10 3

Table 7.1: Power values at port 1 and 2 of the S-matrix, that is at Z4

respectively.

o mm and Z6
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2 mm,

/
/

/
/

/

/
/

/
/

/
/

0.006 0.008 001 0014 0.016 0.018

Figure 7.7: The mesh in the aperture of the waveguide junction consisting of 277 RWG's. The dimensions

of the aperture are x = 14.28 mm, y = 6.5 mm. The lower' left corner is shifted over x = (q, r) =

(1. 775,4.285) mm.

we can say that we have obtained reasonable results.

The second test to verify of our model is a canonical case. We take a waveguide with
a uniform cross-section. The waveguide is split up into two sections at the point z = Z.5,

forming a section-IV, which starts at z = Z4 and ends at z = zs, and a section-V, which
starts at Z = Zs and ends at z = Z6' They have the dimensions, G = Q = 13.4 mm
and H = R = 13.5 mm, in x- and y-direction, respectively. The length of section-IV is
(zs - Z4) = 15 mm and the length of section-Vis (Z6 - zs) = 15 mm. The parameters of the
dielectric filling are tan 6 = 0, Cr = 3. The field incident from section-IV is a TEOl mode,
with a frequency of 10 GHz. In our model, we have closed of the entire cross-section, at
Z = zs, with a thin PEe. The intention of this example is more or less twofold. At first,
one can see how well the RWG's preform and secondly, compare the application of RWG's
with waveguide modes for the MoM.

Again, the modes are sorted according to their propagation constant kz , as mentioned in
Sec.6.8.2. In Fig.7.8, the amplitude in dB, according 20 ·lOglO['], and the phase, in degrees,
of the TEOl mode are given. According to our expectations, the incident field propagates
across the closed cross-section at Zs = 15 mm without any discontinuity. The phase is a
continuous descending line across Z.5' For this result we used T = 8 = 280 RWG basis
functions and i = p = 840 waveguide modes, before the 811 was down to approximately
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Figure 7.8: Amplitude and phase plot of incident mode TEOl as function of propagation direction z,

for canonical case. Dimensions of waveguides are G = Q = 13.4 mm, H = R = 13.5 mm. Dielectric

parameter are tano = 0, Cr = 3. Number of waveguide modes taken along is 840.

zero. We would like to point out to the just mentioned number of basis-functions and used
waveguide modes At this point the condition number of the MoM-matrix had a value of
51. The number of waveguide modes used to expand the magnetic field in is in this case
much higher than in the case of the iris, there we used only 4 waveguide modes as basis
function. The number of subdomain basis-functions (280 RWG's) is also much larger than
the number of entire domain basis-functions (4 waveguide modes). This confirms some
of the advantages that are mentioned in Sec.6.4.2 about entire domain basis-functions.
Taking the spectral domain in mind, one can interpret the RWG basis-functions weighted
with waveguide modes as the spectral representation of a RWG. Seen from this perspective,
the fact that we need more and more waveguide modes to get the problem converged, as
the number of RWG's increases means that, or betel' said is caused the fact that their
spectral representation is slowly descending and thereby very wide, demanding a lot of
modes, if one wants a good approximation.

Looking at the amplitude graph in Fig.7.8, the reflection of the incident wave in section
IV is at a level of -72.17 dB, and in case where we used waveguide modes this is at -312 dB.
The evanescent modes begin at a level of -30 dB, against -300 dB in the canonical case
of the iris. But, as one can see they drop 40 dB over 1 mm, and at 15 mm distance they
have completely vanished and only three negligible propagating modes are left. Already
we can conclude that waveguide modes used as basis-functions preform better than RWG
basis-functions. This was to be expected, since waveguide modes are eigenfunctions of the
system and have an orthogonality property what manifests itself during the weighting of
the waveguide modes. The RWG's don't have these advantages, what results in the fact
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more waveguide modes are needed before the problem converges.

109

Similar as of the iris, there is again a clustering of modes around -90 dB and -340 dB.
We have examined the modes in the clusters on type and mode indices (n, m), but there
is no pattern. Both clusters contain TE as well as TM modes, with even and odd mode
indices. In Fig.7.9, the reflected and transmitted modes on the junction between section-

reflected modes
transmitted modes

; incident mode

-1500'----------:-"OO~----::'20c:-O--=30C:-O -~400=-----=:500=---6:C:-:OO'--------:7=OO----:80=O----.J
Numbers of Waveguide modes

Figure 7.9: Amplitude of reflected and transmitted mode on the junction of section-IV to - V, at Zs =
15 mm.

IV and -V, clustered around the -90 dB, are plotted. Almost all the modes lie below the
-50 dB, except for a few evanescent modes with a large imaginary propagation constant
kz , which vanish quickly.

In Figs.7.10 and 7.11, the x-component and the y-component ofthe equivalent magnetic
current are displayed. The x-component shows a unexpected behaviour at the edges.
Compared to the y-component, the x-directed component can be neglected, but compared
to the x-directed component in Fig.6.21 it is large. Having seen the x-directed current, a
few modes lying around the -90 dB can perhaps be explained, as in the canonical case
of the iris. Perhaps it is the way we meshed the RWG's, or is it a numerical problem!?
We then could think about a poor conditioned system, or the order in which the RWG's
appear in the the linear system.

If the y-component is compared to the in Fig.6.22 displayed y-component, we see a
close resemblance. The mesh we applied is given in Fig.7.14.
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x 10~

X-axis, [mm]Y-axis, [mm]

05

1.5

Figure 7.10: x-directed equivalent magnetic sur- Figure 7.11: y-directed equivalent magnetic sur-

face current M3 at Z5. Canonical case. face current M3 at Z5. Canonical case.

In view of x-directed component in Fig.7.10 we let another mode field be incident on
the patch viz., TM 11 , to see if everything goes correct for a different incident field and to
see how the current behaves. In Figs.7.12 and 7.13 we observe the H-field of mode TM11

in the shape of the current, which is as expected. This gives us some more confidence in
the correctness of the modelling and analysis.

Table 7.2 contains power and scattering parameter values. The power is the contribution
of all modes, the scattering parameters involve only mode TEol . All entries in Table 7.2
are round off figures, but Pio and IS11 + s2l1 are calculated with full accuracy. The real
power is almost completely determined by mode TEOl . If we look at Fig.7.8, we see in
section-IV and -V three horizontal lines, indicating propagating modes, which means that
they transport real power. Since their values lie below -70 dB, their contribution wil be
very small.
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Figure 7.12: x-directed equivalent magnetic sur- Figure 7.13: y-directed equivalent magnetic sur-

face current M3 at Z5, for the canonical case. face current M3 at Z5, for the canonical case.
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Figure 7.14: Mesh for canonical case, yielding 280 RWG's. Dimensions: x = 13.4 mm and y = 13.5 mm.

Power
Real(·) ImagO

plY _ 1 0in1 -
P~~t1 = 6.1953.10 -~ -1.167.10 u

P~llt2 = 1 -1.167.10 U

Pio = 1.2773.10 11 2.3339.10 -12

Scattering parallleters

Sll = 2.1577.10 -4 -1.191.10 -4

S21 = -4.8326.10 1 -8.7548.10 1

Isul
2 + IS211 2 = 1

Table 7.2: Power and scattering values on port 1 and 2 of the S-matrix, at Z4 = 0 mm and Z6 = 30 mm,

respectively, for canonical case.

7.6.2 Patch in waveguide

In this section, we will discuss some result for a rectangular patch, formed of a thin PEC,
placed in the transverse plane, and centered in a uniform waveguide. The dimensions of
sections-IV and -V, and the parameter of the dielectric filling, are the same as in the canon
ical case, except for the length of the sections. The lengths are both 1 mm. Because both
the waveguide sections have equal cross-sections and dielectric parameters, a generalization
of the scattering matrix is not necessary. The dimensions of the patch are x = 6.6 mm
and y = 11 mm. From section-IV, a mode TEol is incident on the patch at Zs = 1 mm.
Fig.7.15 gives an impression of the amplitude and the phase progress of the modes, result
ing from the incident wave on the patch. In the upper graph, at 0 dB in section-IV is the
incident mode. At -2.541 dB we see the reflection and together with the incident mode
they form a standing wave visible above the 0 dB. At -3.537 dB, in section-V, we find
the transmitted part of mode TEol . Furthermore, we see in both sections a lot of slowly
decreasing (evanescent) modes with a large magnitude, even at a distance of 1 mm from
the patch. These modes have to be taken along as incident fields for an object placed at
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that distance. The consequence would be a highly coupled system. Again, as was the case
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Figure 7.15: Upper: amplitude progress of several modes, lower: phase progress of mode TEOl , in section

IV and - V. Waveguide dimensions G = Q = 13.4 mm, H = R = 13.5 mm, patch dimensions x = 6.6 mm,

y = 11 mm.

during the results of the iris, we notice a discontinuity in the phase of mode TEOl , this time
it is approximately 66°. The incident field is being scattered partially and partially forced
through the aperture around the patch, thereby encountering sudden changes, viz. the
modes that can exist in the aperture have different wavenumbers, propagation constants
and experience other impedances which cause the phase jump. For the iris, we saw that,
a larger discontinuity in the cross-sections corresponds to a larger phase discontinuity. By
analogy, we expect that a smaller aperture corresponds to a larger phase jump. The phase
curve of mode TEOl in section-IV is a horizontal line, logically, because it corresponds to
the standing wave in the graph above it.

For clarity, we have plotted the reflected and transmitted modes on port 1 and 2 in
Fig.7.16 The modes with a amplitude above the -40 dB are gathered in Table 7.3, to
get a better impression which modes play a role. Looking at the entries of Table 7.3
they are no longer that evident and simply to reason. This is mainly caused by the
type of problem, a less simple aperture shape and the type of applied basis-functions.
The dominant characteristics are resident in, the inner-products of waveguide modes and
RWG basis-functions and the MoM matrix. Drawing conclusions from this isn't that quite
obvious and as simple as was the case when we had inner-products of waveguide modes
with each other. All modes accept the dominant one are unwanted, so 9,10,13,19 etc.,
because they give rise to cross-polarization
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Figure 7.16: Reflected and transmitted modes on the surface of port 1 and 2 of the S-rnatrix, both at

1 mrn distance of patch.

i 1 9 10 13 19 20 27 28 35 38 39 45
(n,m) (0,1) (2,1) (2,1 ) (0,3) (2,3) (2,3) (4,1 ) (4,1) (0,5) (4,3) (4,3) (2,5)
Type TE TM TE TE TM TE TM TE TE TM TE TM

Amp.[dB] -2.54 -6.26 -13.37 -14.33 -21.18 -16.57 -21.2 -36.92 -23.65 -31.14 -31.94 -34.94
i 46 59 66 105 125 132 187 194

(n,m) (2,5) (6,1 ) (4,5) (8,1 ) (0,9) (2,9) (0,11) (2,11)
Type TE TM TE TM TE TE TE TE

Amp. [dB] -24.38 -30.84 -37.95 -39.91 -36.1 -36.22 -35.98 -35.93

Table 7.3: Mode number i, mode indicators (n, m) and the mode type of the modes lying above -40 dB

in Fig. (7.16) are presented.

In Table 7.4 we have written down some power figures and the scattering parameters
of mode TE01 to support the found results.

Figs.7.17 and 7.18 show the x- and y-component of the equivalent surface current
density M 3 .
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Power
Real(·) Image)

plY _ 1 0inl -
P~i'tt1 = 5.5709.10 1 -1.3862.10 1

P~ut2 = 4.4291.10 1 -1.3862.10 1

Pio = 5.3807.10 8 2.7724.10 1

Scattering parameters TEOl

SII = 7.355.10 1 1.2699.10 1

S21 = 1.1324.10 1 -6.5581.10 1

ISl112 + IS211 2 = 1

Table 7.4: Power and scattering values on port 1 and 2 of the S-matrix, at Z4 = 0 mm and Z6 = 2 mm,

respectively. Patch is position at Z5 = 1 mm.
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Figure 7.17: x-component of equivalent magnetic Figure 7.18: y-component of equivalent magnetic

current M3, in case of a patch of sizes x = 6.6 mm current M3.

and y = 11 mm, with 1512 modes taken along during

the computations.

In both figurers, at a level of OdB, there are even coloured rectangular surfaces visible
representing the transversely placed patch. We notice that the current exhibits a singular
behaviour along the edges of the patch. The singular behaviour is the result of the fact
that the edge of the patch forms a corner 1800

• The exact order of the singularities, at
the corners and the edges of the patch, can be determined by solving the homogeneous
Helmholtz equation for spherical coordinates, for that we refer to [17, Chap.g]. The fact
that the current forms ridges along the y-directed edges of the patch, and the forming
of pointed singularities at the corners of the patch, visible in the x-directed current plot,
has also something to do with the polarization of the incident field. This is mode T Em,
consisting out of component H y , making the current in the y-direction the dominant main
polarized current component. The x-directed current is the cross polarized component.
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The pikes at the corners are probably cause by the fact that the current is forced around
the corners, creating a increase of the surface current density.

The mesh we used for the discretisation of the aperture is shown in Fig.7.19. It consists
of 440 RWG basis-functions.

Figure 7.19: Aperture amund patch meshed with 440 RWG's. Patch size is: x = 6.6 mm, Y = 11 mm

Also, we looked at the frequency dependence of the patch. It is eventually of interest,
since often a wide working range is desired, to know how the patch behaves over a certain
frequency range. In a range of 20 % frequency bandwidth, the reflection coefficient varies
from 0.68 to 0.83. At about 12.81 GHz the reflection coefficient 811 is near 1. Ergo, all
power is reflected and only evanescent modes exist at the other side of the patch.

7.6.3 Convergence

During the verification of the results obtained with of our model, with those from [28] we
mentioned that we took along 1300 modes. This was based on the convergence graphs
in Fig.7.21. There, we see the scattering parameter 811 of the incident mode TE lO as a
function of the number of modes taken into account, its phase and the condition number
of the MoM-matrix. Based on these three quantities, the number of modes used during
the calculations was chosen. Although the the amplitude graph of 811 is stil increasing
slowly, the magnitude of the last few points, from 684 till 1860 modes, all lie close to
gether, indicating that the solution is stabilizing and slowly converging to a final solution.
In the graph below, the condition number of the MoM-matrix is given. We observe that
it reaches its minimum, of about 420, between 1300 and 1404 modes, and starts klimming
again afterwards. This indicates that the answers for a higher number of modes will be
come less accurate. Therefore, the combination of the mentioned graphs and the fact that
we have a memory resource problem, has led to the fact that we have chosen to take along
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Figure 7.21: Upper: convergence graphs of Sl1 and corresponding phase, lower: convergence of MoM

matrix's 2-norm. Belonging to first validity case, the single waveguide junction form [28j.

1300 modes. During the other verification case, the canonical case, 840 modes were used
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yielding a Su of 2.46 . 10-4 and a condition number of 51.

117

In the case of the patch, with the dimensions x = 6.6 mm and y = 11 mm, the aperture
around the patch was meshed with 440 RWG's and, as mentioned, we have taken long 1512
waveguide modes during the computation. This is derived from the information visible in
Fig.7.22. In the upper left graph, we see that, from a number of 1512 modes, the Su

stabilizes. The phase also stabilizes, at a value of around 42°. The condition number of
the MoM-matrix, note the log-scale, is still quite large in the order of magnitude of 105

,

coming from 107 -108 , and slowly drops as the number of modes exceeds the value of 1512.
Which indicates, that if one adds more modes, no real changes in the increase of accuracy
can be expected, and we have checked this based on the current. However, going from 1300
modes to 1512, the condition number drops from 2.7.108 to 1.5.105 , yielding large changes,
especially in the current shapes. The x- and y-component of the current derived with the
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Figure 7.22: Upper: convergence graphs of Sl1 and corresponding phase, lower: convergence of the MoM

matrix's condition number. Convergence belonging to case with patch, having dimensions x = 6.6mm and

y = llmm.

help of 1300 modes are depicted in Figs.7.23 and 7.24. The currents obtained with 1512
modes were already given by Figs.7.17 and 7.18. Notice the differences! while compering
Figs.7.18 and 7.24. The four singularities, in Fig.7.18, at the corners are disappeared but,
the current along the edge of the patch is still there. In Fig.7.24 it is not clearly visible
because there is a ratio of about 130, between the singularities and the current along the
edge of the patch. We indicated the current along the edge with red arrows. The x
directed current component, in Fig.7.17, is also drastically changed compared to Fig.7.23.
In Fig.7.23 we see, what it looks like, the forming of singular behaviour of the current in the
four corners, up against the waveguide wall. This seems a bit strange, because the walls of
a uniform section of waveguide are no reason to cause singularities. Then, in Fig.7.17 one
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notices that the singularities arise along the x-directed edge, mostly towards the corners,
of the patch. This is more along the line of expectation.

Y-axis, [mm] X-aXIS, [mmJ

o
15

V-aXIS, [mm] X-axis, [mm]

Figure 7.23: :r-component of equivalent magnetic Figure 7.24: y-component of equivalent magnetic

current MS, in case of a patch of sizes x = 6.6 mm current MS.

and y = 11 mm, with lS00 modes taken along during

the computations.

So, as one can see. Just by taking along ±200 more modes the problem is well converged,
the system is must better conditioned, and just because of the better conditioned system
the obtained currents are correct.

Also, a sign of a problem that is not yet converged, is the asymmetrical behaviour in
the current figure.

7.6.4 Influence of the mesh

In Sec.7.6.1, we observed a image of the x-directed current component that was not in the
line of our expectation, see Fig.7.12. There seems to be forming an odd ridge along the
waveguide walls in the x-direction. Comparing it's amplitude to y-component of the current
its rather small, still, at first its not what we expected after having seen the x-directed
current in the canonical case of the iris. This has a few reasons, according to us. First of
all. RWG's applied as basis-functions don't exhibit orthogonality properties as waveguide
modes do. Secondly, the currents we plotted are not exactly x- and y-directed components.
The RvVG basis-functions are namely vector functions, defined on a surface e.g. the x-y
plane and not strictly restricted to the orthogonal directions x and y. Therefore, a RWG
with a common edge parallel to the y-axis has a flux density across the common edge with
a constant and continues .x-component and also a insurmountable y-component which is
responsible for a larger x-directed current in the figure. By analogy, the same applies for
a common edge parallel to the x-axis. Bear in mind the fact that this also occurs during
the plotting of the patch current components. As third, how well do the RWG's preform,
in approximating an arbitrary directed vector field along an edge of the domain on which
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the vector field is defined? In [25] it is being discussed that, and we also mentioned it in
Sec.7.3.1, by forming lineair combinations of the three basis-functions on each triangle it is
possible to form a linear vector field with arbitrary direction and magnitude. During the
description in [25], they assume that every triangle of a flyer has three adjoining triangles,
the result being that on each triangle three basis-functions can be defined. In case of
a domain in the form of a non-closed surface, the triangles at the edges and especially
those in corners, if present, have only one or two adjacent triangles, lacking one or two
basis-functions, see Fig.7.25. To what extent is the approximate current still correct and
accurate?

y

t
G x

\
common edge

Figure 7.25: An piece of mesh functioning as example to indicate that triangles adjacent to an edge or

corner only contain two of even one basis function. Midpoint of indicated common edge is used as reference

point to plot the x-directed component of the current.

As forth and last. We observed that a part of the problem is situated in the discreti
sation of the domain on which the current will be determined. The smaller the mesh
size the smaller the ridges along the x-direction, in this particular case. We demonstrate
this by means of meshing the same surface three different times. The overal structure
is kept the same, but mesh size is changed. Figs.7.26(a), 7.14 and 7.26(b) display the
applied mesh. The partitioning along the x- and v-direction varies from 5, 10 to 15, re
spectively. Figs.7.27(a), 7.10 and 7.27(b) show the corresponding x-directed components of
the current. The amplitudes of the ridges are 850, 440 and 300 respectively. Furthermore,
concerning the main polarization (y) components of the current, no changes are observed
due to the varying mesh. One particular thing that is observed in the v-component of
the current is, along both v-directed edges, see Fig.7.11, the horizontal lines, perpendicular
to the y-axis and parallel to the x-axis, are deviating and only at the ends. This can be
explained maybe, by what is indicated with Fig.7.25. Also a fact that can playa role is
the order in which the RWG functions appear in the MoM matrix.
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(b)

Figure 7.26: Meshed cross-section for canonical case. (a) 5 x 5 steps along x and y, yielding 65 RWG's.

(b) 15 x 15 steps along x and y, yielding 645 RWG's.
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Figure 7.27: x-component of equivalent magnetic current M 3 . (a) Belonging to Fig.7.26(a). (b) Belong

ing to Fig. 7. 26(b).
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Chapter 8

Waveguide simulator

In Chapters 6 and 7 we discussed and analysed and iris and a patch in a waveguide.
The numerical results we obtained with our software was verified against results found in
the literature and by studying their canonical cases. The verification yielded, according
expectations, corresponding and correct results. Based on this knowledge we can conclude
that our software and analysis is correct so that we can continue with the following step.
The coupling of the iris and the patch.

During the introduction, Chapter 1, we explained that our aim was to make a start
with the analysis of the array by a waveguide simulator approach. The idea on which this
is based can be explained with help of Fig.8.l. In Fig.8.1(a) is depicted a cross-section, in
the x-z-plane, of an infinite array of cavity-backed patch antennas in a rectangular periodic
grid, as in Fig.2.2. vVe note, that the infinite array approach is a necessary modelling step if

-----1
IPeriodic I
Igrid size

Excitation ~\~
(a) Unit cell

wave

Periodic
grid size

( )

Excitation

(b)

Plane waves

Figure 8.l: (a) Infinite army of cavity-backed patch antennas in a rectangular periodic grid. (b) Waveguide

simulator model.

one wants to usefully apply a waveguide simulator. Concerning the periodic arrangement of
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the array, in general not every arrangement can be handled by a waveguide simulator, there
are some restrictions to. A rectangular periodic grid and one type of triangular periodic
grid can be approached by a waveguide simulator. We will stick to rectangular periodical
grids. Based on these two remarks we can continue the explanation, by again considering
Fig.8.1(a). In it is indicated the periodic grid size (cell) which agrees with the unit cell.
By placing a rectangular waveguide, made of a PEC and dimensions corresponding to the
grid size, on top of the array unit cell with its propagation direction perpendicular to the
antenna face, we can neglect all of the rest of the array. We thereby make use of the
fact that the walls are PEC's and the symmetry property that the rectangular waveguide
posses. With help of image theory the infinite array can be reconstructed. The waveguide
walls function as a kind of mirror.

What we have created in this way is a waveguide simulator, as shown in Fig.8.1(b).
With the components treated in Chapter 6 and 7 we are able to construct such a waveguide
simulator.

With a phased array it is possible to steer the main beam into almost any given direc
tions of the half free space. In general, the radiation properties of the array are a function
of the angles eand 1>. In Fig.8.1(a) angle e is indicated, with 1> = 0°, for a departing plane
wave front, normally called a Floquet mode. With a waveguide simulator it is also possible
to study the edependency for plane waves, within certain limits. The TEol mode, which
we use as excitation can be written as a superposition of two plane waves, as

(8.1)

with

(8.2)

where Y is a constant and R is the dimension of the waveguide in the y-direction. The
last term in Eq.(8.2) are two plane waves propagating in the positive z-direction along
zigzag paths between the waveguide walls, see Fig.8.1 (b). The angle they make with the
waveguide wall is

-1 ( 7f )e= tan kzR'

Since e is depended of kz and kz again of the frequency f, according

(8.3)

(8.4)

we can by varying the frequency of mode TEol influence the angle ewhich the plane waves
make with the waveguide wall. We want to note that the illustration made in Fig.8.1(b)
corresponds to a TE lO mode. This is done to get a clearer picture, but does not change
anything about the principle.

To construct a waveguide simulator eventually, we have to couple the iris to the patch.
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8.1 Iris coupled to patch
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In Chapter 2, modelling approach, we explained the idea, to subdivided the total problem
in parts and to form a scattering parameter description of each subproblem. A total model
description can then be formed by subsequently cascading the separate S-matrices. At
first, the cascading of the S-matrices looks trivial, as long as the matrices have the same
size. The output of the one, is the input of the other. But, since the number of waveguide
modes, taken along during the computations of the iris and the patch, differ, the sizes of
the S-matrices in the two cases also differ from each other resulting in the fact that the
S-matrices can no longer be cascade without taken some precautionary measure.

First we will show how to cascade two S-matrices, and after that we'll discuss what
to do if the matrices have different sizes. In Fig.8.2 we see two S-matrices that need to
be coupled, to form a new system. So, we're looking for a new lineair coupled system of
equations describing the relations between the newly inputs a and e, and outputs band f
From Fig.8.2 we can deduce the following two systems for matrix Q; and (3 respectively

a 11 11 C d SIll J12
e a e

~ 3 11 3 12

~x~ -- ~ 3 11 3 12 --a ~
-~

11 11

d';1 ~2b 3 21 3 22 d C f b 3 21 5 22 f-- ~ -- ~ <._- ~

Figure 8.2: Cascading two S-matrices.

[bj = [sflHa] + [Sf2Hc]'
[d] = [s~l][a] + [s~2Hc].

[c] = [SflHd] + [sf2He],

[j] = [sglHd] + [sg2Hej.

(8.5)
(8.6)

(8.7)

(8.8)

As suggested previously, we now must find expression for outputs band f as a function
of inputs a and e. Therefore, we substitute Eq.(8.7) into Eq.(8.6), what corresponds to
coupling output c of S-matrix (3 to input c of S-matrix Q;, yielding

(8.9)

where

(8.10)

Likewise we substitute Eq.(8.6) into Eq.(8.7), what corresponds to coupling output d of
S-matrix Q; to input d of S-matrix (3, which yields

(8.11)
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where
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(8.12)

Still unused, are Eq.(8.5) and (8.8). But, this is changed by substituting Eq.(8.12) and
(8.10), respectively, resulting in what we had aimed for, outputs band f as a function of
inputs a and e

(8.13)

and

(8.14)

From Eqs.(8.13) and (8.14) we can deduce the S-parameter expressions for the new system,

[S11] = [SrI] + [sr2][R211[s~I][S~I],

[sd = [sr2HR21Hs~2],

[S21] = [sglHR1IHs~1],

[822] = [Sg2] + [sgl][R1IHs~2][sf2]'

(8.15)

(8.16)

(8.17)

(8.18)

For so far the coupling of S-matrices, of equal sizes. When this is not the case, one must
take care that they become equally sized.

The coupling of the iris and the patch brings about this problem. During the compu
tations of the iris, 312 waveguide modes were taken into account, against 1512 waveguide
modes for the patch, yielding S-matrices with sizes twice as large as the number of waveg
uide modes, i.e. 624 x 624 and 3024 x 3024, respectively. One can solve the size problem
in three ways. First possibility. Enlarge the number of waveguide modes used for the cal
culations of the iris, to the same number of modes used for the patch. As a consequence,
the condition number of the MoM-matrix rises rapidly, see the convergence graphs in the
results of the iris Fig.6.36. This implies that we probably are creating dependency in the
linear system, therefore the answer, obtained from the the linear system, will no longer
be reliable. Subsequently combining two S-matrices would also produce inaccurate results.
With other words, no suitable solution.

Second possibility is, size up the S-matrix of the iris to the dimensions of the patch-S
matrix, by adding zeros to the four block matrices {S11' S12, S21, S22}, in the right way. As a
consequence of sizing up the smaller matrix by adding zeros, large matrix multiplications
are necessary, which for the most part consist of multiplications by zero, resulting in
excessive calculation times and, loss of in information stored in the the higher order modes
of the patch. By higher order modes we mean, modes with a large imaginary value for the
propagation constant kz .

The loss of information, stored in the higher order modes of the patch, is actually not
so disastrous. These modes are fast evanescent, and only playa role of importance in
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the nearest vicinity of the patch. In spite of the fact that we almost enter this region,
one has been able to see during the results of the patch, that the contribution of these
highly evanescent modes is well below the -50dB and thereby neglected, in general. This
brings us to a third possibility. That is, just calculate the subproblems, by taking along
enough modes until good convergence is reached. Then, resize the S-matrix of the patch,
by leaving out the proper higher order modes of each block matrix, until it has the same
dimensions as the S-matrix of the iris. In this way the computation times for coupling the
S-matrices stays within acceptable boundaries and enough accuracy is guaranteed. This
can be substantiated by the fact that the calculated s-parameters are solutions of converged
problems, thereby correct and accurate, and the amount of modes that are left over in the
resized patch-S-matrix are responsible for the largest part of the complex power.

8.2 Results

First we will investigate a canonical case, as a first check to see how accurate the coupling
between the S-matrices is. This canonical case consists of the coupling of the iris canonical
case and the patch canonical case, illustrated in Fig.8.3. All five sections are equal in length,
i.e. 15 mm, and equal in cross-section with dimensions A = C = E = G = Q = 13.4 mm
and B = D = F = H = R = 13.5 mm in x and y respectively. The dielectric filling
parameters are
varepsilonr = 3 and tan 5 = O. As incident field we take mode TEOl . In Fig.8A the results

I II III IV V

Figure 8.3: Configuration of an iris coupled to a patch, canonical case. Length of each section is 15 mm

and cross-sectional dimensions are 13.4 mm and 13.5 mm in x- and y-direction, respectively.

are presented and according to our expectations. In the upper graph, the magnitude of
the modes is given. At 0 dB in section-lone finds mode TEOl and it continues at a level of
odB in section-IV. What an indication is of the fact that the mode is propagating through
the structure without being disturbed. In the lower graph the phase of mode TEOl is
shown. The phase shift between the points where the curve ends in section-I and continues
in section-V, corresponds exactly to the distance over which mode TEol has travelled. To
obtain these results 4 modes were used for the calculations of the iris and 840 modes for
the patch. The S-matrix size of the new composite system is 8 x 8. The two modes at
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Figure 8.4: Canonical case of an iris coupled to a patch.

-72 and -89 dB, in section-I, are TEol and TE lO , respectively. The mode at -89 dB, in
section-V, is TElO . Not visible are two more modes around -300 dB, viz. TMll and TEll
in section-I as well as in section-V.

Table 8.1 contains some power figures and the scattering parameters of mode TEOl .

The coupling of the iris and the patch seems to go well, what can be concluded from the

Power
Real(·) Imag(·)

Plnl = 1 0

P~utl = 6.1953.10 8 5.1699.10 26

P~ut2 = 1 1.3709.10 -HS

Pio = 1.2773.10 11 -1.3709.10 18

Scattering parameters TE01

sll = 2.2235.10 -4 -1.063.10 -4

S21 = -4.5749.10- 1 -8.8922.10 1

IS1112 + IS211 2 = 1

Table 8.1: Power and scattering values on port 1 and 2 of the S-matrix, at Zl = 0 mm and Z6 = 75 mm,

respectively.

canonical results. The next step that we can make with the waveguide simulator is try
to construct a configuration which corresponds with a given array. Fig.8.5 displays the
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structure which we're going to simulate. The parameter Q and R are the dimensions of

a~lmm

Figure 8.5: Configuration of an iris coupled to a patch. The lengths of the sections is indicated. The

cross-sectional dimensions are A = E = G = 13.4 mm, B = D = F = H = 13.5 mm, C = 2.1 mm,

Q = 16.4 mm and R = 16.5 mm. Dielectric parameters are Cr = 3 and tan J = O.

the rectangular periodic gird.
The parameter of interest for the results is the Sll as a function of the frequency.

Therefore we have made a frequency sweep for the TEol mode, which is incident from
section-I. We have also monitored the Sll as a function of the angle e, which we obtained
via the relations in Eqs.(8.3) and (??), since e is dependent of the frequency. Fig.8.6,
shows Sll as function of the frequency. In Fig.8.7 is displayed the Sll as function of the
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Figure 8.6: Upper: magnitude of 811 of incident mode TEOl as function of frequency. Lower: Corre

sponding angle.

angle theta. Note that this is the same plot as in Fig.8.6 only backwards, because of the
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Figure 8.7: Magnitude of 811 of incident mode TEOl as function angle theta.

fact that, angle e is reverse proportional to the frequency j, see Eq.(8.3). Furthermore, we
notice that the reflection around the center frequency is relatively high.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and Recommendations

9.1 Conclusions

For a phased array consisting of cavity-backed patch antennas, a simple and rigorous
method of solution to the problem has been shown. By separating the waveguide structure
into several parts a high level of flexibility has been created.

Two sub-problems have been discussed: the iris and a patch in a waveguide. The ap
proach used to model these two problems was to close the apertures with perfect electric
conductors (PEe's) and subsequently define equivalent magnetic surface current densities.
For this we have made use of the equivalence theory and uniqueness theorems. The equiv
alent magnetic currents are needed to guarantee continuity of the electric and magnetic
fields.

Because of the waveguide-type problems we have deployed the Marcuvitz-Swinger equa
tions and represented the electromagnetic fields in a modal basis. This led to equivalent
transmission-line equations, from which we have obtained so-called modal Green's func
tions. With these Green's functions we formed integral equations which we then solved by
applying a Garlerkin method of moments (MoM).

With the obtained results from the MoM, we formed a scattering parameter description
of each sub-problem, which has made it possible to connect the two parts. Because we
assumed an infinite array in our model, it has become possible to use the coupling of the
iris with the patch as a waveguide simulator for the phased array.

9.2 Recommendations

First of all, as long as there are no patches to be analysed with exotic shapes, one could use
rooftop basis-functions instead of RWG basis-functions. Because of there orthogonality a
good separation in x- and v-direction will be possible.

Secondly, one could uncouple the summations of the Green's function (modal field
expansions) and the basis-functions for the equivalent magnetic currents.
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Thirdly, one could extend this analysis for a true infinite phased array. This is only a
relatively small step. We have to find the Green's function of the periodic arrangement in
free space. The Green's function for the waveguide is already known. We can then form
an integral equation, and solve this with the MoM.

Further, a modal approach could be employed to create a model for the stripline power
supply.

Finally, one could use the complete software to design a real-life application.
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Appendix A

Electric dipole tangential to PEe
surface

In this appendix we will show that a current source tangential to a PEe does not radiate
any electromagnetic energy.
For this we start from the assumption of a region of space, V, bounded by a large sphere of
radius R, with its center at the origin of the coordinate system and its surface is denoted by
SR. In this region there are two bodies, with volumes va, Vb with corresponding surfaces
sa and Sb respectively. The subscripts "a" and "b" correspond to two possible time
harmonic electromagnetic "states" in this structure. The first is produced by the given
sources Ja, Ma distributed in some fashion throughout volume va, resulting in the fields
Ea, Ha. To be clear, in state "a" volume Vb contains no sources so no fields are cause by
it. vVe now look at state "b", which consists of some impressed sources J b

, M b distributed
in some fashion throughout volume lTb producing the fields Eb, H b. The sources of state
"b" are unrelated to Ja, Ma. In state "b" only volume Vb contains sources and volume va
contains no sources so no fields result from it. In Fig(A.l), the above described situation
is being depicted. Both time-harmonic electromagnetic states obey Maxwell's equations,
stated as

-jW/1Ha,b _ Ma,b

jWcEa,b + Ja,b
(A.l)

To be complete, Ea,b and Ha,b must satisfy the radiation condition and appropriate bound
ary conditions.

Even though Ea, Ha and Eb, Hb do not exist simultaneously in the space being con
sidered, let us take the quantity

H b
. \7 x E a - E a . \7 X H b

- H a
. \7 X E b + E b

• \7 x H a

[Eb . Ja _ H b . M a]

_ [Ea. Jb - H a . M b],

(A.2)
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where there is been made use of the vector identity \7 . (A x B) = B . \7 x A - A . \7 x B
and Eq.(A.l). Integrating over the volume V bounded by the surface SR with unit normal
vector an pointing outward from V and applying Gauss' theorem gives the integral form
of the Lorentz reciprocity theorem:

1 (Ea x H b
- Eb X H a ) . andS

!SR
[ (Eb • Ja - H b

• M a) dlT

-1 (Ea. Jb - H a . M b
) dV

v

(A.3)

Now if we let the radius of the sphere expand to infinity, the former described bounded
region becomes all of space which has an infinite volume li~ and a surface Soo. If the
sources are still spatially finite, we know that the field far away from the sources obey the
Sommerfeld radiation conditions

lim r[Zoar x H(r) + E(r)] = 0,
r-+oo

¢:} lim r[ar x E(r) - ZoH(r)] = O.
r-+oo

(A.4)

What they mean is that the fields far from a localized source behave like TEM waves in
the r-direction 1 viz. H(O, cjJ) = Yoar x E(O, cjJ).

1In [29] you can read how a localized sources radiate waves and behave as local TEM waves in the far
field.



If we apply this condition and use the fact that a r

left-hand side of Eq.(A.3) we have
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an on the surface SCX!' to the

lim 1 (Ea x H b _Eb
X H a)'andS = lim 1 [(an x Ea) . H b

- (an x Eb
) . HaJ dS = 0,

R--->CX! JS
R

R--->CX! JS
R

(A.5)

we see that the contribution of the surface integral becomes zero and Eq.(A.3) reduces to

(A.6)

It is not necessary to define the boundary fields on S R, which provide the internal region
with information about the sources that exist outside of SR' After all, it is sensible to
assume that as R ---+ 00 there will be no sources external to SR and thus no need for the
boundary fields and still it is possible to get a unique solution by merely specifying the
sources within SR, [26, Sec.4.10].

Next, we discard the magnetic sources and apply Love's Equivalence Principle [6] to
the source in volume va. This comes down to removing the original source Ja and defining
a equivalent electric surface current density Json the surface of va, according

(A.7)

(A.8)

(A.g)

This equivalent source produces the same fields outside va as the original source, Ja. This
equivalent surface current can de treated as if it was an impressed one.

According to Love's principle the field {E, H} inside va become zero. Hence, the
material parameters inside va can be changed without disturbing those fields. So as a
substitute we put in a PEC by which Jsbecomes a surface current source tangential and
infinitesimally close to the surface of the PEC. Together with the boundary condition
an X Elsa = 0, the left-hand side of Eq.(A.6) becomes,

1 E b
• Ja dV ------+ r E~an' JsdS = O.

VOO J.c;a

It may be obvious that the volume integral over VCX! reduces to an integral over surface sa
since the source find itself on sa.
By reciprocity, Eq.(A.6), we have that

1'00 Ea. Jb dV = O.

no matter how the source Jb is chosen. This can only be true if and only if Ea = 0 every
where. In other words we can conclude that an electric surface current tangential to the
surface of a PEC does not produce any electric field (and for that matter no magnetic field
either) exterior to that surface. .
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Appendix B

Orthogonality

In this section it is shown that the p-depended longitudinal constituent of the electromag
netic field and the mode functions are orthogonal.

B.l Orthogonality ez , hz

The derivation for the longitudinal constituent ez is the same as for hz, in this way we can
define a scalair substituent like,

meaning ~ can be ez as well as hz . We start with

(\7; + kn ~i = 0,

(\7; + kn~; = o.

(B.1)

(B.2)

(B.3)

(B.4)

The superscript * indicates a complex conjugate, the subscripts i and j indicate two dif
ferent modes i.e. eigensolutions. It is self-evident when ~ = ez , values of k; are related
to TM modes and when ~ = hz, values of k; are related to TE modes. Next, take the
inner-product of Eq.(B.2) and Eq.(B.3) with respectively ~j and ~i, according to

< a, b > = Is a b*da,

and subsequently subtract former equations from each other. This results in

(B.5)

\Vith the vector identity

(B.6)
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we can write the two terms under the first integral as

~; V; ~i = V t . (~; V t ~i) - V~i . V~;, (B.7)

~i V;~; = Vt . (~i Vt ~;) - V~; . V~i' (B.8)

In Eq.(B.7) and Eq.(B.8) we can see that the last two terms on the right-hand side are
equal and therefore cancel, thereby restating Eq.(B.5) as

rVt · (~; Vt ~i - ~i Vt ~;) dO" = -(k;;i - kL) r ~i~; dO". (B.9)./S ./S
Applying Gauss' divergence theorem for IR2 or Green's theorem for IR2

, we obtain

Ie (~; V t ~i - ~i V t ~;) . l/ dl = -(k;;i - k;) Is ~i ~; dO". (B.10)

where l/ is the outward pointing unity vector normal to the contour. Eq.(B.10) can be
reduced further by invoking the directional derivatives as

Ie (~; ~: - ~i ~~) dl = -(k;;i - k;;j) Is ~i ~; dO". (B.11)

In both cases, for ~ = ez or ~ = hz, the left-hand integral is zero by inspecting the boundary
conditions ezlp=pr = 0 and 8hz/8v[p=pr = 0, respectively.

This means that

Is ~i~; dO" = 0 for k;;i -# k;;j 'i -# j ~ E (e z , hz ), (B.12)

in other words, the electric and magnetic longitudinal field constituents are orthogonal.

B.2 Orthogonality e' e" h' h", , ,
Focusing on the equations of the TE and TM mode functions, we see that the expression
for e' and h" and the expression for h' and e" show a lot of similarity.

k' k"
e' -j k"~ Vte z , h" -j k'~2 Vth z , (B.13)

t t

k' k"
h' -j k'~ (az x Vte z ), e" -j k'~2 (Vthz x az ). (B.14)

t t

This gives rise to the introduction of vectorial substitutes

'fJi(P) = e'(p) or 'fJi(P) = h"(p)
(Jp) = h'(p) or (i(P) = e"(p).

By defining an inner-product, according to

< a, b > = Is a· b*dO",

we can start with the inner-product of the i-th and j-th mode of Eq.(B.13).

(B.15)

(B.16)

(B.17)
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B.2.! Inner-product 1J
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As a consequence of the introduction of the variable "." ez as well as hz can appear in the
inner-product < ""i'''''j >, this is why we will adopt the notation of the preceding section
for ez and hz, viz. ~.

(B.18)

The primes, indicating TM or TE modes, are left out. We assume that it is clear, that
depending on wether ~ is equal to ez or hz the variables kz and k; refer to respectively TM
or TE modes. Next, making use of Eq.(B.6) and V;~; = -k;~; we obtain

(B.19)

Applying Gauss' the 2-dimensional theorem to the first term under the integral results in

(B.20)

(B.21)

Now, we are at a point similar to Eq.(B.ll). Using the boundary conditions ezlp=pr = 0
and 8hz/8vIP=Pr = 0 for ~, respectively equal to ez, hz, we conclude that the contour
integral vanishes. The surface integral vanishes on account of Eq.(B.12). \Ve end up with
the conclusion that

I I 0< ei , e j > = ,
< h" h" > = 0z' J '

i :f j,

i :f j.

(B.22)

(B.23)

l.e. the mode functions e' and h" are orthogonal.

B.2.2 Inner-product <:
Looking at Eq.(B.14), the expressions for hi and elf are identical with the exception of hz,
ez and the cross-product with az. Again we will work with the substitute ~ for hz and ez.
So we have

(B.24)

(B.25)

By applying the vector identities in Eq.(3.25) and Eq.(3.29) to the integrand we obtain

kZ'ik~"j1< (i' (j >= k; k;' Vt ~i . Vt~; dCJ,
tii tij S
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which is the same as equation Eq.(B.18). This brings us to the conclusion that h' and e"
are also orthogonal

< h~, hj > = 0,

< e" e" > = 0l' J '

i =J- j,

i =J- j.

(B.26)

(B.27)

B.3 Mutual Orthogonal e' e// and h' h//, ,
We start with e' and e".

Applying the right vector identity and Stokes's theorem yields

And by analogy with the above, of course

< h~,hj >= O.

(B.29)

(B.30)

B.4 Real eigenvalue

In all the above we have made use of the fact that k; is real. This follows from

(B.31)

referring to Eq.(B.1) for~. Then using Eq.(B.7), Gauss' theorem and the boundary con
ditions ez!p=p[' = 0 and ahz/fJvlp=Pr' = 0 we obtain

(B.32)

Hence k;;i is positive because of its quadratic form and real because of the quotient of two
real valued numbers.
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Appendix C

Waveguide modes for rectangular
waveguide

In Secs.4.3.1 and 4.3.2, we ended up with a set of equations for TE modes, Eqs.(4.47)-(4.50),
and TM modes, Eqs.(4.61)-(4.64). These equations are built from the scalar functions 'ljJ
and cP, respectively, or their gradients. However, up till now their exact expression form
is still unknown, the only thing we know about them is that they obey an orthogonality
relation, see Appendix B, since 4) and cP are proportional to hz and ez , respectively, and
their L2-norm is one. By solving the two dimensional scalar wave equations in Eqs.(4.47)
and (4.61) we obtain explicit expressions for 'ljJ and cP, respectively. If we accompany these
wave equations with their specific boundary conditions, so that they become uniquely
solvable, we get the well known Neumann boundary-value problem

(C.1)

and the Dirichlet boundary-value problem

(C.2)

These boundary value problems will be solved for rectangular waveguides of arbitrary size.
The x-dimension is indicated with A and y-dimension with B.

C.l Solution to Neumann boundary-value problem

The simplest way to solve the differential equation in Eq.(C.1) is by applying the method
of separation of variables (also called the product solution). Separation of variables is
possible because there is a underlaying orthonormal (or at least a orthogonal) basis in the
problem. Upon assuming a solution of the form

i = (n,rn), (C.3)
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substituted in Eq.(C.1) and subsequently dividing, this total equation, by Eq.(C.3) yields

(C.4)

The terms on the left-hand side in above equation are independent and must be equal
to the constant transverse wavenumber on the right-hand side for every combination of x
and y. The solution to Eq.(C.4) can be found by writing the transverse wavenumber as a
combination of the wavenumbers in the x-direction and the y-direction as follows

k;;i = k; + k~.

This reduces Eq.(C.1) to two scalar second order differential equation

(C.5)

(d~2 + k;) 1jJn (x) = 0,

(d~2 + k~) ~m(Y) = 0,

d1j~;X) = °at x = {O, A}

d~;y(Y) = °at y = {O, B}

(C.6)

(C.7)

vvhere k; and k; are the so-called separation constants.
Eqs.(C.6) and (C.7) can be recognize as problems of the Sturm-Liouville type. This im

plies that the eigenfunctions ~n (x) and ~m (y) form complete sets and possess orthogonality,
and the eigenvalues are real and positive, [11, Sec.3.2],[18, Sec.4.7]. This supplements the
facts that we found in Appendix B.

The general solution to Eq.(C.6) is

(C.8)

where Cl and C2 are two unknown constants which we can solve by invoking the two
boundary conditions along the x-directions, indicated in Eq.(C.6). From d:fxn Ix=o we get

Cl = C2 and dtn IX=A yields kx = ~. With these results we obtain a final expression of the
following form

n1f

kx = A' En = {2, n!O,
1, n-O,

n = {O, 1, 2, 3, ... }. (C.g)

The multiplicative constant ~ is due to the normalization of1/Jn to unity, as stated in
Sec.4.3.1, and according to

(C. 10)

By analogy with the above derivation, it is now simple to find the solution to Eq.(C.7),
which is

2, m#O,
1, m=O,

m = {O, 1, 2, 3, ... }. (C.ll)
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Multiplying Eq.(C.9) and Eq.(C.ll), according to Eq.(C.3), results in the final expression
for the scalar function 'l/Ji

'l/Ji(P) = VE~~ cos(kxx) cos(kyY),

~m = ~n = {2, ni=O, . ( )'- '- 1 0 10 = n, m ,, n-,
n,m={0,1,2, ... }.

(C.12)

The combination n = 0 1\ m = 0 is excluded, because the result is a constant field.

C.2 Solution to Dirichlet boundary-value problem

To solve the Dirichlet boundary-value problem, we follow the same approach as above.
Applying separation of variables reduces Eq. (C.2) to two one-dimensional second order
differential equation

(d:2 + k;) rPn(x) = 0, rPn(x) = 0 at x = {O, A} (C.13)

(dd;2 + k~) rPm(Y) = 0, rPm(Y) = 0 at Y = {O, B}. (C.14)

Once again, these problems are of the Sturm-Liouville type. The solution to Eq.(C.13) is

n={1,2,3, ... }, (C.15)

n = 0 is a trivial case and thereby excluded. The constant I¥ is due to the normalization

of rPn to unity, as in Eq.(C.10). The solution to rPm(Y) in Eq.(C.14) is as follows

rPm(Y) = Ii sin(kyY), ky = ~1r , m = {I, 2, 3, ... }, (C.16)

Multiplying Eq.(C.15) and Eq.(C.16) leads to the final solution of Eq.(C.2)

2
rPi(P) = fAT) sin(kxx) sin(kyY), i = (n, m), n, m = {I, 2, 3, ... }. (C.17)

yAB

C.2.1 The TE and TM mode functions

Now that the scalar functions are calculated, it is rather simple to find the TE and TM mode
functions, explicitly. Using Eqs.(4.49)-(4.50) and Eqs.(4.63)-(4.64) we find, respectively

(C.18)

(C.19)
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hI
Z

I
e·z

_ ~ V. _ -2 [-k~ sin(k~x) COS(k~Y)]
k'.. (az x t¢z) - k' ...jAB k' cos(k' x) sin(k' y) ,

t,z tjl x X y

_ ~ V
t

i = -2 [k~ cos(k~x) Sin(k~Y)]
k'.· ¢ k' .JAB k' sin(k' x) cos(k' y) ,

t,l tjZ Y x Y

(C.20)

(C.21)
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Appendix D

Interim results transmission lines

In Chapter 5, equivalent transmission line equations have been derived. To arrive these
equations, an inner-product has to be taken of a mode function with an other mode function
on which the operator I: is working, see Eq.(5.4). In this section we will give a short
description of what the outcome is of this inner-product. Only in the case of the electric
field mode functions a derivation wil be given. By analogy with the electric field mode
function case, the inner-product for the magnetic field mode functions can be obtained.

Case 1: both the mode functions are a=p=TM mode types. The inner-product takes
the following form

(D.1)

where e~ is found in Eq.(4.63). The underbraced expression, indicated by 11 , can be written
as,

(D.2)

In Eq.(D.2) we used the fact that the scalar Helmholtz equation for rP is zero. Now, if we
substitute Eq.(D.2) back into Eq.(D.1) we obtain

(D.3)
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(D.4)

The underbraced expression 12 can be rewritten as

12 = r Vt ¢i . Vt ¢; deJ = rVt . (¢iVt¢;) - ¢i V;¢; deJ.Js .Js
= Ie ¢i ~! dl + k~~j1¢i ¢; deJ

= k~~j < ¢i, ¢j >= k~~j 6ij.

The contour integral is zero because ¢ vanishes upon approaching the waveguide wall,
owing to the boundary condition. Note that we've already encountered an integral like 12

in Eq.(B.18). Substituting the above expression for h back into Eq.(D.3), we obtain the
final form of Eq. (D. 1)

(D.5)

Case 2: both the mode functions are a=,B=TE mode types. The inner-product now
takes on the following form

/I 1 't'7 't'7 /I /I< e i + k2 v tV t . e i , e j >,
~'---...,'V.-----"

h

(D.6)

where e~' is found in Eq.(4.50). \iVe can write the underbraced expression, indicated by II,
as,

II = ~~~ [(Vt1/1i x az ) + :2VtVt · (VtVJi x az )]

~ k~k~:i ~k2(V'7Pi x a,) + V,{a, [:v' x Z,7Pi)) ~ Vd'i· (:'7';' a,)}] (D7)

-1
= k~~i (Vt ~'i x a z ).

\iVith the help of II, Eq.(D.6) can then be rewritten as

-1 -1 1 r
< k~~i (V t 7jJi x az ), k~~j (V t 1/1j x az ) > = k~~ik~~j!s (Vt 1/1i x az ) . (V t 1/1; x a z ) deJ, (D.8)

V'

h

Expression 12 can be rewritten as

(D.9)
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Note that this integral has been encountered once before in Eq.(B.24). With help of the
expression for 12 in Eq.(D.9), Eq.(D.6) finally takes on the form

(D.10)

Case 3: one of the mode functions is TM type and the other is TE type, which leads
to the following inner-product

(D.ll)

We can write the underbraced expression, indicated by h, as we did in Eq.(D.2)

(D.12)

Next, with Eqs.(4.50) and (D.12) we can rewrite Eq.(D.ll) as

(D.13)

Expression 12 can be rewritten into

lC~ltcPiX\7t7/J}).azdO"=1\7tX(cPi\7{~);).azdO"-l(cPiyt x r;t7/J})),·azdO" (D.14)

o

Applying Stokes's theorem to the first term on the right-hand side and making use of the
directional derivative, we are left with the equation

(D.15)

Invoking the boundary condition cPilp=pr = 0, indicating that the scalar function vanishes
upon approaching the waveguide wall, we see that Eq.(D.15) becomes equal to zero. With
this fact we can come to the conclusion that Eq.(D.ll) is equal to zero.

/ Inn /" 0< e i + k2 v t v t . e i , e j > = . (D.16)

Interchanging the TM and TE electric field mode functions in the inner-product ofEq.(D.ll)
has no effect on the outcome.
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Summarizing, we have obtained the following results for electric field mode functions

(D.17)

By taking analogous steps, a similar derivation as above can be used to find the results in
the case of the magnetic field mode functions. They are

{

6ij, 0: = (3=TM;
a f3 kl/2

<.ch h· >= ~ A.. r" - ({-TE'= l' ] k 2 U l ], L-< - /J- ,

0, 0: ::J- (3.

(D.18)
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Appendix E

Closed form integrals for iris

The following integrals have to be calculated:

I I ad )nis = \ hi ' , w s ,

I I Cd)nri = \ f r , hi' ,

n Il - Iho<;Il )
ps - \ p ,ws ,

nIl = If ho<;Il)
rp \ r, p ,

nIl = If ho<;Il)
qp \ q, p ,

n III = If ho<;III)
ql \ q, I ,

n III = I ho<;III )
Is \ I ,Ws ,

(E.1)

(E.2)

(E.3)

(E.4)

(E.5)

(E.6)

(E.7)

restricted to case depicted in Fig.E.1. The integrals we will derive are valid for waveguide

Figure E.1: The outer rectangle is waveguide section I or III, the inner rectangle is waveguide section

II. Both waveguides can have a displacement with respect to the origin "0", indicated by the small letters.

The capitals indicate the waveguide dimensions.
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junctions, in which the cross section of waveguide section-II must be enclosed by or equal
to the cross sections of waveguide sections-I and -III, as illustrated in Fig.E.!.

E.l Integrals with heY;II, heY;II

Starting with Eqs. (E.3) and (EA) and substituting the basis functions described in Sec.6A.2
the following combinations are obtained

\h~lI,h~lI) = 6ij ~ [\hP,h~II)] = U;J ii,

/h'lI h"II) = 0
\ ~ , J '

/h"lI h'lI) = 0
\ ~ 'J '

\h~'lI,h;lI) = 6ij ~ [\ h~'lI,h;II)] = [~] ii

(E.8)

(E.9)

(E.10)

(E.ll)

At the end of Eqs. (E.8) and (E.ll) the matrix notation given. ~ii is the identity matrix
of size (i x i). Henceforth, we use i and j as general mode number indication, to prevent
from getting lost in different types of indications. Previously, we already mentioned that
i = p = l. The subscripts I, II and III should give enough information over the waveguide
section we're deling with and possibly point back to the corresponding mode indices.

E.2 Integrals with heY;I, heY;II

Then for Eqs.(E.1) and (E.2) we find, in the same way like above, the following integrals

TM1TMII :

TM1TEII :

TE1TMlI :

TE1TEII :

(E.12)

(E.13)

(E.14)

(E.15)

By making use of the expressions in Eqs.(4A9) and (4.64) the integrals can be further
simplified before we actually calculate them. Starting with Eq.(E.12).

E.2.1 TMI TMII combination

The right-hand side term of Eq.(E.16) is derived by applying Eqs.(3.25) and (3.29) subse
quently to the middle term of Eq.(E.16).

(E.16)
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Then, with the use of Eq.(B.6) and V;¢*II = _k?II¢*II, the right-hand side can cast into
the form

(E.1?)

The surface integral is over the cross-section l (aperture) of waveguide section-II and in
Eq. (B.1?) the inner-product is defined. This kind of integrals have been reviewed in Ap
pendix B, so now and then we will point back and make use of already derived results. By
invoking Gauss's theorem we find

(E.18)

Remember that ¢;IIlaslI
aS~l.

0, where the edge, or contour, of surface S~l is indicated by

E.2.2 TMI TEll combination

With the help of Eq.(3.29) and

V t x (vA) = Vtv x A+v(Vt x A),

the right-hand side of Eq.(E.19) can be written as

(E.20)

1 /( l) II\ 1 {I ( I *II)k'Ik"II \ a z x Vt¢i ,Vt 1/Jj / = k'Ik"II V t x (¢i Vt 1/Jj
t;z til t;z t;l sp

- ¢~(Vt x (Vt1/J;n))) .a z dCl},
(E.21)

and be invoking Stokes's theorem we end up with

(E.22)

IThis cross-section is indicated by S~I and can refer to Sf or sg of Sec.6.4, which indicate the aperture
surfaces (cross-sections) on the specific places Zl and Z2. For now the specific place of the cross-section
is of no importance. The main attention to calculate the integrals is the dimension of the waveguide
cross-section and not the specific position of the junction.
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(E.26)

(E.25)

(E.28)

(E.27)
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E.2.3 TEl TMII combination

(h~/l,hJl) = /k~/~\7t7/JL k~l~. (az x \7tcPY)) = k}k1II (\7t 7/JL (az x \7t cPY)) (E.23)
\ tj2 tj] tj2 ti]

By analogy with Sec.E.2.2 with obtain

1 I 1 ( II)) 1 i II 07/J;1
kllIk1II \ \7t 7/Ji' az x \7t cPj = kll1 k1II cPi ~ dl = O.

tj2 tjj tji tjj as!} uT

The integral vanishes because the boundary condition cPF laskI = 0 is satisfied. This means
that the TE modes in the waveguide with the largest cross-section don't couple with the
TM modes in the waveguide with the smaller cross-section.

Knowing this remarkable fact, it is worthwhile to point out to Eq.(E.22) and notice the
following. If the case, presently under consideration, was the other way around, meaning
that, the cross-section of waveguide section-I would be completely enclosed by the cross
section of waveguide section-II, then the TM modes in the waveguide with the smallest
cross-section never couple with the TE modes in the waveguide with the largest cross
section, as consequence of the fact that the boundary condition cP~lasI = 0 would be
satisfied. Note that the integration area has become S~ instead of S~l. A targer integration
surface would be superfluous because cP~ is confined to S~ and zero otherwise. These same
results are obtain by Gentili G.G. [12].

E.2.4 TEl TEll cornbination

Ih"l h"II ) (-1\7 01,1 -1\7 ,I,ll) 1 1\7 01,1 \7 ol,II)
\ i' j = kill t 'f/i' k"II t ''f/j = kill kllII \ t 'f/i , t 'f/ j

tj2 tj.1 tj2 tj.1

By analogy with Sec.E.2.1, using Eq.(B.6), \7i7/J*II = _k~'2II7/J*II and Gauss's theorem we
obtain

1 {i ool,*II 1 } k"
II 11 'f/j 1 112 II *II tjj 1 *II

= k"lk'/II 7/Ji -0- dl + 'l/Ji ktjj 7/Jj diJ = kill 7/Ji 7/Jj diJ,
tji tij aSkI 1/ SkI tji SkI

81/;*11
with~ laskI = 0, the boundary condition satisfied.

E.2.5 Integrals in their final form

With the integrals reduced to a more simple form we will have to give an explicit expression
to the scalar functions cP and 7/J. For waveguide section-I we define

cP1 = ~sin(k~[x + aID sin(k;[y + bID,
yAB

RI,
7/Jl = V¥if cos(k~[x + aID cos(kUy + bID·
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For waveguide section-II we define
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(E.29)

(E.30)

Appendix C and Fig.(E.1) clarify some of the parameters. Eqs.(E.27)-(E.30) substituted
into the previously deduced integrals gives rise to

k"II vi I I II II lX2
(hilI h"II) = t;nm EnEmEn Em . (kII [ _ ]) (k I [ + ])d

2' J COS x X a2 COS x X al X
k~~~mVABCD Xl,

(Y2 COS(k~I[y _ b2]) cos(k~[y+ bl])dy,
JYl

(E.33)

For (h?, hjII) , we do not use Eq.(E.22) but the right-hand side of Eq.(E.19). The reason
for this is, if one looks at Eqs.(E.31)-(E.33), we see that it all comes down to solving two
basic integrals and by properly combining them, the former equations can be constructed.
The two remaining integrals are

INT;(r, S, t, u, v, w) =18

sin(v[q - u]) sin(w[q + t])dq,

I NT;(r, s, t, u, v, w) =18

cos(v[q - u]) cos(w[q + t])dq.

(E.34)

(E.35)
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For the proper combinations of variables, which one can find out by comparing the integrals
in Eqs.(E.34) and (E.35) with the integrals in Eqs.(E.31)-(E.33), we obtain

I1VT;(XI, X2, aI, a2, k;I, k;) = l X2

COS(k;I[.T - a2]) cos(k;[:r + al])dx
Xl (E.38)

= (X2 ; Xl) [jj + a],

INT;(Yl'Y2,bl,b2,k~I,k~) = (Y2; YI) [1+~]' (E.39)

With

(E.40)

(E.41 )

(E.42)

(E.43)

This gives us the final form
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E.3 Integrals with ha;III, ho:;11
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With the aid of the following substitutions, the integrals which we derived for the junction
between section-I and -II, can be used for the junction between section-III and -II.

I ----+ III,

al ----+ el,

a2 ----+ e2,

bl ----+ iI, (E.48)

b2 ----+ 12,
A----+ E,

B ----+ F.
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Appendix F

Closed form integrals for patch

In order to solve the linear system at which we arrived by means of the MoM, the integrals
it involves must be solved. The integrals are

Illv = If ha;IV)
rz \ r, ~ ,

IllY IhodV )
is = \ i' ,Ws ,

Il~p = \ fn h~;V),

Il~s = \h~;V, w s),

(F.1)

(F.2)

(F.3)

(FA)

(F.5)

with fr = W s stated in Eq.(7.25) and h? for TM modes stated in Eq.(4.64) and for TE
modes in Eq.(4A9). Instead of trying to solve these surface integrals we will simplify them
to line integrals. If we look closely, we see four resembling integrals. This reduces the
number of integrals that need to be evaluated back to two viz., a TM mode weighted with
a R\VG and a TE mode weighted with a RWG. "Te will work them out for section-IV. By
substitution of IV with V, the integrals for section-V are obtained.

F.1 Simplification of a TM-mode coupled to at RWG
function

I 'IV ) ( -1 IV) -1 1 IV)\ hi ,gn = k /lV (az x 'VtcPi ), gn = k /lV (az x 'VtcPi . gn da
t;~ t;~ SRWG

1 r IV 1 r ( IV)= - k/lv J7+ (az X'VtcPi ). gn da - k/IV J7- az x 'VtcPi . gn da.
t;~ Tn t;~ Tn

The integrands in the last right-hand side term of above's expression can be handled by
applying the vector identities in Eq.(3.29) and (E.20). We note that, in the vector identity
of Eq.(E.20), we have made use of the fact that 'Vt x A = 'Vt x gn = O. Subsequently we
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apply Stokes's theorem on the term, of the vector identity in Eq.(E.20), that is leftover, to
end up with

(F.6)

F.2 Simplification of a TE-mode coupled to a RWG
function

Again, the integrants are restated, but now with help of the vector identity

V t . (vA) = v V t . A + A . V t v. (F.8)

Then, by investigating the vector identity we notice that, by applying Gauss' theorem for
2-dimensions and the divergence of the RWG basis function, we obtain

(F.9)

Two surface integrals are still left. From Sec.4.3.1, Eq.(4.47), we remember that (V; +
k~~D'l/Ji = 0 from which 'l/Ji = ~I~ V t . Vt'I/Ji follows. Substituting this last result into the

surface integrals and again invoking Gauss' 2-dimensions theorem yields

(F.10)

During the discussion in Sec.7.3.1 on the RWG basis function we have seen that the basis
function has no component normal to the boundary of the surface, in the plane the two
triangles form. The boundary is formed by the outer contour of two adjacent triangles
(excluding the common edge). However, a component normal to the common edge exists.
These facts reduce the closed contour integrals, which consists of inner-products of basis
functions with boundary normal vectors, to single line integrals over the common edge, as
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follows

/ h" IV ) 1 J ol,IV . V dl - In In oVJI
v

dl
\ i , gn = - k"IV 'f/i gn . k"IV3A+ + OV

h t;z n aTn
, common edge+

1 J IV In In oVJI
V

IV VJi gn' V dl - 3 -0::'1- di.
k"· k"IV A - "T- uVt·z t;z nUn

, common edge-
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(F.ll)

F.3 Integral of a TM-mode with a RWG-function, fi
nal form

For the calculation of line integrals we find [1]

i (v, t)ds,

yielding

x
t = TiT' ds = Ixl dt, K= {x(t)la:::;t:::; b}, (F.12)

l b

(v(x(t)), x(t)) dt.

F .3.1 Integral over T;

(F.13)

In Eq.(F.6) we see that we need to calculate a closed contour integral over the triangles
T: and T;;. We will start with T:.

The integral over the piecewise continuous contour oT;;- is split up in three sub-integrals
over the three straight lines, for convenience, aT,; = IR+->s+ U ls+->v+ U IV+->R+' Fig.F.1
clarifies this notation. By adding the results of the sub-integrals, the total contribution is

VVR

'VR V
R

p/
8° V SV

'sv
y

'ps Lx
vRS

Z

S

Figure F.1: This is T;;:, the basis function is departing from the free vertex (R). Visible are also the

normal- and tangential-vectors of each line section.
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found. Recognising that v = ¢i gn and t = T we give the following parameter representa
tion

(F.14)

(F.15)

(F.16)

(F.17)

1 t
S+ ----+ 1/+ : x(t) = Xs + 2(xV - xs) + 2(xV - xs) t = [-1,1]

(

It 1 t ) (F.18)
= 2[xS + xv] + 2[:rv - xs], 2[YS + Yv] + 2[YV - Ys] ,

x(t) = (~[xv - xs], ~[Yv - YS]) , (F.19)

p~(x(t)) = (~[xs + xv] + ~[xv - xs] - XR, ~[YS + Yv] + ~[Yv - Ys] - YR) ,

(F.20)

¢;v (x(t)) = V~H sin {k;V (~[xs + xv] - q) + k;v ~[xv - xs]}

sin { k~v (~[ys + Yv] - r) + k~v ~ [Yv - Ys] } ,

(F.21)

(F.22)

(F.23)

(F.24)
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¢~V(x(t)) = V~H sin {k;V (1[xv+ XR] - q) + k;V~[XR - xv]}

sin { k;v (1 [yv + YR] - r) + k;V ~ [yR- Yv] } ,
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(F.25)

The "+" superscript at the vertex indices is just an indication that we're dealing with T;t.
With these parameter representations, the following integral must be calculated, which is
the first contour integral of Eq.(F.6). Note that, the normalization constant, 21;;, is left
out.

i ¢~v p~ . T dl = .I ¢~V(x(t))p~(x(t)) . x(t)dt
aT;;:

IR+~S+

+ .I ¢~V(x(t))p~(x(t)) . x(t)dt (F.26)
ls+~v+

+ .I ¢~V(x(t))p~(x(t)) . x(t)dt.

IV+~R+

With the integrals and variables stated in Sec.F.3.3, the integral in Eq.(F.26) can be written
as

(F.27)

F .3.2 Integral over T;;

Now, it is the turn for the integral over T;;. Here, we also split up the contour in three
pieces, aT;; = lu---+s- U ls---+v- U lv--+u-. In Fig.F.2 the T;; is depicted with correspond
ing normal- and tangential-vectors. The parameter representation for the triangle under
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S
vRS

t sv
t RS

vsv n® Pn

V t VR
VVR

y
JI,

Lx
z

Figure F. 2: This is the T;, the basis function is arriving in the free vertex (U).

consideration is

1 tu- --+ S-: x(t) = Xu + 2(xS - xu) + 2(xS - xu) t = [-1,1]

(
1 tIt )= 2[xU + xs] + 2[xs - xu], 2[YU + Ys] + 2[YS - Yu] ,

x(t) = (~[xs - xu], ~[YS - YU]) ,

p~(x(t)) = (ru - r(x(t)))

(
-1 -1 )= 2[xS - xu][l + t], 2[YS - Yu][l + t] ,

¢~v (x(t)) = J~H sin { k~v (~[Xu + xs] - q) + k~v ~ [xs - xu] }

sin { k~v (~ [Yu + Ys] - r) + k~v ~ [Ys - Yu] } ,

(F.28)

(F.29)

(F.30)

(F.31)

(F.32)

(F.33)

1 t
S- --+ V- : x(t) = Xs + -(xv - xs) + -(xv - xs) t = [-1,1]

2 2

(
1 tIt )= 2[xS + xv] + 2[:rv - xs], 2[YS + Yv] + 2[YV - Ys] ,

x(t) = (~[xv - xs], ~[YV - ys]) ,

+ (1 tIt )Pn (x(t)) = Xu - 2[xS + xv] - 2[xV - xs], Yu - 2[YS + Yv] - 2[YV - Ys] ,

(F.34)

¢~v (x(t)) = J~H sin { k~v (~[xs + xv] - q) + k~v ~[xv - xs]}

sin { k~v (~[ys + Yv] - r) + k~v ~ [Yv - Ys] } ,

(F.35)
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1 t
V- --+ U- : x(t) = Xv + -(xu - xv) + -(xu - xv) t = [-1,1]

2 2

(
1 t 1 t )= 2" [xv + xu] + 2" [xu - xv], 2"[YV + Yu] + 2"[YU - Yv] ,

x(t) = (t[XU - xv], t[yU - YV]) ,

p~(x(t)) = (t[XU - xvH1 - t], t[yU - YvH1 - t]) ,

rP~v (x(t)) = V~H sin {k;V (t[xv + xu] - q) + k;v ~[xu - xv]}

sin { k~v (t [Yv + Yu] - r) + k~v ~ [Yu - Yv] } ,
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(F.36)

(F.37)

(F.38)

(F.39)

The "-" superscript at the vertex indices is just an indication that we're dealing with T;;.
The parameter representations are used to solve the following integral, which is the second
contour integral of Eq.(F.6). Note that, the normalization constant, 2~;;' is left out.

iT;; rP~V p;; . T dl = J rP~V (x(t) )p;; (x(t)) . x(t)dt

lu--.s-

+ J rP~V (x(t)) p;; (x(t)) . x(t)dt

ls-.v-

+ J rP~V (x(t) )p;; (x(t)) . x(t)dt.

lv--.u-

With help of the definitions in Sec.F.3.3, Eq.(FAO) is rewritten as

(FAO)

(FA1)
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With the Eqs.(F.27) and (F.41,) the closed form of Eq.(F.6) can be found, according to

( 'IV) In { 1 [ a I a ) Ih· ,gn = -- - -- (II - 12+ h - 14) +-- (II - 12
~ 2k~;i At JGH R+-.S+ JGH s+-.v+

+ ~(h-I4)1 . + ~(-h+I2+h-I4)1 ]
vGH s+~v+ vGH V+-.R+

__1_ [_a_ (II _ 12 + h - 14 ) I + _a_ (II - 12 ) I
A;:;- JGH u--.s- JGH s--.v-

+ ~ (h - 14 ) I + ~ (II - 12 - h + 14 ) I ] }.vGH S--.\;·- vGH V--.U-

(F.42)

Note that the contribution of T;; is subtracted form the contribution of T: instead of
added. This is the result of the fact that T: is oriented counterclockwise and the T;; is
oriented clockwise.

F .3.3 Defined integral variables

In Eqs.(F.27), (F.41) and (F.42) we introduced some variables, defined as follows.

h = 16

cos[(a-()+t(p-~)]dt = cos [(a _ () + (p - ~~(b + a)] sinc [(p - ~~(b - a)] (b-a),

(F.43)

16 [(P+~)(b+a)] [U3+~)(b-a)]12 = a cos[(a+()+t(p+~)]dt = cos (a + () + 2 sinc 2 (b-a),

(F.44)

h = 16

cos[(a - () + t(p - ~)]tdt =

= _1_ {bsin[(a - () + b(p - ~)] - asin[(a - () + a(p - ~)]}
p-~

1
+ (p _ ~)2 {cos[(a - () + b(p - 0] - cos[(a - () + a(p - ~)]} 11j1-~I>~,

(F.45)

14 = 16

cos[(a + () + t(p + ~)]tdt

= ~ {bsin[(a + () + b(p + ~)] - asin[(a + () + a(p + ~)]}
fJ+~

1
+ (p + ~)2 {cos[(a + () + b(p + ~)] - cos[(a + () + a(p + ~)]} IIj1HI>~'
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(F.46)

s- ---f V- : 0: = k;v [-21(xs + xv) - q] ,
IV 1 ( )

[

1 ] f3 = kx 2" Xv - Xs ,
( = k;v 2"(YS + Yv) - r , IV 1

~ = ky 2"(Yv - Ys),
Xu ( ) 1(2 2)

(J = - Xv - Xs - - Xv - Xs -1 2 1 2
2 4 X = -(xv - xs) - -(Yv - Ys) ,

Yu 1 2 2 4 4+ 2(Ylv' - Ys) - 4(Yv - Ys),

(F.47)

(F.48)

(F.49)

(F,50)

(F.51)
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(F.52)

F .3.4 Removable singularities

There is a possibility that equations (F.45) and (F.46) become singular. Therefore, we
enforced the restrictions Ip - ~I > K, and Ip + ~I > K" with K, > O. These singularities can
be dealt with by an n-th order approximation of the integral, as follows. With a 3-rd order
approximation for Eq. (F.45) we obtain

1 , ,....., [ 1 (b2 2) ( ) (p - ~) (b3 3)' ( 1") (p - ~? (b4 4)
3 'f3-~1 <K"""'"2 - a cos a - (- 3 - a sm a -" - 8 - a

cos(a - 0 + (p - 0
3

(b5 - a5 ) sin(a - ()] ,
120 1f3-~I<K

(F.53)

and for Eq.(F.46)

1 I [
1 (b2 2) ( ) (p + ~) (b3 3)' ( 1") (p + ~)2 (b4 4)

4 If3HI<K i:::::"2 - a cos a + (- 3 - a sm a +" - 8 - a

cos(a + () + (p + ~)3 (b5 _ a5
) sin(a + OJ '

120 If3HI<K

(F.54)

we use K, = 10-6
. Since a = -1 and b = 1, all the terms with even powers for a and b

vanish, reducing Eqs.(F.53) and (F.54) to

1 (p - ~) (b3 3)' ( 1") (p - ~)3 (b5 5)' ( 1") I
3 i::::: - 3 - a sm a -" + 120 - a sm a -" 'f3-~I<K'

(p + ~) ( 3 3)' ( ) (p + ~)3 ( 5 5)' ( 1") I14 i::::: - 3 b - a sm a + (+ 120 b - a sm a +" If3HI<K'

(F.55)

(F.56)

F.4 Integral of a TE-mode with a RWG-function, final
form

The definitions stated in Eq.(F.12) and (F.13) are also applicable in this case. Firstly we'll
discuss the integrals concerning triangle T: and then the ones concerning triangle T;;.
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FA.1 Integral over T:
With respect to T:, both the integrals possess inner-products with a boundary normal
vector (v). According to the definition of a line integral we need an inner-product with a
tangential vector (T). Hence, we will use the following substitution v = T X n, where n is
the surface normal of T: which on its turn is determined by the orientation of the tangent
at the boundary of T: surface. This substitution results in the following integrands, with
respect to T:,

EJ'i/Ji
EJv = C\lt'i/Ji) . v = (az x \It'i/Ji) . T,

'i/Ji p~ . V = 'i/Ji (az x p~) . T.

(F.57)

(F.58)

The surface normal vector (n) is equal to the z-directed unit vector, see Fig.F.1.
Again, the contour integral is split up into three parts, as in the preceding case, EJT: =

lR+-+S+ U ls+---->v+ U lV+---->R+' The required parameter representations are equal to those
in Sec.F.3.1 except for ¢. This one is to be replaced with a parameter representation for
'i/J. So therefore, we'll give the parameter representation for 'i/J and for the rest refer to
Sec.F.3.1.

R+ ---7 S+ : Eq.(F.14), Eq.(F.15), Eq.(F.16),

IV ( ()) ~ {IV (1 [ ]) IV t [ ] }~)i X t = VGJi cos kx 2" XR + Xs - q + kx "2 Xs - XR

cos { k~v (~[YR + Ys] - r) + k~v ~ [ys - YR] } ,

(F.59)

s+ ---7 V+ : Eq.(F.18), Eq.(F.19), Eq.(F.20),

IV ( ()) ~ {IV (1 [ ]) IV t [ ] }'i/Ji X t = JCll cos kx "2 Xs + Xv - q + kx 2" Xv - Xs

cos { k~v (~ [Ys + Yv] - r) + k~v ~ [Yv - Ys] } ,

(F.60)
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With these parameter representations, the following integrals can be calculated

i a'l/JIV J
.
~ dl = [az x Vt~)fV (x(t))] . x(t)dt

aTt uv
IR+~s+

+ J [az x Vt'l/JfV(x(t))]· x(t)dt

ls+~v+

+ J [az x Vt'l/JfV(x(t))]· x(t)dt,

IV+~R+

which is the second term on the right hand-side of Eq.(F.11) and

(F.62)

J
common edge+

'l/JfY P~' v dl = J 'l/JfV(x(t)) [az x p~(x(t))]· x(t)dt (F.63)

J

which is the first term on the right hand-side of Eq. (F.11).
Eq.(F.62) results in

1 a'l/JfV dl = ~[h - 1
4

]1

JaTt av VGH RL->5+

+ ~[I 1]1VGH 3 - 4 5+--+17+

~I+ v7JJ1 [h - 14 ] ,
GH 17+--+R+

and Eq.(F.63) results in

IV + TJ~[ ]1'l/Ji Pn' V dl = r;:=:iTT II + h .
4 V GH 5+--+17+

common edge+

In Sec.F.4.3 the various variables are defined.

(F.64)

(F.65)

F .4.2 Integral over Tr-:

For the integrals over T;; we also have to deal with vectors normal to the boundary. In
the same way as in Sec.FA.1 we use the substitution v = T X n, only now, n is the normal
vector on the surface of the 'minus'-triangle which is equal to -az , see Fig.F.2. So, we end
up with

a'l/Ji
av = -(az x V t 'l/Ji) . T,

'l/Ji p~ . V = -1jJi (az x p~) . T.

(F.66)

(F.67)
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The corresponding parameter representation is
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u- --+ S- : Eq.(F.28), Eq.(F.29), Eq.(F.30),

IV )) ~ {IV (1 [ ]) IV t [ ] }1/Ji (X(t = VGli cos kx · 2" XR + Xs - q + kx 2" Xs - XR

cos {k~V (~[YR + YS] - r) + k~V~ [YS - YR]},
(F.68)

S+ --+ l/+ : Eq.(F.32), Eq.(F.33), Eq.(F.34),

IV ~ {IV (1 [ ]) IV t [ ] }1/Ji (x(t)) = VGli cos k;); 2" ;rs + Xv - q + kx 2" Xv - Xs

cos { k~v (~ [Ys + YvJ - r) + k~v ~ [Yv - Ys] } ,
(F.69)

v+ --+ R+ : Eq.(F.36), Eq.(F.37), Eq.(F.38),

1/Jfv (x(t)) =~ cos { k~v (~[:rv + 1;R] - q) + k~v ~ [xR- xv] }

cos { k~v (~ [Yv + YR] - r) + k~v ~ [YR - Yv] } ,
(F.70)

With these parameter representations, the following integral can be calculated

1 aa1/Jl
v

dl = - J [az x V t 1/JfV(x(t))]· x(t)dt
Jar;; v

lu-~s-

- J [az x V t 1/JfV(x(t))] . x(t)dt

ls-~v-

J [az x Vt 1/Jfv (x(t))] . x(t)dt,

lv-~u-

which is the fourth term on the right hand-side of Eq.(F.ll) and

(F.71)

J7jJfV p;;. v dl = - J 7jJfV(x(t)) [az x p:'(x(t))] . x(t)dt (F.72)

common edge- ls-~v-

which is the third term on the right hand-side of Eq.(F.ll).
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Eq.(F.71) results in

1 o4.'fV dl = - ~[I3 - 1
4

]1

riJT,;- ou JGH u- --->S-

JEnEm I- JGli [h - 14 ] S---->v-

~[I 1]1- JGH 3 - 4 v---->u-'

and Eq.(F.72) results in

F. CLOSED FORM INTEGRALS FOR PATCH

(F.73)

J
common edge-

IV - 77~[]1'l/Ji Pn ' V dl = - - IriTi II + h .
4 vGH s---->v- (F.74)

In Sec.F.4.3 the pertaining variables are defined.
With Eqs.(F.64), (F.65), (F.73) and (F.74), a solution to Eq.(F.ll) can be found in the

form

fh"IV) ln77~ I ln~ {[I /]1
\ i ,gn = - 4A;tk~~iJGH[Il + h] S+--->V+ - A;tk~~/JGH 3 - 4 R+--->S+

, ,

+[h - 14 ]1 + [h - 14 ]1 }
S+--->V+ V+--->R+

ln77~ { [I + I ]} I In~ { [I I ]I
- 4A-k".JGH - 1 2 S---->V- - A-kIl3JGH - 3 - 4 U---->S-

n tjt n tj2

-[h - I 4 ]ls_--->\,._ - [h - I 4 ]lv---->u- }.

(F.75)

F .4.3 Defined integral variables

In Eqs.(F.64), (F.65), (F.73), (F.74) and (F.75) we introduced a number of variables,
defined as follows.

II is given by Eq.(F.43),

h is given by Eq.(F.44),

13 = l b

6 cos(0: + t(3) sin(( + t~) dt =

6(a-b){ . [(( ) (~+(3)(a+b)]. [(~+(3)(a-b)]= - 2 sm + 0: + 2 smc 2

+ . [(( )+ (~-(3)(a+b)]. [(~-/3)(a-b)]}sm - 0: 2 smc 2

(F.76)
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(F.77)

14 = l b

,sin(o: + t(3) cos(( + t~) dt =

I(a-b){. [( +()+({3+~)(a+b)]. [({3+~)(a-b)]
= - 2 sm 0: 2 smc 2

+ sin [(0: _ () + ({3 - ~~(a + b)] sinc [({3 - ~~(a - b)] }

The variables 0:, {3, ~ and ( for the various line sections can be found in Eqs.(F.47)-(F.52).
The variables 6, I and 17 for the various line sections are defined in Eqs.(F.78)-(F.83).

R+ -----+ S+ : 6 = k~v ~(:[,s - XR),

IV 1,= kx 2(YS - YR),

S+ -----+ V+ . 6 = kIV! (x - x ). y 2 v S,

IV 1,= kx 2(YV - Ys),

-1 YR
17 = 4(YS + Yv)(xv - xs) - 2(xV - xs)

1 XR
+ 4(xs + xV)(Yv - Ys) - 2(YV - Ys),

V+ -----+ R+ : 6 = k~v ~ (:1: R - xv),

IV 1,= kx 2(YR - Yv),

1
U- -----+ S- : 6 = k~v2(xS - xu),

IV 1,= kx 2(YS - Yu),

1
S- -----+ V- : 6 = k~v2(xV - Xs),

IV 1( )r = kx 2 Yv - Ys ,

-Yu 1
17 = -2-(xV - xs) + 4(YS + Yv)(xv - xs)

l;U 1
+ 2(YV - Ys) - 4(xS + xV)(Yv - Ys),

1
V- -----+ U- : 6 = k~v2(xu - xv),

IV 1 (
I = kx 2 Yu - Yv),

(F.78)

(F.79)

(F.80)

(F.81)

(F.82)

(F.83)
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Programming details

Below, matrix formulations are presented, which are related to the iris.
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(G.l)

(G.2)

(G.3)

(G.4)

(G.5)

(G.6)

(G.7)

(G.8)

(G.g)

(G.I0)

(G.ll)

(G.12)

(G.13)

(G.14)

(G.15)

(G.16)
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(G.17)

(G.18)

(G.19)

(G.20)

(G.21)

(G.22)

The integrals in Eq.(G.14)-(G.20) are worked out in Appendix E.
Below, matrix formulations are presented, which are related to the patch.

[TIV;V]sr = [TIV]sr + [TV]m

[T IV ] = [rrIV] T [Y IV] 00 [rrIV] Tsr ~s zz rtl

[TV]sr = [rrV]~slyV]pp[rrV];p,

[rrIV] - Iha;IV )-is - \ -i ,Ws ,

[rrIV] 0 = If ha;IV)
n \ r, ~ ,

[rrV]ps = (h;;V, ws),

[rrV]rp = (fro h;;V),

[ IV] _ a;IV;;;y -i-i - Yoo;-i Uij,

[OVV] ya·V;;;
1 pp = oo';p Upj,
[rX]s = [IIV;ex]s + [IV;ex]s,

[IIV;exL, = 2[rrIV]Ts[yIV]ii[BO<]i'
[IV;ex]s = -2[rrIV]~s[YV]pp[-CO<]p,

The integrals in Eq.(G.26)-(G.29) are worked out in Appendix F.

(G.23)

(G.24)

(G.25)

(G.26)

(G.27)

(G.28)

(G.29)

(G.30)

(G.31)

(G.32)

(G.33)

(G.34)
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